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  1                  P R O C E E D I N G S

  2                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Let's call to

  3   order this August 28th meeting of the Town of

  4   Kiawah Island Board of Zoning Appeals.  Members

  5   of the Board who will be hearing these cases

  6   today are Ron Hacker, Scott Parker, Michael

  7   Clawson, Wendy Kulick, myself, Randy Gilmore, and

  8   last but not least, Charlie Larsen.

  9            The staff members present today are John

 10   Taylor, Jr., and Jenny Werking.  Our case rulings

 11   from this and any BZA meeting are available for

 12   public review and inspection during normal

 13   business hours at the Town Hall.

 14            At this time I would like to explain to

 15   the public the workings of the BZA.  The Board of

 16   Zoning Appeals is a quasi-judicial body

 17   established to interpret and grant relief from

 18   the zoning ordinance.  The Board of Zoning

 19   Appeals has jurisdiction over three types of

 20   cases:  appeals, variances and special

 21   exceptions.

 22            Appeals are heard regarding

 23   administrative actions or decisions by the zoning

 24   administrator or staff.  Variances may be granted

 25   when strict application of the zoning ordinance
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  1   would cause an unnecessary hardship.  This

  2   Board's actions must be based on specific

  3   standards as contained in the South Carolina

  4   Local Government Planning Act 1994 and the Town

  5   of Kiawah Island zoning ordinance.

  6            Special exceptions allow this Board to

  7   permit use of certain conditions as contained in

  8   the zoning ordinance -- if certain conditions

  9   contained in the zoning ordinance are not met.

 10            A simple majority vote of the quorum

 11   present is required to grant a variance or to

 12   overturn the decision of the zoning administrator

 13   in an appeal or to grant a special exception.

 14            Because today's hearing is a public

 15   fact-finding meeting, we are in compliance with

 16   the Freedom of Information Act and South Carolina

 17   Code 6-29-70.

 18            15 days prior to this hearing, an

 19   announcement was printed in the Post & Courier, a

 20   sign posted on or near the designated properties,

 21   and a notice was mailed to the applicant and

 22   representatives and to residents within 300 feet

 23   of the application and to parties of interest.

 24   Persons, organizations, and the news media that

 25   have requested declarations of our meetings have
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  1   also been notified.

  2            The Freedom of Information Act does not

  3   require notification of anyone other than the

  4   applicant and parties of interest.  Our purpose

  5   today is for interested parties to be heard in

  6   order to assist the Board's gathering of evidence

  7   pertinent to each of these cases.

  8            If the members of the BZA feel the need

  9   for further information to clarify a case, the

 10   Board has the authority to subpoena witnesses.

 11   In addition to our testimony, the Board has been

 12   presented written information submitted to the

 13   staff by the applicants and their agents for each

 14   case.  This information is now considered to be

 15   evidence and is entered into the permanent record

 16   of this body.  It is assumed that it is complete,

 17   true and accurate.

 18            Also, we have been presented data

 19   assembled by the staff for the purpose of

 20   clarifying the location and the effect on

 21   surrounding properties.  Our Board is empowered

 22   to approve, approve with conditions, or to deny

 23   requests.  We are also authorized to defer a case

 24   should there be a need for additional

 25   information.
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  1            If an applicant's request is approved

  2   for a special exception, a variance, or an appeal

  3   of a decision by the zoning administrator, they

  4   must go to the Town of Kiawah Island and apply

  5   for permits.

  6            Variances and special exceptions granted

  7   by the BZA are valid for 12 months after this

  8   meeting.  However, if an applicant's request is

  9   disapproved, they may wish to appeal -- and they

 10   wish to appeal the decision of this Board

 11   concerning their case, appeals must be addressed

 12   to the Circuit Court.

 13            South Carolina Code 6-29-820 states that

 14   the appeal must be filed by the applicant within

 15   30 days from when the decision of the Board is

 16   mailed to them.  Failure to file an appeal within

 17   the time limit deprives the Court of jurisdiction

 18   to hear the matter.

 19            Because this is a quasi-judicial body,

 20   everything said in this meeting must be complete,

 21   true, and accurate.  All of the information

 22   provided to the BZA is considered evidence, and

 23   this Board may certify contempt of court if false

 24   statements are made either in writing or orally.

 25            Because of this, each person who wishes
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  1   to address the Board will be sworn in.  In order

  2   to expedite this procedure, those wishing to

  3   speak, will you please stand as a group.

  4                 (All comply.)

  5            And Ms. Werking, would you administer

  6   the oath, please?

  7                 (Ms. Werking places all witnesses

  8   standing under oath.)

  9                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Thank you.

 10            As you may or may not know, we have

 11   three cases today.  I'm going to call them in the

 12   order in which they came to us for filing.  The

 13   first case I will call is BZA-07-17-00200 at 40

 14   Eugenia Avenue.

 15            The staff will present pertinent facts,

 16   which they'll then call for the applicant to

 17   address the case.  The applicant shall please

 18   stand and state their name and current address

 19   for the record before giving testimony; and if

 20   you would, please take the podium so we all can

 21   find you.

 22            I would then ask for all of those

 23   speaking either in support of the case or against

 24   the case to say what they have to say.  Each will

 25   have a time limit of two minutes, and the
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  1   applicant will have two minutes for rebuttal to

  2   anything someone else might say.

  3            John, will you please present the case

  4   for us?

  5                 MR. TAYLOR:  Thank you.

  6            The first case is BZA-07-17-00200.  And

  7   this applicant/property owner is Robin Curtin,

  8   who is represented by Mr. Wayne Windham of Wayne

  9   Windham Architect who are requesting a variance

 10   for the placement of a swimming pool in the front

 11   yard at the subject property, 40 Eugenia Avenue.

 12            This is TMS# 207-08-00-024.  This

 13   particular lot is located in the R-1 residential

 14   zoning district and is approximately 25,000

 15   square feet in size.  The subject property is a

 16   corner lot, abutting the intersection of Eugenia

 17   Avenue and Low Oak Woods Road.

 18            Here you can see the image here that

 19   shows the zoning district.  The maximum allowable

 20   lot coverage for this particular area is

 21   33 percent, and the subject property is not under

 22   the purview of the Kiawah Island Architectural

 23   Review Board.

 24            The Town of Kiawah Island Land Use

 25   Planning and Zoning Ordinance, Chapter 12, Land
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  1   Use Planning and Zoning, Article 2, Division 3,

  2   Use Regulations, Section 12-104, Accessory Uses,

  3   Building/Structures 5, Standards for Accessory

  4   Structures in Residential Districts states that

  5   accessory structures may be allowed in

  6   residential districts under the following

  7   conditions:

  8            A:  Private swimming pools, along with

  9   incidental installations, such as pumps and

 10   filters, may not be located in the front yard.  A

 11   pool shall be set back a distance of not less

 12   than 10 feet from all lot lines, except that a

 13   pool that is elevated more than 4 feet above the

 14   average natural ground level at the nearest

 15   property line shall comply with required building

 16   setbacks.  All swimming pools shall be gated and

 17   fenced.  The fence height shall be 5 feet.

 18            Here is just an aerial of where the

 19   subject property is here on the corner of Eugenia

 20   and Low Oak Woods Road.  This is closer to the

 21   edge of Eugenia where it starts to approach the

 22   gravel area of Eugenia, and we'll go through a

 23   few images of the context of the site.  So this

 24   is looking from Eugenia toward the subject

 25   property at the corner of Eugenia and Low Oak
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  1   Road.

  2            Let me know if you guys can't see it.

  3   I'm sure people can see it in front of me but --

  4   or just stop me if you have a question.

  5            The subject property is vacant and is

  6   with very -- not much mature vegetation.  And

  7   here you see a few of the oaks that are present

  8   on this particular site.

  9            The applicant's letter of intent

 10   explains that:  the owner of the lot, Ms. Robin

 11   Curtin, bought the Lot, 40 Eugenia, this past

 12   year.  They already ow an home at Kiawah but

 13   wanted a home that was closer to the beach and a

 14   lot that would handle a pool for her younger

 15   kids.

 16            As we were designing the home, we looked

 17   at the sun and the prevailing breeze orientation;

 18   and we looked at the challenge of designing

 19   around the huge oak trees on the lot.  With the

 20   design, we were able to save a good number of

 21   large oak trees and design the house and pool

 22   with the best sun and prevailing breeze

 23   orientation.

 24            We think that by allowing us to place

 25   the entry on Low Oak Road and the pool setback 70
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  1   feet from Eugenia Avenue, we can make this a

  2   great asset to the neighborhood.

  3            This is just a few more images of the

  4   property at Eugenia Avenue and then across Low

  5   Oak Road, which there is a single-family

  6   residence.  The proposed plan depicts the single-

  7   family residence with a swimming pool to be

  8   placed in the front yard adjacent to Eugenia

  9   Avenue.

 10            And the proposed house, screened porch,

 11   and entry porch total approximately 3,767 square

 12   feet.  The proposed footprint of the pool is

 13   approximately 556 feet -- square feet.  The

 14   proposed deck and stairs total approximately

 15   1,509 square feet, and the total proposed lot

 16   coverage is 23.1 percent, which falls under the

 17   maximum allowable lot coverage of 33 percent.

 18            The elevation -- the proposed elevation

 19   is to be put on Eugenia and along Low Oak Woods

 20   Road -- and then the site plan that shows the

 21   entire subject property.

 22            What I do want to highlight is before I

 23   go through the staff findings was two areas

 24   within the vicinity that also had corner lots

 25   pool -- that had pools on the corner lots; and
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  1   these are those two images, 2A and 24 Eugenia.

  2            The BZA may grant a variance only if

  3   exceptional circumstances exist and where

  4   practical difficulty or unnecessary hardship is

  5   so substantial, serious, and compelling that

  6   relaxation of the general restrictions ought to

  7   be granted.

  8            No variance shall be granted unless the

  9   applicant shall show and the BZA shall find that,

 10   A, there are extraordinary and exceptional

 11   conditions pertaining to the particular piece of

 12   property.

 13            In that finding, there may be

 14   extraordinary and exceptional conditions

 15   pertaining to the property due to the location of

 16   several large trees on the lot, the required

 17   setbacks, and the lot designation of being a

 18   corner lot.  The site survey depicts four trees

 19   measuring 24 inches diameter breast height and

 20   larger and located in the boundary of the subject

 21   property, including a 34-, 26-, and 31-inch oak

 22   within the buildable area of the subject

 23   property.

 24            In addition, the applicant's letter of

 25   intent states, this property is unique because it
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  1   is situated at the corner of Eugenia Avenue and

  2   Low Oak Woods Road.

  3            Criteria B:  Staff's response says,

  4   these conditions are unique to the subject

  5   property and may not generally apply to other

  6   properties in the vicinity.

  7            The subject property is vacant and is

  8   defined as a corner lot, abutting the

  9   intersection of Eugenia Avenue and Low Oak Woods

 10   Road.  Other properties in the vicinity which may

 11   contain pools are either adjacent to the beach or

 12   contain pools which are placed in the designated

 13   rear yard.  Two identified properties in the

 14   vicinity defined as corner lots contain pools;

 15   and those are the two I've indicated, 2A and 24

 16   Eugenia.  Per the applicant's letter of intent,

 17   these conditions only apply to a few homes on the

 18   street.

 19            Criteria C:  The application of this

 20   ordinance to the subject property allows

 21   accessory structures, including swimming pools.

 22   However, as required by this ordinance, swimming

 23   pools may not be located in the front yard.  The

 24   location of several large trees and the

 25   configuration of the property may not prohibit or
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  1   unreasonably restrict the utilization of the

  2   property or prevent the construction of a pool at

  3   the rear of the existing residence.

  4            The applicant's letter of intent

  5   contends, quote, the requirement of this

  6   ordinance will unreasonably restrict the

  7   property.  The lot is large with significant

  8   trees; and we have designed the home that enters

  9   off of Low Oak Woods Road, thus allowing us to

 10   keep a good number of trees on Eugenia and place

 11   our pool for southern sun and breezes.

 12            Criteria D:  Staff's response.  The

 13   authorization of this variance may not be of

 14   substantial detriment to the adjacent properties

 15   or the public good if adequate mitigation is

 16   implemented by the owner to screen the proposed

 17   pool from the adjacent properties and the right-

 18   of-way.

 19            Additionally, by allowing the proposed

 20   pool to be built in the proposed location,

 21   significant trees may be preserved.  However, the

 22   character of the R-1 Residential Zoning District

 23   may be harmed by granting this variance since

 24   other properties along Eugenia Avenue do not have

 25   a pool located in the front yard of the principal
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  1   residence.

  2            Furthermore, the applicant's letter of

  3   intent states:  The authorization will not be a

  4   substantial detriment to the public good and

  5   character of Eugenia.  There are only four lots

  6   on Eugenia that have this situation, end quote.

  7            Criteria E:  Staff response.  Granting

  8   of this variance would not allow the

  9   establishment of a use not otherwise permitted in

 10   a zoning district, extend physically a

 11   nonconforming use of land, or change the zoning

 12   district boundaries.

 13            Per the applicant's letter of intent,

 14   the granting of this variance will not adversely

 15   affect the zoning, end quote.

 16            Criteria F:  The BZA may not consider

 17   profitability when considering this variance

 18   request.  The applicant's letter of intent

 19   states:  The variance was not a result of a

 20   resale calculation.  It was due to the best use

 21   of land, the existing trees, and the sun and the

 22   wind for the pool.

 23            Criteria G:  Staff's response.  The need

 24   for the variance may not be the result of the

 25   applicant's own actions.  Since the lot is
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  1   vacant, proposed plans could be altered without

  2   the need for a variance.  However, per the

  3   application -- applicant's letter of intent,

  4   quote, it is not, end quote.

  5            Criteria H:  Staff's response.  Granting

  6   of this variance may not be contrary to the

  7   public or neighborhood interest, may not

  8   adversely affect other property in the vicinity,

  9   nor interfere with the harmony, spirit, intent,

 10   and purpose of these regulations if the

 11   installation of the pool and it is adequately

 12   mitigated through substantial screening from

 13   adjacent properties and the right-of-way.

 14            Per the applicant's letter of intent,

 15   the variance does not affect the adjacent

 16   property owners.  We are well within the

 17   setbacks.  We are 45 feet from the property to

 18   the left of Eugenia; and we are 70 feet from the

 19   pool to the edge of Eugenia, end quote.

 20            Final Criteria I:  Staff's response.

 21   Granting of the variance may conflict with the

 22   comprehensive plan or the purposes of the

 23   ordinance, which does not allow pools to be

 24   located in the front yard.  However, it is not

 25   allowed to -- however, granting of this variance
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  1   may not substantially conflict with the

  2   comprehensive plan, Housing Element VIII, Goals

  3   1, Implementation Strategy A, which states,

  4   quote, provide mechanisms to permit flexibility

  5   and innovation in residential project design to

  6   promote land use efficiency and environmental

  7   protection, end quote.

  8            Per the applicant's letter of intent,

  9   granting of the variance does not conflict with

 10   the comprehensive plan.

 11            The Board of Zoning Appeals' action,

 12   which the Board of Zoning Appeals may approve,

 13   approve with conditions, or deny Case No.

 14   BZA-07-17-00200 based on the BZA's findings of

 15   fact unless additional information is deemed

 16   necessary to make an informed decision.

 17            In the event that the Board does decide

 18   to approve the application, the Board should

 19   consider the following condition, which is prior

 20   to the zoning approval, the applicant shall

 21   provide a landscape plan, which is reviewed and

 22   approved by the planning staff that provides

 23   additional screening in the form of understory

 24   plantings and shrubs, which shall mature to

 25   create a vegetated visual buffer from the right-
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  1   of-way being Eugenia Avenue.

  2            Are there any questions?

  3                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  John, you

  4   said that this piece of property is not subject

  5   to the ARB?

  6                 MR. TAYLOR:  Correct.

  7                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Any further

  8   questions?

  9                 MS. KULICK:  If I understood you

 10   correctly, John, if this variance were denied, it

 11   would not mean that the pool could not be built?

 12                 MR. TAYLOR:  Correct.

 13                 MS. KULICK:  Thank you.

 14                 MR. HACKER:  John, is there

 15   any place where you described what the front yard

 16   is compared to a side yard or the back yard?

 17   Because there's two front yards since it's on two

 18   streets.  So where does the side yard come in?

 19   So you can't have it in front, but you could have

 20   it on the side?

 21                 MR. TAYLOR:  Essentially on a

 22   corner lot, you would have two frontages.  The

 23   definition would then come in of where that

 24   principal main entrance of the proposed home

 25   would be -- off of that perimeter where that side
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  1   starts, that's where it would be designated, if

  2   that answers your question.

  3                 MR. PARKER:  So if the address is

  4   Eugenia, it's in front of Eugenia.  That's the

  5   front.

  6                 MR. TAYLOR:  Off of Eugenia you

  7   still would -- because any frontage to any right-

  8   of-way would be designated a front yard.  There

  9   won't necessarily be a side yard because of those

 10   two frontages.

 11                 MR. PARKER:  So then in my mind,

 12   you could put the mailbox anywhere and that would

 13   be, quote, the front yard?

 14                 MR. TAYLOR:  No.  You still would

 15   have your -- wherever that right-of-way --

 16   wherever that subject property touches the right-

 17   of-way, that still would be designated the front

 18   yard, yeah.

 19                 MR. HACKER:  So it has two front

 20   yards?

 21                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  I think the

 22   answer is we've got two front yards --

 23                 MR. TAYLOR:  We have two front

 24   yards.

 25                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  -- because
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  1   you have two public streets.

  2                 MR. TAYLOR:  Correct.

  3                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  So we would

  4   be facing the same question if the house was

  5   still -- and the pool was facing, well, the

  6   woods.

  7                 MR. TAYLOR:  If the -- right now

  8   the pool is proposed to be here.

  9                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Right.

 10                 MR. TAYLOR:  If it was flipped and

 11   say that this driveway was here and then the pool

 12   was further north, then we wouldn't consider that

 13   to be placed in the front yard.

 14                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  So on the two

 15   street-fronting sides, the pool on either one of

 16   those would be considered in a front yard?

 17                 MR. TAYLOR:  Correct.

 18                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Thank you.

 19   Questions?  Any further questions?

 20            Thank you, sir.

 21                 MR. PARKER:  Oh, I have one more.

 22   Since we had the two letters that we received on

 23   Friday in opposition, I understand that there has

 24   been another letter.

 25                 MR. TAYLOR:  There's been one more.
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  1   It should be placed in front of you.  I think

  2   that was at 39 Eugenia.  So that would be three

  3   total.

  4                 MR. LARSEN:  And along those lines,

  5   if those letters had been received prior to your

  6   writing your staff response, would you still have

  7   written nay as opposed to --

  8                 MR. TAYLOR:  Yes.  Our staff

  9   findings are based on what the applicant

 10   provides, not necessarily what another resident

 11   would provide to us.

 12                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Thank you,

 13   John.

 14            As always, we reserve the right to talk

 15   to you more.

 16            Who is going to speak for the applicant?

 17                 MR. WINDHAM:  I am.

 18                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Thank you,

 19   sir.  Would you take the podium, state your name,

 20   and give us your address, please.

 21                 MR. WINDHAM:  I'm Wayne Windham, an

 22   architect; And the address is 1779 Main Road on

 23   John's Island.

 24                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Thank you,

 25   sir.
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  1                 MR. WINDHAM:  The Curtins hired me

  2   to design their beach house on this lot; and when

  3   I was looking at the overall design, I really

  4   wanted to catch the summer suns and the natural

  5   breezes that come in off the ocean.

  6            And if you design a normal house with

  7   Eugenia in mind, you place a pool in the back of

  8   the house; and the back of that house really

  9   forebodes you to having a lot of sun back there,

 10   and you will have roughly no breeze because the

 11   house would block the breeze.

 12            So I thought about the idea of entering

 13   from Low Oak Road and then not addressing that as

 14   my entry element, at least not from Eugenia.  And

 15   we designed it around the oak trees out there, as

 16   many as we could save.  And we have, like, I'd

 17   say 70 feet from the edge of the driveway on the

 18   edge of Eugenia to the pool, it's only required

 19   to be 25 feet; and we've got 40 feet from the

 20   edge of the property on the left-hand side over

 21   to the house or the deck on that side.

 22            We're not asking for any variances other

 23   than for you all to see fit to grant this two

 24   front yard dilemma that we have.

 25                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Could you
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  1   design it where the pool was on the side, the

  2   east -- west side of the house?

  3                 MR. WINDHAM:  Yes, we could.

  4   But --

  5                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Which would

  6   still give you the ocean breeze.

  7                 MR. WINDHAM:  It'd give you ocean

  8   breeze, but you wouldn't have any sun.  So for

  9   our pool for somebody that loves the sun, which

 10   Ms. Curtin does, that would be a negative for

 11   her.

 12                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Did you look

 13   at other designs?

 14                 MR. WINDHAM:  No.  This is -- I

 15   mean, this is the first one I came up with.  They

 16   loved it.  And I just -- I said, this is -- I

 17   mean, I think this is perfect if we can get this

 18   through the BZA.

 19            I knew that the Board -- was against the

 20   rules that we could not have a front entry

 21   garage -- a front entry pool with a front entry

 22   garage, but because this lot is so wide and so

 23   big, I figured we could do that and come here and

 24   show it to you, to the Board, and see if you all

 25   accepted it.
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  1            I've done schematics.  That does not

  2   mean that I am -- this is the only design for

  3   that lot, but I think it's the most appropriate

  4   one for this lot.  One of the things that's --

  5   granting a variance for this lot is on the Item I

  6   of the comprehensive plan.  That states that you

  7   can grant a variance based on a creative use of

  8   the property.  So I think this is a nice creative

  9   use.

 10                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Any further

 11   questions?

 12                 MR. HACKER:  Mr. Windham, what is

 13   the height of the pool?  Is it ground level?

 14                 MR. WINDHAM:  No.  It's 9 feet up.

 15   We have designed the handrails on the front of

 16   the pool -- endless edge pool is what we were

 17   going to do.  We don't have a lot of deck in

 18   front of the endless edge, but the wall on the

 19   pool in a close space to pick it so it gives the

 20   owner some privacy and still allows a little air

 21   flow on that deck if they are sitting on there.

 22                 MR. HACKER:  So if you are on

 23   Eugenia Avenue looking at the pool, how high

 24   would the fence be?  Because I'm guessing 5 feet.

 25                 MR. WINDHAM:  Yes.
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  1                 MR. HACKER:  How much higher is it?

  2                 MR. WINDHAM:  The fence -- the

  3   fence will just be 5 feet.

  4                 MR. HACKER:  But then it's got to

  5   be somewhere -- if the pool is not at the ground

  6   level --

  7                 MR. WINDHAM:  The pool will be

  8   raised up a full story above --

  9                 MR. HACKER:  A full story?

 10                 MR. WINDHAM:  Yep.

 11                 MR. HACKER:  So we're talking

 12   13 feet?

 13                 MR. WINDHAM:  No.  We're talking

 14   about basically 9 feet.

 15                 MR. HACKER:  9 feet for the

 16   story --

 17                 MR. WINDHAM:  Yes.

 18                 MR. HACKER:  -- and then another 5

 19   feet?

 20                 MR. WINDHAM:  No.  No.  9 feet to

 21   where you're going to walk.

 22                 MR. HACKER:  So, in other words, it

 23   would be almost the height -- it would be taller

 24   than a person looking at it.  The pool would be

 25   actually behind the 5-foot fence in there
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  1   somewhere?

  2                 MR. WINDHAM:  That is the edge of

  3   the pool right there.

  4                 MR. HACKER:  Okay.  And this is

  5   your fence?  What is --

  6                 MR. WINDHAM:  This is the handrail

  7   for the deck.

  8                 MR. HACKER:  What height is this

  9   right here?

 10                 MR. WINDHAM:  That is 9 feet right

 11   there down to the --

 12                 MR. HACKER:  Okay.  So you're

 13   really not looking at the pool when you're

 14   walking out.

 15                 MR. WINDHAM:  No.  You're looking

 16   over -- for them, they're looking over the

 17   traffic; and I'd like to landscape that.  And

 18   they said we don't have to do that, but we want

 19   to do that.  So the foundation of that pool kind

 20   of goes away.

 21                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Questions?

 22   Thank you, Mr. Windham.  We appreciate it very

 23   much.

 24            Is there anyone speaking for or against

 25   this application?
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  1                 MR. BLAND:  Against.

  2                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Could you

  3   take the podium?  You were sworn in, correct?

  4                 MR. BLAND:  Yes.

  5                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Thank you.

  6   Will you state your name and address, please.

  7                 MR. BLAND:  Myles Bland, 915 Folly

  8   Road, Suite O-86, James Island.  I'm here on

  9   behalf of the owners of 36 Eugenia Avenue.

 10   Legally, a variance is signed as a exception to a

 11   zoning ordinance; and in more basic terms, it's a

 12   license to do something that's contrary to the

 13   usual rule, producing something that's not in

 14   harmony or not in agreement.

 15            This particular application violates

 16   every single element of the test.

 17            First, the fact that there are

 18   extraordinary and central conditions at the

 19   property.  The fact that two trees that were

 20   selected for saving over the numerous others that

 21   are being taken out is not much of a factor.  The

 22   breezes on Kiawah Island rotate around the

 23   province annually.  We can all attest to that, as

 24   does the sun.

 25            There are numerous corner lots in the
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  1   area.  This lot and these conditions are

  2   preexisting; but for the actions of the

  3   applicant, this variance would not need to be

  4   applied for.  In addition, this would certainly

  5   increase the profitability of the house, yet

  6   another violation of one of the factors for the

  7   test.

  8            Most significantly, this would be the

  9   only house on Eugenia that had a backyard facing

 10   onto Eugenia.  You drive that entire block, this

 11   will be the only house that has a backyard now

 12   facing directly on Eugenia.  It would be

 13   considerable, considerable possible damages from

 14   other owners on the street.  The most recent sale

 15   on the street was 3.9 million.  We're suddenly

 16   going to be with front yards adjacent to a

 17   10-foot elevated pool with a 70-foot setback from

 18   the corner entrance to their street.

 19            In addition, there's -- I will

 20   respectfully disagree -- if we go to court, we're

 21   not going to be able to say there's two front

 22   yards on the property.  That's not going to fly.

 23   This particular variance clearly violates every

 24   legal factor as laid out in Restaurant Road

 25   Associates versus Horry County, which is the
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  1   prevailing law in this matter.

  2            We're not opposed -- our client's not

  3   opposed to a house there.  It's just putting a

  4   pool on the corner of the entry to the

  5   neighborhood elevated 9 feet up in the air is

  6   extremely problematic to the other folks' values

  7   on the street.

  8            In addition, as I said before, but for

  9   the actions of this applicant, this variance

 10   would not need to be applied for.  This plan can

 11   easily be reworked, redone.  There is no

 12   expediency.  There is no need even for the

 13   variance.  This plan simply calls for it.

 14            There's no exception characteristics to

 15   this variance.  This is simply an element of a

 16   plan which has not even been done.  There are no

 17   preexisting house/pool construction.  There's no

 18   expediency.  So in summary, we'd strongly oppose

 19   this variance.

 20                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Thank you,

 21   sir.  Questions?

 22            Anyone else speaking in favor or in

 23   opposition to?  Okay.

 24            In the case, I will close the hearing

 25   and ask the Board for a motion, that is, how we
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  1   would like to proceed with this.

  2                 MR. CLAWSON:  I make a motion that

  3   we reject the request.  The circumstances are not

  4   that exceptional to relax the general

  5   instructions.

  6                 MR. PARKER:  I second.

  7                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Discussion?

  8                 MR. LARSEN:  Yeah.  I agree with

  9   the motion.  I don't recall ever having an

 10   application that meets so few of the

 11   requirements.

 12                 MS. KULICK:  Just that I'd support

 13   the motion.

 14                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Any others?

 15                 MR. HACKER:  I have one comment.

 16   My concern -- I do support the motion too; but I

 17   feel that if we say we can't build a pool in the

 18   front yard, it says nothing about the side yard.

 19            If this pool was back about 30, 40 feet,

 20   I think this would be recurrent at this point;

 21   and that's where I think you'd have to go look at

 22   your design.  So it might be a pool on Eugenia,

 23   but it has to be farther back than the sun spots

 24   of the house.

 25                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Further
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  1   comments?

  2            I will call the motion.  Those in favor

  3   of the motion, which is to deny the application,

  4   please say aye.

  5                 (All say aye.)

  6                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Opposition?

  7   Thank you very much.  This motion is denied.

  8   Moving right along.

  9            John, would you please present the

 10   pertinent facts on the 1 Shipwatch Road

 11   application, please?

 12                 MR. TAYLOR:  Yes.  This is in

 13   reference to Case BZA-07-17-00201.  The

 14   applicant -- Mr. Rhett Morgan of Bello Gerris

 15   Architects is representing the property owner,

 16   Kiawah Island Community Association, in

 17   requesting a variance with a reduction of the

 18   required 25 feet side yard setback and reduction

 19   of the required bufferyard Type 2 -- Type 3 along

 20   the side of the property lines for the expansion

 21   of a pool deck and areas of the Sandcastle

 22   Community Center at the subject property located

 23   at 1 Shipwatch Road.

 24            This is in regards to TMS# 270-06-00-124

 25   and 207-00-00-029.  The subject property is
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  1   located within the Parks and Rec Zoning District

  2   within the development of Kiawah Island.  The lot

  3   is approximately 180,367 square feet in size.

  4            Per Charleston County records, the

  5   existing structure was constructed in 1995.  The

  6   existing facility has gone through several

  7   renovations and modification between 1995 and

  8   2010.  The existing structure is legally

  9   nonconforming regarding building setbacks.  The

 10   adjacent properties to the north and west are

 11   located within the R-3 zoning district.  The

 12   adjacent property to the east is located within

 13   the R-1 zoning district.

 14            The subject property is under the

 15   purview of the Kiawah Island Architectural Review

 16   Board.  The Town's ordinance states that there's

 17   a required 25-foot minimum front, side, and rear

 18   setback under this particular zoning district.

 19   Also the ordinance requires a bufferyard 75 feet

 20   in width average minimum bufferyard between an

 21   existing R-1 residential zoning district.

 22            The applicant's letter of intent

 23   explains:  The proposed project includes an

 24   expansion of the pool deck and -- excuse me --

 25   the proposed project includes an expansion of the
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  1   pool and deck areas for the Sandcastle Community

  2   Center.  As a result of the expanded facilities,

  3   code requires additional parking and restroom

  4   facilities to be provided.  The site has very

  5   limited areas for expansion.

  6            The VE flood zone line greatly restricts

  7   the potential placement of new restroom

  8   facilities, called a bathhouse, as the bathhouse

  9   must be located in close proximity to serve the

 10   new deck and pool areas, the majority of which

 11   are in the VE zone.  The proposed location allows

 12   for minimal impact on the site and existing views

 13   while maintaining sensitivity to the

 14   architectural integrity of the existing

 15   structure.

 16            Additionally, the proposed location

 17   allows for the bathhouse to be located amongst

 18   the existing structures and provides for an

 19   opportunity to reorganize the existing service

 20   yard equipment.

 21            Last, a portion of the existing property

 22   line is being abandoned to minimize the impact of

 23   the project and to eliminate an existing

 24   grandfathered nonconforming setback condition.

 25            The applicant has submitted to the
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  1   Kiawah Island Architectural Review Board for

  2   Conceptual Major Improvement and Setback Variance

  3   Review, which the Kiawah Architectural Review

  4   Board granted conditional approval, stating that:

  5            The submittal for conceptual and

  6   variance review was on the agenda of the June 21,

  7   2017 meeting.  The revised submittal, as provided

  8   by the architect after the meeting -- 350 square

  9   feet deck and covered area to encroach to 10 feet

 10   on the east side setback -- is approved, provided

 11   significant landscape buffer will be provided to

 12   screen from neighboring properties and the beach

 13   boardwalk.

 14            The applicant is still in the site plan

 15   review process and has initiated the subdivision

 16   process.

 17            And here again are some images of the

 18   concept for Sandcastle Community, And this is the

 19   encroachment from the east boardwalk just

 20   adjacent to the facility.  And more images, this

 21   is the service entrance and then the elevator

 22   building over to the right side of the

 23   Sandcastle.

 24            And this is really looking towards the

 25   parking lot from the access -- from the beach
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  1   access ramp and then the existing wood deck

  2   shower and existing buffer adjacent to the ramp.

  3   This is showing some more of that vegetation.

  4   These are views further -- closer to the beach

  5   looking back towards the Sandcastle.

  6            And then the adjacent terminus of where

  7   Eugenia meets.  And then looking towards the

  8   single-family residence that's adjacent that's

  9   screened by subsistent vegetation.  It shows the

 10   site plan of the proposed project expansion on

 11   the east side here.

 12                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  You said to

 13   us that the applicant is currently still in the

 14   site plan review process?

 15                 MR. TAYLOR:  Yes.

 16                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  So what are

 17   we being asked to grant variance on?

 18                 MR. TAYLOR:  The site plan review

 19   process is what we do to review all commercial

 20   projects; and so in order to move forward, they

 21   would need a variance.  In order for the project

 22   to move forward, they would need a variance

 23   because it's over the setback here.

 24                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Right.  So --

 25   but that's not what -- that's not necessarily
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  1   what it's going to look like?

  2                 MR. TAYLOR:  Say that one more

  3   time.

  4                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  You say it's

  5   currently still in the site plan review process.

  6   That means that there has been no definitive --

  7   to me, that means there's been no definitive

  8   decision made as to what this is going to look

  9   like.

 10                 MR. TAYLOR:  No.  We have a plan of

 11   what that project will look like.  This is just a

 12   site plan that's been removed from that project.

 13                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Okay.  Then

 14   why wasn't there a mock-up done on the ground for

 15   us to physically see, like every other one --

 16   every other case?

 17                 MR. TAYLOR:  Those should have been

 18   there.  They were there when I walked --

 19                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  There was

 20   nothing there yesterday when I went by.

 21                 MR. LARSEN:  Nor today.

 22                 MR. PARKER:  I went by the KICA

 23   office and had them give me this little thing

 24   that had a bunch of pink flags, and it was

 25   supposed to help you see what they plan -- are
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  1   planning to do, and I could only find two pink

  2   flags.  And it was very, very difficult and

  3   challenging for me to figure out what they were

  4   trying to do and to look at the property lines in

  5   particular.

  6                 MR. TAYLOR:  They were there when

  7   we took the site visit.  So I'm not sure if in

  8   between time --

  9                 MS. KULICK:  I didn't see any,

 10   John.

 11                 MR. TAYLOR:  Did everyone go by

 12   just in the last week or --

 13                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  I was there

 14   yesterday.

 15                 MS. KULICK:  I was there yesterday,

 16   and they weren't there.

 17                 MR. CLAWSON:  Saturday.

 18                 MR. LARSEN:  I was there today, and

 19   there weren't any.

 20                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  So I know

 21   we're being asked to look at something, but none

 22   of us have a clue what we're really being asked.

 23   That's why I interrupted you, because I don't --

 24   I'm just not sure what we're being asked for.

 25                 MR. LARSEN:  Other than this
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  1   drawing.

  2                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Other than

  3   this drawing.  And I can't make heads or tails of

  4   that drawing, but that's besides the point.  I

  5   mean, I'm used to going to the site and looking

  6   and seeing and knowing where property lines are

  7   and that kind of stuff so that I --

  8                 MR. TAYLOR:  I can show you the

  9   site plan review files.  I brought those with me

 10   if you wanted to take a look at some of those

 11   regarding it.  It's up to you.

 12                 MR. LARSEN:  Well, for example, I

 13   think we understand the 25 feet.  I'm clueless on

 14   the 75 feet.  I don't know what that is.

 15                 MR. TAYLOR:  The 75 feet is in

 16   regards to a change -- well, not necessarily a

 17   change in use, but any time a new proposed -- a

 18   new proposed use or a proposed development is

 19   going against an existing, we require a buffer.

 20            And so since the existing would be

 21   designated in that residential that's along the

 22   furthest east -- the furthest Eugenia property,

 23   that R-1, that new proposed expansion of the

 24   Sandcastle would be considered commercial or a

 25   resort.
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  1            So in that particular instance, we would

  2   want to have a buffer between those two different

  3   uses, residential and the commercial.  That's a

  4   required buffer; and so since it's more intensive

  5   is why we require the 75 feet difference.

  6   Because the existing would be R-1, and the

  7   proposed would be a commercial.

  8            So those two -- essentially, if you guys

  9   remember back in October, the fire station where

 10   the rear yard was R-2 -- or not the rear yard,

 11   but the adjacent properties were in the R-2

 12   zoning district and then the proposed changes

 13   were in the -- for the fire station was that

 14   commercial project.

 15            So we required a 50-feet wide Type 2

 16   buffer.  So it's, essentially, that kind of same

 17   difference.  But this one, since it's R-1 to

 18   commercial, then it's more intensive as to the

 19   buffers is now 75 feet required instead of 50,

 20   as for the fire station.

 21                 MR. PARKER:  So then are you asking

 22   us to apply the residential setback in buffering

 23   rather than the commercial setback in buffering?

 24                 MR. TAYLOR:  It's still a 25, but

 25   the setback and bufferyards are two different
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  1   plans.  So the setback would still be the 25-foot

  2   setback.  The bufferyard would be 75 feet.  And

  3   those could be -- that 25 could be within that

  4   75, if that makes sense.

  5                 MR. PARKER:  So they're not added

  6   in?

  7                 MR. TAYLOR:  They're not added.

  8                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Sorry to

  9   interrupt you.  Go ahead and continue, please.

 10                 MR. TAYLOR:  So I will begin with

 11   these fact findings.

 12                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Yes, please.

 13                 MR. TAYLOR:  In regards to the

 14   first Criteria A, which is:  There are

 15   extraordinary and exceptional conditions

 16   pertaining to this particular piece of property.

 17   Staff responds that:  There may be extraordinary

 18   and exceptional conditions pertaining to the

 19   properties due to the required setback and the

 20   legal nonconforming status of the existing

 21   structure that encroaches into the required

 22   setback and the proximity to a public beach

 23   access.

 24            In addition, the applicant's letter of

 25   intent states, quote, due to the expansion of the
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  1   pool and deck area, additional restroom

  2   facilities are required by code.  The location of

  3   the VE zone, the existing parking area, and the

  4   existing building greatly restricts the available

  5   area allowed for the placement of those

  6   facilities.  There are no other options available

  7   for the building's placement, end quote.

  8            Criteria B:  Staff responds that these

  9   conditions are unique to the subject property and

 10   may not generally apply to other properties in

 11   the vicinity.  The subject property is zoned

 12   within the Parks and Rec Zoning District as where

 13   adjacent properties are located within

 14   Residential Zoning Districts R-1 and R-3.

 15            The properties to the east in the

 16   vicinity along Eugenia Avenue contain

 17   single-family residences, and adjacent properties

 18   to the north and west contain multi-family

 19   residences.  Existing structures in the vicinity

 20   may or may not have similar encroachments based

 21   on current setback standards.

 22            Per the applicant's letter of intent:

 23   The affected property involves the expansion of a

 24   commercial recreational use with specific code

 25   and functional requirements.  All other
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  1   properties in the area are residential use.

  2            Criteria C:  Staff responds the

  3   application of this ordinance to the subject

  4   property would prohibit the construction of the

  5   proposed expansion of decks and pool of the

  6   Sandcastle Community Center for a bathhouse, as

  7   both the existing structure and proposed

  8   modifications are located within the required

  9   25-foot side setback.

 10            The application of this ordinance would

 11   prohibit the ability to redevelop the existing

 12   structure under the required compatibility

 13   buffering standards.  The required minimum

 14   bufferyard standards for bufferyard Type 3

 15   unreasonably restricts the proposed plans to

 16   become compliant at the existing site.  However,

 17   it does not unreasonably restrict the utilization

 18   of the property.

 19            Per the applicant's letter of intent,

 20   quote, if the setback variance is not approved,

 21   there will be no location for a restroom

 22   facility, which would mean that the expansion of

 23   the deck and pool areas would not be able to

 24   occur, end quote.

 25            Staff response to Criteria D:  The
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  1   authorization of the variance may be of

  2   substantial detriment to the adjacent properties

  3   or the public good.  With an existing side

  4   setback encroachment, the proposed modifications

  5   are approximately 12 feet from the east property

  6   line.

  7            The proposed modifications include a

  8   9-feet landscape buffer between the proposed

  9   structure and the existing public beach access

 10   boardwalk.  Adjacent to the beach access

 11   boardwalk is mature vegetation which screens

 12   residential development.

 13            The applicant's letter of intent states,

 14   quote, furthermore, the expansion of the facility

 15   is being constructed for the sole benefit of the

 16   community and property owners.

 17            Criteria E:  Staff response, the

 18   granting of the variance will not allow for the

 19   establishment of a use not otherwise permitted in

 20   this zoning district, extend physically a

 21   nonconforming use of land, or change the zoning

 22   district boundaries.

 23            The applicant's letter of intent states,

 24   quote, it does not extend a nonconforming use of

 25   land and does not change the zoning district
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  1   boundaries shown on the official zoning map.

  2            Criteria F:  Staff response, the BZA may

  3   not consider profitability in considering this

  4   variance request.  Per the applicant's letter of

  5   intent, quote, the extraordinary and exceptional

  6   conditions that result in a hardship specific to

  7   this property are the grounds for the variance

  8   request.

  9            Criteria G:  Staff response, the need

 10   for the variance may be the result of the

 11   applicant's own actions.  Since the existing

 12   structure is a nonconforming structure, the

 13   existing structure could be maintained without

 14   the need for a variance.

 15            However, per the applicant's letter of

 16   intent, quote, these extraordinary and

 17   exceptional conditions are not a result of the

 18   applicant's own actions.

 19            Staff response to Criteria H:  Granting

 20   of this variance may not be contrary to the

 21   public neighborhood interest, may not adversely

 22   affect other property in the vicinity nor

 23   interfere with the harmony, spirit, intent and

 24   purpose of these regulations.

 25            On June 26, 2017, the Kiawah Island
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  1   Architectural Review Board granted conditional

  2   approval for the conceptual major improvement,

  3   stating, quote, the bathhouse, pool, and bar

  4   addition are approved to continue to the final

  5   submittal.

  6            Additionally, Kiawah Island

  7   Architectural Review Board granted conditional

  8   approval on August 4, 2017, for the variance,

  9   stating:  The revised submittal as provided by

 10   the architect after the meeting, 350 square feet

 11   deck and covered area to encroach 10 feet to the

 12   east side setback is approved provided

 13   significant landscape buffer will be provided to

 14   screen from neighboring properties and the beach

 15   boardwalk.

 16            Per the applicant's letter of intent,

 17   the proposed request is supported by the Kiawah

 18   Island Community Association's Board, which is

 19   made up of representatives of town residents

 20   which are charged with acting in the best

 21   interest of the community.  Additionally, the

 22   Kiawah Island Architectural Review Board has

 23   approved the proposed location and supports the

 24   variance request.

 25            Criteria I, final criteria, staff
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  1   response:  Granting of the variance may conflict

  2   with the comprehensive plan or the purposes of

  3   the ordinance.  The proposed expansion does not

  4   meet the required setback and buffer

  5   compatibility standards.

  6            However, granting of this variance may

  7   not substantially conflict with the comprehensive

  8   plan as the Comprehensive Plan Land Use Element

  9   IX, Goals 1, Implementation Strategy states,

 10   quote, develop standards that assure that new

 11   development and redevelopment is high quality and

 12   compatible with the existing community's

 13   residential character and natural habitat.  The

 14   applicant's proposed plans do not impact the

 15   maximum overall lot coverage for the subject

 16   property.

 17            Per the applicant's letter of intent,

 18   quote, this proposal has been discussed

 19   thoroughly with input by Town and community

 20   representatives through private and public

 21   planning sessions, end quote.

 22            The Board of Zoning Appeals action

 23   regarding subject Case BZA-07-17-00201 at the

 24   subject property of 1 Shipwatch Road:  Based on

 25   the BZA's findings of fact, unless additional
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  1   information is deemed necessary to make an

  2   informed decision, in the event that the Board

  3   does decide to approve the application, the Board

  4   should consider the following two conditions:

  5   One is prior to zoning approval, the applicant

  6   shall complete the site plan review process; and,

  7   two, prior to zoning approval of the proposed

  8   project expansion, the property owner must secure

  9   an approved recorded plat for a property line

 10   abandonment line between parcels TMS

 11   207-06-00-124 and 207-00-00-029.

 12                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Questions for

 13   John?

 14                 MR. CLAWSON:  I've got one.  What

 15   is just the square footage increase with the

 16   bathhouse from -- over to the existing structure?

 17   Is that the 350?

 18                 MR. TAYLOR:  The square footage of

 19   how much is over that setback?

 20                 MR. CLAWSON:  No.  That's a

 21   different question.  So often we get in here for

 22   something that's a building that's been in place

 23   for a long period of time, and the variance will

 24   say -- or request, this is some square footage

 25   over the existing structure.
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  1            So right now we've got an existing

  2   structure.  But with the bathhouse that we're

  3   creating, how many square feet additionally is

  4   that over the existing structure?

  5            That might be a better question for the

  6   architect.

  7                 MR. TAYLOR:  I may have those

  8   numbers in the site plan review process file.  If

  9   you give me a minute to look those up, I can get

 10   those for you.

 11                 MR. PARKER:  Before you get those,

 12   can I just make sure that I understand the

 13   general concept here?  Which is that we want to

 14   put this bathhouse in there so that we can

 15   facilitate the new pool, and that this is the

 16   only place that you can put it.  And it's in that

 17   general location of where the current outdoor

 18   shower is and service area; is that correct?

 19                 MR. TAYLOR:  Correct.

 20                 MR. PARKER:  Okay.  So we're not

 21   looking to push out anything other than just fill

 22   in that space.  And to do that, we have to move

 23   some property lines and then get this setback

 24   variance?  Because on this map, I'm unclear.  It

 25   says we're going to abandon property lines and
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  1   declare new property lines and --

  2                 MR. TAYLOR:  Yeah.  The portion

  3   regarding the abandonment line and the plat would

  4   be to allow for those two lots to now be seen as

  5   one, and that would reduce the impact.

  6                 MR. PARKER:  All right.  That makes

  7   sense then.

  8                 MR. TAYLOR:  Mr. Clawson, I can get

  9   those numbers for you.

 10                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Any other

 11   questions for John?

 12            Who's going to speak for the applicant?

 13                 MR. BELLO:  I am.

 14                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Thank you.

 15                 MR. BELLO:  Hi.  I'm Eddie Bello

 16   with Bello Gerris Architects.  And sorry it's

 17   confusing.  It seems confusing, but it's actually

 18   a very simple request.  Let me walk you through

 19   what we're asking for.  This is what's behind

 20   you.  And, actually, let me --

 21                 MR. PARKER:  Actually, we've got it

 22   here.

 23                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  It's right

 24   here.  You can just point it out on the big one

 25   because we've got these right in front of us.
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  1                 MR. BELLO:  Well, first I want to

  2   show you this aerial.  I think most people are

  3   familiar with the Sandcastle facility.

  4            So here's what we have now, the

  5   Sandcastle facility pool.  This is the public

  6   walkway.  Okay?  On this side it kind of comes

  7   from up the road and pretty much where the

  8   service yard is an SCE&G transformer.  It's where

  9   you come in to wash your feet off with those

 10   showers, on that side.  That's the area it would

 11   impact.

 12                 MS. KULICK:  Is that SCE&G or

 13   Berkeley Electric?

 14                 MR. BELLO:  Well, I'm sorry.

 15   That's a power transformer.  So whoever's it is.

 16                 So what we're talking about is this

 17   side of the property.  Okay?  Just so you -- and

 18   then the graphic that you are looking at there.

 19   All right?  You see the -- how do I --

 20                 MR. TAYLOR:  The green button.

 21                 MR. BELLO:  All right.  So this is

 22   what we're talking about.  So now, this is the

 23   existing building.  Okay?  Sorry it's so light.

 24   Existing pool here.  Parking lot.  Okay?  We're

 25   adding a pool and deck here.  This is actually a
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  1   lawn.  So this is natural.  So this is really a

  2   new deck.

  3            This line right here, which is very

  4   faint, is the FEMA D Zone line.  So we can't

  5   build anything other than a pool this way.  Okay?

  6   Here is our existing building, and their existing

  7   bathrooms are right here.  It's very, very light.

  8   By code, if we add any new pool deck or anything,

  9   we have to add new restrooms.  It's just a

 10   building code.  So we have to provide new

 11   bathrooms.

 12            This is a variance request.  We really

 13   have no other place to put this that would be

 14   accessible to the new pool deck than in this

 15   area.  This is the sort of natural vegetation, if

 16   you've been out there.  This one is tucked behind

 17   it.  This is all existing building.  There it is.

 18   All right.

 19            So the reason we're requesting the

 20   variance is because we have no other place to put

 21   it but right here.  This is a 12-foot wide by

 22   roughly 30-foot-something long unconditioned

 23   building.  No air conditioning.  So I'll show you

 24   a photograph of -- a rendering of it.  We don't

 25   care that much about that, but it needs to be
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  1   ventilated.  If we -- we're holding it off at the

  2   existing side of the building here so that it can

  3   have open air all the way around the building so

  4   that it's ventilated at the top.  We don't want

  5   to jam it up.

  6                 MS. KULICK:  Eddie?

  7                 MR. BELLO:  Yes, ma'am.

  8                 MS. KULICK:  The other two areas

  9   over -- right of the area you were just

 10   referencing which had dotted lines around it --

 11                 MR. BELLO:  This right here?

 12                 MS. KULICK:  That and the lower

 13   one.  What are those?

 14                 MR. BELLO:  Well, sorry.  That's

 15   very confusing.

 16            We are changing something underneath the

 17   stairs that are there now.  There's an existing

 18   sort of storage ping-pong area now.  That's not

 19   part of your review.  We're adding a bar onto

 20   there, and that's our bar.  And then here is

 21   extra -- basically storage.

 22                 MR. LARSEN:  Is what?

 23                 MR. BELLO:  Storage.  There's an

 24   existing pavilion out there.  There's like a

 25   snack bar and a bar there.  That's going to go
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  1   away, and the bar's going to go here.

  2                 MS. KULICK:  And the existing pool

  3   stays or goes?

  4                 MR. BELLO:  It stays.  We're not

  5   changing -- the whole scope is adding this; and

  6   when you add that, then instantly you have to

  7   have -- well, we're actually underserved by the

  8   bathrooms as it is now.  They don't technically

  9   meet code.  There's no other place to put

 10   bathrooms.

 11                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  So our only

 12   concern is right here?

 13                 MR. BELLO:  That's correct.

 14                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  And the

 15   existing walkway stays where it is?

 16                 MR. BELLO:  That's right.  We're

 17   not doing anything to the walkway.  Here's the

 18   beach walkway.

 19                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  So this is

 20   going to be between -- in between the building

 21   and the existing walkway?

 22                 MR. BELLO:  That's correct.  Yes,

 23   sir.  And there's a 25-foot setback on the

 24   property line.

 25                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Correct.
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  1   That's where the walkway is, 25-foot setback.

  2                 MR. BELLO:  Well it's actually on

  3   the other side of it.  The walkway goes through

  4   our property.  Okay?

  5                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Got you.

  6                 MR. BELLO:  And so we are 9-and-a-

  7   half feet -- I'm sorry.  We're 15-and-a-half feet

  8   from this, and we're asking for a 9-and-a-half

  9   foot variance.

 10                 MR. PARKER:  So what's green now

 11   represents new plantings, new vegetation, new

 12   buffering?

 13                 MR. BELLO:  That's right.

 14                 MR. PARKER:  And on the other side

 15   of the drive of the boardwalk, all that buffering

 16   that is there is going to stay there?

 17                 MR. BELLO:  Yeah.  We're not

 18   touching any of that, and so there's another

 19   house that -- it's far.  Okay?  It's far away.

 20   So --

 21                 MR. PARKER:  Right.

 22                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  So the

 23   property line, it doesn't change?

 24                 MR. BELLO:  No, not this property

 25   line.  It's kind of confusing.  There's a
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  1   property line -- it's hard to see here.  Look on

  2   the one you have.  There's a property line that,

  3   whatever reason, comes through here.  They own

  4   both sides, but this is the property line.

  5                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  So you're

  6   just pushing the lines of the properties

  7   together?

  8                 MR. BELLO:  Yeah.  It's -- I don't

  9   know why.  It doesn't go through the building.

 10                 MR. PARKER:  It's very confusing.

 11                 MR. BELLO:  Yeah.  It is confusing,

 12   and these graphics don't really help you.  But it

 13   is a relatively simple request.

 14                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  The height

 15   level of the restrooms is first floor of the

 16   building or second floor?

 17                 MR. BELLO:  First floor.  What

 18   we're doing is --

 19                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  So it is the

 20   second floor, but there won't be access for it?

 21                 MR. BELLO:  No, sir.  You'll access

 22   it off of this deck.

 23                 MR. HACKER:  So the 20-foot height

 24   is -- the ground floor of the building would be

 25   the same.
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  1                 MR. BELLO:  That's right.  That's

  2   the idea with the new work, redoing the whole

  3   building.  The idea is to come in and walk down

  4   off of the deck, and there will be a 2-inch step

  5   to the deck.  This has to be one foot above that

  6   deck to meet new FEMA codes on the new

  7   floodplain, but we're ramping up.

  8            You know, another reason why we need

  9   those steps is to get a ramp up, a gradual slope

 10   so we'll have that FEMA.  So it's a little bit of

 11   a tricky exercise to get it all to work.  That's

 12   why we need this variance.

 13                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Got you.

 14                 MR. BELLO:  One thing just to --

 15   and I'll quickly go through -- John did a great

 16   job, but I'll quickly show you what's there now

 17   because I should have submitted this when we

 18   did -- and this is one of the service yard.  And

 19   if you've ever been out there, you probably

 20   haven't walked on that side.  What's there now --

 21                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  We're

 22   sneaking in after hours.  We've all walked on

 23   that side.

 24                 MR. BELLO:  Oh, you're sneaking in.

 25                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Yeah.
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  1                 MR. BELLO:  Back on this side,

  2   they're -- all the mechanical units are here.

  3   There's a service elevator, kind of a service

  4   door to get into the stair.  Like I said, there's

  5   a transformer.  If you look at these photos, this

  6   is just taken from the steps that are there now;

  7   and that makes it look more lush.  But it's

  8   actually not.

  9            I mean, it's nice because it's on the

 10   beach; but it's not a pristine area.  It's got,

 11   like I said, a transformer.  The end result is

 12   going to be a much nicer buffer between the

 13   walkway and the new extension of the deck because

 14   we're going to have a bunch of dense plants.

 15            Not to repeat everything that John said,

 16   but I will repeat some of it.  Again, we do have,

 17   we feel, exception -- extraordinary exceptional

 18   conditions.  We really -- if we are to build a

 19   pool, a new pool, we're required to have new

 20   bathrooms.  But really literally, there's no

 21   other place to put the restrooms unless we put

 22   them somewhere in the parking lot, which

 23   obviously would not work for someone at the pool.

 24            These conditions do not apply to other

 25   properties in the vicinity.  Most of the
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  1   properties are not community, a pool and other

  2   services like this.  This is very different.

  3   Because of these conditions, the application of

  4   the ordinance will prohibit the use of the

  5   property.

  6            Again, if we can't built restrooms

  7   there, we're going to have some problems because

  8   I'm not sure how we'd handle -- how we'd do that.

  9   So we are required by building code.  We don't

 10   think that this will be a substantial detriment

 11   to the adjacent property.  Again, the aerial I

 12   think tells the story pretty well.

 13            We've already got a public boardwalk to

 14   the beach that's on our property.  But the

 15   adjacent -- again, you'll see the adjacent side,

 16   we're in here tucked in where it's already pretty

 17   much disturbed; and the next house over is the

 18   Eugenia property.  So we won't be disturbing that

 19   house, and then I think the other ones are pretty

 20   clear.

 21            So hopefully I clarified it.  We did

 22   have it staked out.  I haven't been out there

 23   since then, but I also have Preston Busbee with

 24   Seamon Whiteside who can talk about the buffer

 25   requirements and how we're going to handle that.
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  1            If there are any questions, Preston went

  2   out there with John and walked and saw the site.

  3   I'm sorry that they're not -- that they're

  4   falling down.  They were staying.

  5            Do you have any questions for me?

  6                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Any

  7   questions?  Thank you.

  8            Is there anyone speaking in favor or

  9   against this?

 10                 PRESTON BUSBEE:  Preston Busbee,

 11   708 Arcadian Way.  I just want to hand some of

 12   these out.  I hope this can help clear up some

 13   confusion.

 14            The first document is the existing

 15   conditions on site.  The second document are our

 16   proposed.  The green line shows the 75-foot

 17   buffer, and the 25-foot buffer is also shown.  It

 18   does look lighter.

 19            As you can see, the boardwalk in that

 20   area is staying the same, and the actual building

 21   that encroaches into the setback is only about 3

 22   or 4 feet.  We're keeping all the natural

 23   vegetation in the area.  We're also going to be

 24   adding some landscaping and even taking it

 25   further past where the 75-foot buffer is
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  1   required.

  2            So as you can see from these exhibits,

  3   there's a very small portion of this site that is

  4   actually subject to the 75-foot buffer and the

  5   25-foot setback where we're encroaching.  So this

  6   gives you a little perspective on -- we're really

  7   not encroaching into the setback that much; but

  8   given the requirements for the building and

  9   handicap and accessibility, the building and

 10   bathhouses do have to be that large.  So that's

 11   why we are infringing into the setback.

 12            That 75-foot landscape buffer is

 13   existing.  Everything on site that's there is --

 14   the landscaping is not going anywhere.  We're

 15   just going to be adding to it.

 16            So hopefully that clears things up, if

 17   anybody has any questions.  Or if not -- and if

 18   there's anybody in the audience that would like

 19   to see them --

 20                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Any

 21   questions?

 22            The Sandcastle as it stands today is

 23   nonconforming, correct?

 24                 MR. TAYLOR:  Yeah.

 25                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  And so we're
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  1   dealing with a nonconforming -- right now it's

  2   nonconforming because the 75-foot goes right

  3   through the middle.

  4                 MR. TAYLOR:  Correct.

  5                 PRESTON BUSBEE:  They're just going

  6   to be adding more landscaping to what's already

  7   there.

  8                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Any more

  9   questions, anyone?

 10                 MR. LARSEN:  Yeah.  I missed the

 11   name of the gentleman that gave us these last two

 12   sheets.  But on this area where the bathroom is,

 13   it's almost like, say, on the nonconforming that

 14   the footprint is not changing?  Or is this

 15   footprint --

 16                 PRESTON BUSBEE:  It almost appears

 17   that the footprint's not changing.  That's how

 18   little we're adding.  Because these two portions

 19   are what we're adding.  And there's a faint line

 20   that goes right in front.  So it's only

 21   encroaching into that setback about 2 or 3 feet

 22   from the existing -- you can see there's already

 23   decking there.  So there's really -- past where

 24   that setback is, there's not much.

 25                 MR. LARSEN:  So even though this is
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  1   where the footprint changes, they are only on the

  2   lot over by several feet?

  3                 PRESTON BUSBEE:  That's correct.

  4   That is for the building setback.

  5                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Questions?

  6   Anyone else speaking?  Thank you.

  7                 BARBARA LOONEY:  Barbara Looney

  8   from the Kiawah ARB.

  9            We did support this application.  As you

 10   see, my letters are attached to the packet.  I do

 11   want to point out a couple of things that were

 12   part of the reasoning behind the support of the

 13   ARB.

 14            And I'm going to show you two sheets

 15   that you have in your packet.  One is the

 16   survey -- this survey.  Does everyone have that

 17   page?  It's the second to last page in my packet

 18   that I got.  Let's see.  Right here.  And then

 19   I'll try to point -- I'm going to point out a

 20   couple of things that are existing.

 21            This existing boardwalk here, you'll see

 22   the connections made and there's the showers

 23   right here.  The enclosed shower enclosures in

 24   that area, those are grandfathered in over the

 25   setback.  All that decking, those shower
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  1   enclosures, all that's coming out.

  2            So what's happening is we're moving

  3   showers, but also the bathhouse, back into this

  4   area here.  So we're doing a little bit of an

  5   exchange.  It's not just adding to what's there.

  6   We're trading off a little bit.  KICA is going to

  7   eliminate that connection.  So that's helpful.

  8            Now, this property line is -- those

  9   property lines are what's being abandoned; but

 10   this property line when it continues down, those

 11   things, if they were to stay, they would still be

 12   in the side setback.  So we're actually -- we're

 13   kind of moving, shifting, what's in the setback

 14   from one location to another.  And then --

 15                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Will they

 16   still be public showers?

 17                 BARBARA LOONEY:  They will be --

 18   they're -- yes.  In their plans -- and then,

 19   Eddie, you didn't show the elevations; but I

 20   think it might be helpful.

 21            It is one story.  It's a tall one story

 22   that -- Eddie mentioned it needs some

 23   ventilation, but they're not conditioned spaces.

 24   And they're not the full height of the existing

 25   Sandcastle.  Right?  So, Eddie, that one's a good
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  1   one.  That's the rear elevation.

  2                 MR. BELLO:  So we put this back as

  3   far as we could so that it would be a ways --

  4   would be basically in line with the building.  So

  5   one story, and this is where the showers are.

  6   And this is all ventilated.

  7                 BARBARA LOONEY:  Okay.  That's all

  8   we had.  Do you all have any questions for me?

  9            Okay.  Thank you.

 10                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Questions

 11   from anybody?  With that being the case, I'll

 12   close the hearing and ask the Board for a motion,

 13   please.

 14                 MR. PARKER:  I move to allow the

 15   variance.

 16                 MR. CLAWSON:  Second.

 17                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Discussion.

 18                 MS. KULICK:  I had come -- I

 19   contacted both John and Dwayne after we received

 20   this because it was my understanding that as

 21   members of the BZA, that if we are impacted in

 22   any way financially by any project, that we

 23   should not be voting on it.

 24            And since all of us are members of KICA,

 25   my question was is this something that this BZA
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  1   can vote on; or is this something that has to go

  2   to the County?  Which is my understanding of what

  3   happens if we can't consider a case.  Dwayne and

  4   John were both very good about getting back to me

  5   very quickly.  It was, from what I understand, a

  6   lot of discussion that was held.

  7            Ultimately, their feeling was that there

  8   was no problem voting on it; but I have to say I

  9   am very uncomfortable, and my biggest concern is

 10   that there be any sort of an appearance of

 11   impropriety.  And this is not a reflection in any

 12   way on what KICA has submitted for what it wants

 13   to do.  It's the fact that we're being asked to

 14   vote on it regardless.

 15            And so I will be abstaining on it

 16   because, as I said, it's my gut instinct.  I just

 17   don't feel that it's the right thing to do, and I

 18   just wanted to inform you of that.

 19                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Thank you.

 20   Any other discussion?

 21                 MR. GREEN:  Just if I can add some

 22   assurance.  I appreciate Wendy's position, and I

 23   did research this on the behalf of it's something

 24   that we look into frequently with regards to not

 25   just conflicts of interest but any appearance of
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  1   impropriety.

  2            The way that the conflict rules are

  3   generally designed is to stop anyone from getting

  4   or prevent a direct financial benefit.  So for

  5   instance, if one of you owned stock in the

  6   company on a building that's being built and you

  7   had to vote to grant variance for that property

  8   and you receive the dividends or appreciation of

  9   the property or something that went into your

 10   bank account, that's a very clear-cut example of

 11   financial benefit that's designed to be addressed

 12   by the ethical rules.

 13            The fact that you all sit on the BZA and

 14   may also be KICA members is indirectly, if at

 15   all, if you want to characterize it that way.

 16   And so everyone's in the same situation.  There's

 17   no direct financial benefit.  So as I read the

 18   law and as I've read the case law, your voting on

 19   this for allowing this application to go forward

 20   is not a direct financial conflict.

 21            So from a legal standpoint, I guess

 22   that's part of the reason I'm here, to give you

 23   at least that legal protection that you do have a

 24   legal opinion offering that you are not in

 25   violation of that.  And, of course, you can
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  1   always abstain if your conscience so dictates;

  2   but from a legal standpoint as I read the rules

  3   and case law, there's no prohibition on each of

  4   you voting in this case absent a direct financial

  5   benefit.

  6                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Thank you,

  7   Mr. Green.  Appreciate it.  Further discussion?

  8   I will call the question.  Those in favor say

  9   eye.

 10                 (All except Ms. Kulick respond

 11   aye.)

 12                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Those

 13   opposed?  No one opposed.  One in absentia;

 14   right, Wendy?

 15                 MS. KULICK:  That's correct.

 16                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Thank you

 17   very much.  This brings us to our third case

 18   today.

 19                 MR. TAYLOR:  This is our final

 20   objective tonight, BZA-07-17-00202.  This

 21   applicant is Earl Carrera of the Headley

 22   Corporation, LLC.  And the representative is

 23   David Fisher, the architect.

 24            The subject property of 65 Falcon Point

 25   is requesting a variance to allow a second curb
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  1   cut from Falcon Point to access guest parking

  2   below the proposed residence.  The TMS number for

  3   this particular request is 265-07-00-026.

  4            The subject property is located within

  5   the R-1 Residential Zoning District within the

  6   Developed Lands of Kiawah Island, and the subject

  7   property is currently vacant; and it's

  8   approximately 63,218 square feet in size.  And

  9   that contains about 18,838 square feet of

 10   highlands.  The adjacent property to the east is

 11   located in the R-1 Residential Zoning District,

 12   and the property to the west is located in the

 13   Parks and Rec Zoning District.

 14            The properties across the street are

 15   located in the Parks and Rec Zoning District, as

 16   well as the Community Support Zoning District.

 17   The maximum allowable lot coverage for the

 18   subject property is 33 percent, and the ordinance

 19   requires a 15 front setback and 10-foot setback

 20   from the OCRM Critical Line and a 15-foot rear

 21   setback along the marsh.

 22            Subject property is under the purview of

 23   the Architectural Review Board.  The proposed

 24   plan depicts a secondary access driveway to be

 25   used for access to guest parking below the
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  1   proposed residence; and the proposed secondary

  2   driveway is approximately 186 square feet in

  3   size, approximately 10.4 feet in width and

  4   approximately 30 feet from the proposed primary

  5   access driveway.

  6            The total proposed lot coverage is 21

  7   percent, which is under the maximum allowable lot

  8   coverage and the ordinance requirements based

  9   upon this request taken from Section 12-128

 10   Access, Parking, and Loading Regulations.  Under

 11   access/driveways, Item C, there should be only

 12   one curb cut for an individual lot or parcel.

 13   Town approval shall be required for more than one

 14   curb cut to an individual lot or parcel from any

 15   street where there is a compelling reason.

 16            Here you can see just an aerial and a

 17   zoomed-out version for context at sort of the end

 18   of Falcon Point before the bridge that takes you

 19   out to Summer Islands, and the lot is vacant.

 20   The proposed main driveway entrance adjacent to

 21   Lot 66.  And just some more images that show you

 22   how close it is to the marsh.  This is the actual

 23   residence that's closest to the subject property;

 24   and across the way, you can tell there's markings

 25   for the Community Support Zoning District.
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  1                 In regards to the staff findings

  2   for this particular request, the BZA may grant a

  3   variance only if exceptional circumstances exist

  4   and where practical difficulty or unnecessary

  5   hardship is so substantial, serious, and

  6   compelling that relaxation of the general

  7   restrictions ought to be granted.

  8            No variance shall be granted unless the

  9   applicant shall show and the BZA shall find that

 10   there are extraordinary exceptional conditions

 11   pertaining to the subject -- pertaining to the

 12   particular piece of property.  And this is

 13   Criteria A.

 14            And the staff response:  There may be

 15   extraordinary and exceptional conditions

 16   pertaining to the property due to the irregular

 17   lot shape, the required setbacks, and the OCRM

 18   Critical Line.  The current lot is vacant, and

 19   the survey indicates three different areas of

 20   highlands.  The proposed residence is to be

 21   situated on the largest area of the highland

 22   adjacent to Falcon Point Road.  The additional

 23   highland areas are limited building areas.

 24            And the applicant's letter of intent

 25   states, quote, the property of 65 Falcon Point
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  1   requests that the Kiawah Island BZA consider the

  2   configuration of 65 Falcon Point as defined by

  3   the adjacent properties, existing roadways,

  4   marshlands, and the current OCRM Critical Line.

  5            Criteria B:  Staff Response, these

  6   conditions are unique to the subject property and

  7   may not generally apply to other properties in

  8   the vicinity.  The subject property's irregular

  9   lot shape comprised of three varied acres of

 10   highland designated for the proposed residence

 11   and an OCRM Critical Line that uniquely traverses

 12   the lot.

 13            The OCRM Critical Line comes

 14   approximately 15 feet from the Falcon Point

 15   right-of-way at its closest point.  The existing

 16   lots in the vicinity may or may not have similar

 17   setbacks as properties along Falcon Point are

 18   also adjacent to marshland.  Each lot has a

 19   graphic illustrating the designated setbacks.

 20            And the applicant's letter of intent

 21   states:  The property owner of 65 Falcon Point

 22   requires that the BZA consider the requirements

 23   for the onsite vehicle parking, the existing

 24   transition between Falcon Point Road and the

 25   right-of-way is asphalt directly to turf grass.
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  1   And the Kiawah Island Community Association

  2   Standards Section on Parking says, adhere to the

  3   unit a maximum number of vehicles, no parking on

  4   the grass, roadsides, or yards.  No parking on

  5   streets with single or double yellow center lines

  6   and no overnight parking on any street.

  7            Criteria C:  The applicant -- the

  8   application of this ordinance to the subject

  9   property would prohibit the construction of the

 10   requested second access driveway, as the Town's

 11   approval is required for more than one curb cut

 12   to an individual lot from any street where there

 13   is a compelling reason.  However, it does not

 14   unreasonably restrict the utilization of the

 15   property.

 16            Per the applicant's letter of intent,

 17   there is insufficient site area between the

 18   street side property setbacks and building

 19   footprint to provide vehicular passage from the

 20   garage driveway to the proposed guest parking

 21   area.

 22            Criteria D:  Staff response, that the

 23   authorization of this variance may not be of

 24   substantial detriment to the adjacent properties

 25   or the public good.  The proposed second driveway
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  1   will serve as access to guest parking for the

  2   proposed residence.  However, the character of

  3   the R-1 Residential Zoning District may be harmed

  4   by granting the variance since other properties

  5   in the vicinity along Falcon Point have one

  6   driveway or shared driveway access with an

  7   adjacent lot.

  8            Per the applicant's letter of intent,

  9   consolidation of the development on the lot into

 10   the single area will reduce the permitted street

 11   side development on the property.

 12            Criteria E:  Granting of this variance

 13   would not allow the establishment of a use not

 14   otherwise permitted in this zoning district,

 15   extend physically a nonconforming use of land, or

 16   change the zoning district boundaries.

 17            The BZA may not consider profitability

 18   when considering this request, and that's in

 19   regards to Criteria F.

 20            Criteria G:  Staff response, the need

 21   for the variance may be the result of the

 22   applicant's own actions.  Through reconfiguration

 23   of the site layout, guest parking could be

 24   potentially placed elsewhere on the subject

 25   property without the need of the requested
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  1   variance for a second curb cut.

  2            However, per the applicant's letter of

  3   intent, there is insufficient site area between

  4   the street side property setbacks and building

  5   footprint to provide vehicular passage from the

  6   garage driveway to the proposed guest parking

  7   area.

  8            Criteria H:  Granting of the variance

  9   may not be contrary to the public or neighborhood

 10   interest, may not adversely affect other property

 11   in the vicinity nor interfere with the harmony,

 12   spirit, intent, and purpose of these regulations.

 13            Per the applicant's letter of intent,

 14   the construction of access leading across Falcon

 15   Point right-of-way will utilize a modular system

 16   of concrete inserts on a gravel drain bed.  The

 17   inserts set flush to the design finish grade by

 18   the open grade -- excuse me.

 19            Provide an open grid work that is

 20   purposely designed to receive soil and turf

 21   plugs.  The result when mature is a surface

 22   capable of handling low volume vehicular travel

 23   without detrimental effects to the turf.

 24   Additional landscaping will be added to diminish

 25   this perception of the guest parking access.
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  1   This landscaping will extend the edge of the

  2   existing tree and understory along Falcon Point

  3   Road.

  4            Criteria I:  Granting of the variance

  5   may not substantially conflict with the

  6   comprehensive plan or the purposes of the

  7   ordinance as the proposed residence lot coverage

  8   falls under the maximum allowable lot coverage of

  9   33 percent.

 10            The proposed second driveway meets the

 11   spacing between driveways and intersections

 12   ordinance requirements.  Granting of the variance

 13   may not substantially conflict with the

 14   Comprehensive Plan, Housing Element VIII, Goals 1

 15   in Implementation Strategy D which states:

 16   Provide mechanisms to permit flexibility and

 17   innovation in residential project design and to

 18   promote land use efficiency and environmental

 19   protection.

 20            And the Comprehensive Plan

 21   Transportation Element X, which is 10, Goals 1,

 22   Implementation Strategy D, which states:

 23   Encourage adequate off-street parking for all

 24   residential, commercial, and recreational

 25   development activities in the Town.
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  1            Per the applicant's letter of intent,

  2   the rationale for the additional curb cut, the

  3   location, and the method of construction

  4   specifically accommodate the approval criteria.

  5            The Board of Zoning Appeals' Action:

  6   The Board of Zoning Appeals may approve, approve

  7   with conditions, or deny the Case BZA-07-17-00202

  8   variance request to allow a second curb cut from

  9   Falcon Point to access guest parking at the

 10   subject property, 65 Falcon Point, based on the

 11   BZA's finding of fact, unless additional

 12   information is deemed necessary to make an

 13   informed decision.

 14            Here's just an image of that site plan

 15   that shows the proposed main entrance here, and

 16   then the proposed second curb cut would be here

 17   with the transition and the right-of-way to the

 18   grass into that gravel bed.  I think I'll just

 19   let the applicant make sure he goes into detail

 20   on those matters.

 21                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Thank you,

 22   John.

 23            Questions?  Who is speaking for the

 24   applicant.

 25                 MR. FISHER:  I am.
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  1                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  How are you

  2   today?

  3                 MR. FISHER:  I'm well.

  4                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  We lost the

  5   crowd.

  6                 MR. FISHER:  I know.

  7                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  It's nothing

  8   against you.  We just lost the crowd.  All we've

  9   got is Barbara.

 10                 MR. FISHER:  For the record, I am

 11   David Fisher.  I'm a partner with Thomas &

 12   Denzinger Architects, and we're working with the

 13   head of the corporation for the development of

 14   this unusual lot.

 15            John covered just about everything; and

 16   for the sake of expediency, I'm just going to

 17   describe a little bit about the intent

 18   available -- intent -- the available site area

 19   for this particular lot is where the building

 20   footprint is shown.  There are two other parcels

 21   that are eligible for development; but they have

 22   restrictions on them, and those restrictions were

 23   coordinated with the ARB.

 24            The small piece to the left on the image

 25   which looks like a little fist with a thumbs up,
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  1   that's a one-story only over -- it's a one-story

  2   drive-under with a conditioned space above.  The

  3   outparcel to the north is unconditioned space

  4   only.  No -- it's for an enclosed screen pavilion

  5   or anything of that nature, and it's meant to be

  6   very close to the ground plane.  So it doesn't

  7   stick up like a sore thumb out in the marsh.

  8            So we're basically compelled to use the

  9   one part of the lot that we're using, and we make

 10   provisions for parking and car storage underneath

 11   the building.  And they can tandem park there.

 12   But for accommodating the occasional guest that

 13   will come, we decided to approach the Board with

 14   the idea of a second curb cut.  And the method of

 15   executing that curb cut is trying to make it's as

 16   subtle as possible.

 17            So you go from a pattern of these -- I

 18   think it's called Grasscrete.  And, essentially,

 19   it's like a concrete block that's set into grade

 20   and then it's come back later and has grass turf

 21   inserted into the modules.  And once it's done,

 22   once it's mature, you basically just see grass

 23   with a little checkerboard of the -- well, as you

 24   can see in the picture there.

 25            From the right-of-way into the actual
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  1   building itself, we begin with a pattern of stone

  2   pavers that the closer it gets to the building,

  3   the tighter they become.  So it's like this

  4   trickling effect of the grass pavers to a

  5   staggered stone into a tighter patterning of

  6   stone.  And then you're into the building proper.

  7            When we originally went to the ARB with

  8   this, they requested that we utilize more of the

  9   right-of-way for landscaping.  So we're coming

 10   into the Falcon Point right-of-way with more

 11   landscaping, and we thought that would be a nice

 12   sort of shield.  As you come around the bend of

 13   Falcon Point, you've got the marsh on your left,

 14   and there's -- the treeline is intact.

 15            And as you sweep around there, we were

 16   deliberately attempting to landscape it as such

 17   that you wouldn't see this, hmm, here's this

 18   second curb cut and then, you know, the actual

 19   paved formal driveway to the house.  So that is

 20   our intent.

 21            And if you have any questions for me,

 22   I'd be happy to answer them.

 23                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Questions?

 24                 MR. LARSEN:  I have a question.

 25   Why could you not have a cut here and then have
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  1   it be like a Y going up to each side?

  2                 MR. FISHER:  There's not enough for

  3   vehicle maneuvering room.  We'd have to have

  4   paving all over the place in order to make the

  5   bend and then back out and back out.  We thought

  6   about that.

  7            You'd essentially have your entire front

  8   yard all paved.

  9                 MR. LARSEN:  Paved.

 10                 MR. FISHER:  All hardscaped.

 11   Because you see the right-of-way -- the setback

 12   is there, and then this is all in the right-

 13   of-way.  So what you're suggesting would work

 14   with the probable loss of all this landscape here

 15   and here.  Because by the time you back out and

 16   back out into this joint area, it would just be

 17   consumed by paving.

 18            And we also want to be able to provide

 19   some foundation planting to diminish the height

 20   of this house from the street because it is so

 21   close.  So we're optimizing this available area

 22   here to sort of build up a buffer in order to

 23   sort of ease the transition from Falcon Point

 24   Road to the front steps of the house.

 25            But it's a good point, because we looked
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  1   at that, and the downside was too -- a lot of

  2   paving.  And paving, from our standpoint, is

  3   something that we'd like to get away from.

  4                 MR. LARSEN:  So you're not counting

  5   it as paving on the right -- I mean on the left?

  6                 MR. FISHER:  Well, it's paving per

  7   se; but it's more of a pervious kind of paving

  8   that will eventually -- I mean, yes, there's no

  9   question about it.  It is a manner of paving.

 10   But it's a concession to the fact that we really

 11   want to be able to take the water and disperse it

 12   into the ground rather than run it into Falcon

 13   Point and across the street.

 14            Because everything here, I believe, is

 15   sheet flood drainage, and we want to capture as

 16   much of that to keep it from going into the

 17   marsh.  So that was our proposal there.  It's

 18   basically just to keep this as pervious as

 19   possible.  But I take your point.  I mean, if we

 20   had it, that's how we would do it.

 21                 MR. LARSEN:  I don't want to argue

 22   with you; but it seems like given this space here

 23   and this space here, that could be saved by just

 24   having one go up instead of two -- it doesn't

 25   seem like there's more --
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  1                 MR. FISHER:  Well, it's a matter of

  2   maneuverability.  I mean, you and I --

  3                 MS. KULICK:  I'm sorry.  It's a

  4   matter of what?

  5                 MR. FISHER:  Maneuverability.  You

  6   and I could probably do that with one hand tied

  7   behind our back.  The average person, I would

  8   say, would have difficulty in maneuvering from

  9   this point like that and from this point like

 10   that.

 11            And, again, it's trying to maintain a

 12   nice flow of the streetscape and the existing

 13   vegetation across there but --

 14                 MR. LARSEN:  In this case, in both

 15   of them, you're looking up both driveways as

 16   opposed to having the --

 17                 MR. FISHER:  Well, this

 18   particular -- this is a breezeway under the

 19   house.  So this part comes down and touches the

 20   ground.  This part comes down and touches the

 21   ground.  This part is transparent all the way

 22   through.  So with that, I mean, it's not like the

 23   house takes up the whole front of the street.

 24   But, I mean --

 25                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Question.
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  1                 MR. FISHER:  Yes, sir.

  2                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  There are no

  3   curbs?

  4                 MR. FISHER:  There are no curbs.

  5   That's another thing.

  6                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Falcon Point

  7   is a road without curbs.  The asphalt is laid up

  8   against --

  9                 MR. FISHER:  Straight up to the

 10   right-of-way.  There's no curbs.

 11                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Curb cut,

 12   yes.  I understand what it means, but we're not

 13   cutting curbs.  We're not making it --

 14                 MR. FISHER:  No, sir.  It's a

 15   second means of access to the other side.

 16                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Just access

 17   to this other space.

 18                 MS. KULICK:  Can we go back to

 19   Criteria G, which is there would be -- staff

 20   response was on page 4, through reconfiguration

 21   of the site layout, guest parking could

 22   potentially be placed elsewhere on subject

 23   property without the need of the requested

 24   variance for a second curb cut.

 25            And I appreciate using pervious
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  1   materials.  But could not pervious materials be

  2   used if this were reconfigured and you didn't

  3   have two curb cuts?  I mean, I'm coming down on

  4   the same side as where Charlie is coming down.

  5                 MR. FISHER:  Well, and I appreciate

  6   that.  And, again, it's a very difficult site to

  7   develop.  And, you know, this is probably the

  8   third or fourth iteration of the plan.  We were

  9   not able to use this part here because, you know,

 10   you have a curb cut here and then the house over

 11   there.

 12            This is really the only place for the

 13   house on the site.  And under the

 14   circumstances -- I liked John's ambition about

 15   trying to replan it, but we're there.  You know,

 16   this is as close as we could get to the optimum

 17   solution.  And, you know, there's no other place

 18   to put the house other than where it is because

 19   if you see -- here's -- these are the setback

 20   lines.  I'm hard up against it in every case.

 21                 MS. KULICK:  I know.  I walked the

 22   property yesterday but --

 23                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  I don't think

 24   it's -- it's not our place to try to design this

 25   house.
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  1                 MS. KULICK:  No.

  2                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  It's our

  3   place to decide whether there should be an

  4   allowance for a second a curb cut.  So let's

  5   dispense with the design questions, and let's

  6   just look at the --

  7                 MR. HACKER:  I'll make a comment

  8   really about two curb cuts.

  9            It was really, I think, the intent to

 10   get away from circular driveways coming across

 11   the street creating a great big circle in the

 12   front yard.  This is getting away from that

 13   because it's really doing it for the purpose of a

 14   very narrow street.

 15            I parked my car right in front of the

 16   BZA sign and was going on the property, and it

 17   almost got hit by a worker coming out of the

 18   bridge coming around a little bit too fast.

 19   Whoa, there's a car there, where he thought he

 20   was going to be turning.  And I thought, you

 21   can't put any cars on this street.  We'd better

 22   get them off the street, get them somewhere --

 23                 MR. FISHER:  That's an excellent

 24   point.

 25            When I come out to Kiawah job sites,
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  1   it's usually during the week, and contractors

  2   park on the road everywhere.  And this time of

  3   year when there's a lot of families and kids

  4   driving on bikes, it's almost incumbent on the

  5   designer to try to keep cars for the residents

  6   and their guests off the street.  And that's

  7   how -- this is how we're trying to approach this.

  8                 MR. PARKER:  Did I not also read

  9   somewhere in this packet that originally this

 10   piece of property was designed to have multiple

 11   curb cuts or areas of egress?

 12                 MR. FISHER:  I don't think so.  Is

 13   that the case?  It was?  Well, so, I mean --

 14                 MR. PARKER:  My wife and I looked

 15   at this particular lot about two-and-a-half years

 16   ago.  I thought anybody could build on top of

 17   that.  I'll tell you that right now.

 18                 MR. FISHER:  Yeah.  It's one of

 19   those lots that's sat vacant forever since it was

 20   platted because nobody could figure out what to

 21   do with it.

 22                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  It's a great

 23   lot, but there's not enough land there.

 24                 MR. FISHER:  It's tough.  And

 25   that's why I'm standing here in front of you to
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  1   say that this is -- you know, I don't want to

  2   take away from the experience you have of, you

  3   know, looking at these things and saying I worked

  4   very hard to come up with this solution.

  5            And if you don't grant the curb cut,

  6   it's not going to make the thing go away.  I

  7   mean, I appreciate -- I'm here to tell you that

  8   arguing against the consensus seldom yields the

  9   desired effect.  So it's entirely up to you guys

 10   what you want to do.

 11            We're just presenting the highest and

 12   best use for this piece of property to keep the

 13   cars off the street to accommodate the guests

 14   when they come to visit and, you know, just to --

 15                 MR. LARSEN:  When did Mr. Carrera

 16   buy this lot?

 17                 MR. FISHER:  I think he's owned it

 18   since the -- I want to say for at least 10 years

 19   because the last time the OCRM lines were

 20   redrawn, this lot lost a lot of available land.

 21   This piece -- this little fist with the thumbs up

 22   here used to be twice as big.  And this section,

 23   this little slough came in here, that's current.

 24   So that's, essentially, sequestered this part

 25   here from this part over here.
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  1            Previously, you know, you would have

  2   been able to have a curb cut here and a curb cut

  3   here by nature of the beast.  But we can't even

  4   begin to develop this guy because it's only about

  5   12 feet wide.  So that's not even enough to stick

  6   a garage on.

  7            So, again, I'm 100 percent on the

  8   Board's decision here and your experience with

  9   these types of things.  I just did the best that

 10   I could possibly do.  And we have the ARB's

 11   blessing, and I received a letter today from the

 12   neighbor at 66 Falcon Point who supports the

 13   cuts.

 14                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Any other

 15   questions?  Thank you, sir.

 16                 MR. FISHER:  Thank you.

 17                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Barbara?

 18                 MS. LOONEY:  Yes?

 19                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Would you

 20   please come enlighten us?

 21                 MS. LOONEY:  Sure.

 22            So, again, I'm Barbara Looney from the

 23   Kiawah ARB.  To clarify a few points, Mr. Carrera

 24   and Mr. Jacobs, who form Headley Corporation, who

 25   are the original -- what we consider the original
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  1   owners that bought the lot from the developer

  2   circa 1997ish, somewhere in there --

  3            I did bring with me the original setback

  4   graphic when we platted the property.  And I'm

  5   going to walk around with it and point out --

  6   what's clear is that there were considered three

  7   buildable areas on the property.

  8            As David mentioned, there was a one-

  9   story area here.  The intent was that that would

 10   be a park-under guest house.  So that would be a

 11   garage and guest house.  And then there was the

 12   main house buildable area and then this screened

 13   pavilion portion which, at the time, was actually

 14   on the land linked to here on highland land.  It

 15   is now an island with all of that setback -- or

 16   that whole area of encroachment.

 17            So I'm going to walk around with this

 18   first.  So that's the garage area.  So you can

 19   see up there there's that encroachment into that,

 20   which was platted to be a garage guest house

 21   area.  That's this area.  That area in there.

 22            So the intent -- and when I went back

 23   and talked to two of our Board members, Mark

 24   Permar, Charlie Arrington, who had been here long

 25   enough and were part of the development here, the
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  1   intent always was that it would probably have two

  2   curb cuts.  It would have two separate buildable

  3   areas.  So that's clarification one.

  4            Clarification two, Charlie, to your

  5   point, the ARB always hates to have front yards

  6   full of paving, right?  In this case, because --

  7   here it is -- because of where the property line

  8   is -- so this is actually the property line here,

  9   and then this is the setback here.

 10            So because most of the driveway would

 11   need to be out of the KICA property and need to

 12   be on the physical property -- and that's only

 13   15 feet.  So if you would -- if you came in, you

 14   wouldn't be able to turn once and then turn into

 15   the building.  As David said, it's a

 16   maneuverability thing.  They wouldn't be able to

 17   split and get in there.

 18                 MR. LARSEN:  So you couldn't even

 19   turn in that --

 20                 MS. LOONEY:  Yeah.  You wouldn't

 21   have the turn-in radius to get -- to turn into

 22   there.  You would end up -- what David was

 23   mentioning is -- let's say he took this and he

 24   moved it over so it's right beside here.  You

 25   would still end up -- you just don't have the
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  1   maneuverability to turn in.  You would still end

  2   up with a straight shot.  In that case, you would

  3   have a driveway wider than we or the Town would

  4   allow.

  5                 MR. LARSEN:  So another question I

  6   hadn't even thought of, the driveway for the main

  7   house is to the right, right here?

  8                 MS. LOONEY:  Yes.  So this is

  9   the -- part of the reason the ARB, as we

 10   mentioned -- as David mentioned, we went through

 11   reiterations of looking at, is this the best

 12   solution?

 13            And part of what we looked at is, you

 14   know, if someone came in here and -- came in here

 15   and turned in, there's just no way to get the

 16   guest parking and the garaging off of a single

 17   curb cut is the conclusion that we came -- you

 18   know, the Board came to the landscape architect

 19   on the Board, the landscape coordinator.

 20            And so part of the reason we've approved

 21   the two curb cuts is because David is addressing

 22   the intent is that you only appear to have one

 23   curb cut or one driveway come into the street

 24   with the driveway here.  This will be paved.  It

 25   will have the apron off on the street.
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  1            This, as you come around the bend, will

  2   appear as grass, just like that up there appears

  3   as grass.  That's actually got this sort of

  4   paving in it.  And then, you know, so if they

  5   have guests over, the guests can pull through

  6   here and park in the breezeway or even in this

  7   area.  And they would be off of the street

  8   property, but they would be on the property and

  9   not on the street.

 10            Again, our parking requirements -- our

 11   guest parking requirements are based on the

 12   general covenants note that you have to contain a

 13   certain number of cars on a site on the property

 14   on Kiawah.  And so that's where our guest parking

 15   requirements come from.

 16            We do, in some cases, you know, have

 17   approved to only have one instead of two guest

 18   parking; but we usually require at least one.

 19   And, again, it's so to keep -- it's to keep

 20   people off of the streets.  That's aesthetically

 21   not something we want.  Obviously for safety and

 22   that sort of reasons it's also not a good idea.

 23            But again, we approved this because

 24   David was meeting the intent that it's going to

 25   appear to be one driveway to the street.
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  1                 MR. LARSEN:  And the garage on the

  2   right is a two-car garage, but it would be one

  3   car in front of the other?

  4                 MS. LOONEY:  Exactly.  And so

  5   that's called tandem parking.  So they have the

  6   two in front of each other, and then on the left

  7   would be this -- as David mentioned, it's a

  8   breezeway where the car would pull in and park

  9   there.

 10            Obviously, it's a guest parking.  So if

 11   the guests aren't using it, it's just going to

 12   appear that you have grass up that would come --

 13   you know, paving like that as it gets close to

 14   the house.  And then it will look like a

 15   breezeway under the house.  It's not going to --

 16   you know, it's not a daily use kind of parking

 17   area.

 18                 MS. KULICK:  The parking on the

 19   right, that's for the homeowner?

 20                 MS. LOONEY:  Exactly.

 21                 MS. KULICK:  That -- there's no

 22   maneuverability there.  So the homeowner is going

 23   to have to pull in and then back out?

 24                 MS. LOONEY:  Uh-huh.  That's how --

 25   and just so you all know, our requirements -- our
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  1   driveway requirements require a backout so that

  2   you don't have to back into the street, unless we

  3   have no other way to get it in there.  And in

  4   this case, they don't have the maneuverability

  5   room to back out into a backout and then pull out

  6   into the street.  That's how tight they are with

  7   this configuration.

  8                 MR. LARSEN:  But, in effect,

  9   because that's a pain to have to pull the car

 10   out.  If there are no guests, you know they're

 11   going to be parking in each driveway.  And, to

 12   me, that seems like a reason why they're

 13   designing it this way.

 14                 MS. LOONEY:  If there's no guests,

 15   they'd be parking -- you mean the homeowner?

 16                 MR. LARSEN:  His and hers are going

 17   to be right and left, not one in front of the

 18   other.  I'm just saying.

 19                 MR. PARKER:  I will say from

 20   firsthand experience, at my previous house we had

 21   head-in parking.  And if I'd had the ability to

 22   do this if we didn't have a guest, that's exactly

 23   what my wife and I would have done.

 24                 MR. LARSEN:  And if they were

 25   asking for his and her parking with this -- with
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  1   this cut, they wouldn't get it.

  2                 MS. LOONEY:  No.  In this case,

  3   again, the ARB felt like this was the -- it's

  4   not -- you know, it's obviously not the optimal

  5   solution.  That's why they needed the variance

  6   from us.  That's why they need a variance from

  7   you.  You all know in this -- I think this is the

  8   first new house-related variance I've been a part

  9   of bringing something to.  We do not take them

 10   lightly.

 11            In looking at this and meeting many

 12   times with the applicant and his client, we

 13   looked at the best solution, trying to find the

 14   best solution.  We went through different

 15   reiterations of, you know, can it go here?  Can

 16   it go here?  And, again, this is the best

 17   solution that we came up with working with them.

 18   You know, as far as how they use it in the end --

 19   I don't know.

 20                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Thank you.

 21            Any further questions for Barbara?

 22   Thank you, Barbara.

 23            Any further questions?  Hearing none,

 24   then I will close the hearing and call for a

 25   motion, please.
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  1                 MR. HACKER:  I move that we approve

  2   the variance due to the extenuating circumstances

  3   and the small lot and needing places to park

  4   their cars off the road.

  5                 MR. PARKER:  I second.

  6                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Discussion?

  7                 MS. KULICK:  I just have to say

  8   looking at where all the shrubbery and things are

  9   in the very front, I still -- there's a lot I can

 10   never envision with these things, but I still --

 11   it looks to me as though there ought to be one

 12   way to go in this way and then have a turn off to

 13   the guest, and the property owner would continue.

 14            You know, not a straight T, but a way to

 15   get there.  And especially given since our staff

 16   has said that there should be another way.  I'm

 17   just not comfortable approving this.

 18                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Further

 19   discussion?

 20                 MR. PARKER:  Well, I take your

 21   point, but I think we've heard from the architect

 22   and from the ARB that they have looked at every

 23   possible permutation to try to accommodate that

 24   and can't find a solution.  So I have to rely --

 25   I personally have to rely upon people who know
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  1   when they're doing, and I didn't mean for that to

  2   sound the way --

  3                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  As opposed to

  4   me?

  5                 MR. PARKER:  Yeah.  I mean, if

  6   that's the way it sounds.  I just didn't -- you

  7   know, just people who do this every day for a

  8   living.

  9                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Any further

 10   discussion?

 11            I call the question.  Those in favor of

 12   the motion, which is to approve the second curb

 13   cut, say aye.

 14                 (All but Ms. Kulick and Mr. Larson

 15   said aye.)

 16                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Those

 17   opposed?

 18                 MS. KULICK:  Nay.

 19                 MR. LARSEN:  Nay.

 20                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Motion

 21   carries.  Thank you very much.  Be very, very

 22   careful going home.  It has just been flooding

 23   while we're in here.

 24                 MR. TAYLOR:  That was two nays?

 25                 CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Two nays.
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  1   Wendy and Charlie.  Thank you.

  2                 (The meeting was concluded at

  3   5:57 PM.)
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  1                 REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE

  2

  3        I, VALERIE G. MELKUS, Court Reporter and

  4   Notary Public in and for the State of South

  5   Carolina at Large, do hereby certify that I

  6   correctly reported the within-entitled matter and

  7   that the foregoing is a full, true and correct

  8   transcription of my shorthand notes of the

  9   testimony and/or other oral proceedings had in

 10   the said matter.

 11            I further certify that I am neither

 12   related to nor counsel for any party to the cause

 13   pending or interested in the events thereof.

 14            Witness my hand, I have hereunto affixed
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 16   at Charleston, Charleston County, South Carolina.
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due   (6)
DWAYNE   (3)

< E >
Earl   (2)
ease   (1)
easily   (1)
east   (10)
Eddie   (5)
edge   (9)
effect   (4)
effects   (1)
efficiency   (2)
egress   (1)
either   (4)
Electric   (1)
Element   (7)
elevated   (3)
elevation   (3)
elevations   (1)
elevator   (2)
eligible   (1)
eliminate   (2)
empowered   (1)
enclosed   (2)
enclosures   (2)
Encourage   (1)
encroach   (2)
encroaches   (2)
encroaching   (3)
encroachment   (4)
encroachments   (1)
endless   (2)
enlighten   (1)
entered   (1)
entering   (1)
enters   (1)
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entire   (3)
entirely   (1)
entrance   (5)
entry   (7)
environmental   (2)
envision   (1)
equipment   (1)
especially   (1)
Essentially   (6)
established   (1)
establishment   (3)
ethical   (1)
Eugenia   (42)
event   (2)
events   (1)
eventually   (1)
everyone's   (1)
evidence   (3)
Exactly   (3)
example   (2)
excellent   (1)
exception   (5)
exceptional   (12)
exceptions   (3)
exchange   (1)
excuse   (2)
executing   (1)
exercise   (1)
exhibits   (1)
exist   (2)
existing   (55)
expanded   (1)
expansion   (13)
expediency   (3)
expedite   (1)
experience   (3)
expires   (1)
explain   (1)
explains   (2)
extend   (5)
extension   (1)
extenuating   (1)
extra   (1)
extraordinary   (10)
extremely   (1)
eye   (1)

< F >
facilitate   (1)

facilities   (5)
facility   (6)
facing   (4)
fact   (9)
fact-finding   (1)
factor   (2)
factors   (1)
facts   (2)
Failure   (1)
faint   (2)
Falcon   (22)
falling   (1)
falls   (2)
false   (1)
familiar   (1)
families   (1)
family   (1)
far   (4)
farther   (1)
fast   (1)
favor   (5)
feel   (4)
feeling   (1)
feet   (55)
felt   (1)
FEMA   (3)
fence   (6)
fenced   (1)
figure   (2)
figured   (1)
file   (2)
filed   (1)
files   (1)
filing   (1)
fill   (1)
filters   (1)
Final   (4)
financial   (5)
financially   (1)
find   (6)
finding   (2)
findings   (6)
finish   (1)
fire   (3)
first   (11)
firsthand   (1)
Fisher   (24)
fist   (2)
fit   (1)

flags   (2)
flexibility   (2)
flipped   (1)
flood   (2)
flooding   (1)
floodplain   (1)
floor   (5)
flow   (2)
flush   (1)
fly   (1)
folks   (1)
following   (3)
Folly   (1)
foot   (2)
footage   (3)
footprint   (7)
footprint's   (1)
forebodes   (1)
foregoing   (1)
forever   (1)
form   (2)
formal   (1)
forward   (3)
foundation   (2)
four   (2)
fourth   (1)
Freedom   (2)
frequently   (1)
Friday   (1)
front   (45)
frontage   (1)
frontages   (2)
full   (5)
functional   (1)
further   (14)
Furthermore   (2)
furthest   (2)

< G >
garage   (10)
garaging   (1)
gated   (1)
gathering   (1)
general   (6)
generally   (4)
gentleman   (1)
Gerris   (3)
getting   (3)
GILMORE   (91)

give   (6)
given   (3)
gives   (2)
giving   (1)
go   (20)
Goals   (4)
goes   (6)
going   (43)
good   (10)
Government   (1)
grade   (3)
gradual   (1)
grandfathered   (2)
grant   (10)
granted   (9)
granting   (17)
graphic   (3)
graphics   (1)
grass   (9)
Grasscrete   (1)
gravel   (3)
great   (4)
greatly   (2)
GREEN   (6)
grid   (1)
ground   (9)
grounds   (1)
group   (1)
guess   (1)
guessing   (1)
guest   (20)
guests   (7)
gut   (1)
guy   (1)
guys   (3)

< H >
habitat   (1)
HACKER   (20)
half   (1)
Hall   (1)
hand   (3)
handicap   (1)
handle   (3)
handling   (1)
handrail   (1)
handrails   (1)
happening   (1)
happens   (1)
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happy   (1)
hard   (3)
hardscaped   (1)
hardship   (4)
harmed   (2)
harmony   (4)
hates   (1)
head   (1)
head-in   (1)
Headley   (3)
heads   (1)
hear   (1)
heard   (3)
hearing   (7)
height   (9)
held   (1)
help   (3)
helpful   (2)
hereunto   (1)
Hi   (1)
high   (2)
higher   (1)
highest   (1)
highland   (4)
highlands   (2)
highlight   (1)
hired   (1)
hit   (1)
hmm   (1)
holding   (1)
home   (6)
homeowner   (3)
homes   (1)
hope   (1)
hopefully   (2)
Horry   (1)
hours   (2)
house   (36)
house-related   (1)
Housing   (2)
huge   (1)

< I >
idea   (5)
identified   (1)
illustrating   (1)
image   (3)
images   (6)
impact   (5)

impacted   (1)
Implementation   (4)
implemented   (1)
impropriety   (2)
Improvement   (2)
inches   (1)
incidental   (1)
include   (1)
includes   (2)
including   (2)
increase   (2)
incumbent   (1)
indicated   (1)
indicates   (1)
indirectly   (1)
individual   (3)
inform   (1)
Information   (10)
informed   (3)
infringing   (1)
initiated   (1)
innovation   (2)
input   (1)
inserted   (1)
inserts   (2)
inspection   (1)
installation   (1)
installations   (1)
instance   (2)
instantly   (1)
instinct   (1)
instructions   (1)
insufficient   (2)
intact   (1)
integrity   (1)
intensive   (2)
intent   (39)
interest   (7)
interested   (2)
interfere   (3)
interpret   (1)
interrupt   (1)
interrupted   (1)
intersection   (2)
intersections   (1)
involves   (1)
irregular   (2)
ISLAND   (24)
Islands   (1)

It'd   (1)
Item   (2)
iteration   (1)
its   (1)
IX   (1)

< J >
Jacobs   (1)
jam   (1)
James   (1)
JENNY   (2)
Jimmy   (1)
job   (2)
JOHN   (18)
John's   (2)
joint   (1)
JR   (2)
June   (2)
jurisdiction   (2)

< K >
keep   (7)
keeping   (1)
KIAWAH   (27)
KICA   (6)
kids   (2)
kind   (9)
knew   (1)
know   (33)
knowing   (1)
KULICK   (24)

< L >
laid   (2)
Land   (14)
Lands   (1)
landscape   (10)
landscaping   (7)
large   (6)
larger   (1)
largest   (1)
LARSEN   (24)
Larson   (1)
law   (4)
lawn   (1)
layout   (2)
leading   (1)
left   (6)
left-hand   (1)

legal   (6)
Legally   (2)
letter   (29)
letters   (3)
level   (4)
license   (1)
light   (2)
lighter   (1)
lightly   (1)
liked   (1)
limit   (2)
limited   (2)
line   (27)
lines   (14)
linked   (1)
literally   (1)
little   (13)
living   (1)
LLC   (2)
Loading   (1)
Local   (1)
located   (18)
LOCATION   (16)
long   (3)
look   (16)
looked   (7)
looking   (18)
looks   (2)
LOONEY   (14)
loss   (1)
lost   (3)
lot   (62)
lots   (8)
loved   (1)
loves   (1)
Low   (11)
lower   (1)
lush   (1)

< M >
ma'am   (1)
mailbox   (1)
mailed   (2)
main   (6)
maintain   (1)
maintained   (1)
maintaining   (1)
Major   (2)
majority   (2)
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making   (1)
maneuverability   (6)
maneuvering   (2)
manner   (1)
map   (2)
Mark   (1)
markings   (1)
marsh   (5)
marshland   (1)
marshlands   (1)
materials   (2)
matter   (6)
matters   (1)
mature   (5)
maximum   (7)
mean   (19)
means   (4)
meant   (1)
measuring   (1)
mechanical   (1)
mechanisms   (2)
media   (1)
meet   (3)
meeting   (11)
meetings   (1)
meets   (3)
MELKUS   (3)
MEMBERS   (9)
mentioned   (5)
mentioning   (1)
met   (1)
method   (2)
MICHAEL   (2)
middle   (1)
million   (1)
mind   (2)
minimal   (1)
minimize   (1)
minimum   (3)
minute   (1)
minutes   (2)
missed   (1)
mitigated   (1)
mitigation   (1)
mock-up   (1)
modification   (1)
modifications   (3)
modular   (1)
modules   (1)

months   (1)
Morgan   (2)
motion   (12)
move   (5)
moved   (1)
Moving   (3)
multi-family   (1)
multiple   (1)
MUNICIPAL   (1)
Myles   (1)

< N >
name   (4)
narrow   (1)
natural   (6)
nature   (2)
nay   (3)
nays   (2)
NCRA   (1)
near   (1)
nearest   (1)
necessarily   (4)
necessary   (3)
need   (19)
needed   (1)
needing   (1)
needs   (2)
negative   (1)
neighbor   (1)
neighborhood   (5)
neighboring   (2)
neither   (1)
never   (1)
new   (23)
news   (1)
nice   (4)
nicer   (1)
nonconforming   (12)
normal   (2)
north   (4)
Notary   (1)
note   (1)
notes   (1)
notice   (1)
notification   (1)
notified   (1)
number   (5)
numbers   (2)
numerous   (2)

< O >
O-86   (1)
Oak   (14)
oaks   (1)
oath   (2)
objective   (1)
obviously   (4)
occasional   (1)
occur   (1)
ocean   (3)
OCRM   (6)
October   (1)
offering   (1)
office   (1)
office@clark-associat
es.com   (1)
official   (2)
off-street   (1)
of-way   (5)
Oh   (2)
Okay   (14)
once   (3)
ones   (1)
one's   (1)
one-story   (2)
onsite   (1)
open   (3)
opinion   (1)
opportunity   (1)
oppose   (1)
opposed   (8)
opposition   (3)
optimal   (1)
optimizing   (1)
optimum   (1)
options   (1)
oral   (1)
orally   (1)
order   (8)
ordinance   (22)
organizations   (1)
orientation   (2)
original   (3)
originally   (2)
ought   (3)
outdoor   (1)
outparcel   (1)
overall   (2)

overnight   (1)
overturn   (1)
ow   (1)
owned   (2)
OWNER   (11)
owners   (5)

< P >
PA   (1)
packet   (4)
page   (3)
pain   (1)
parcel   (2)
parcels   (2)
park   (5)
parked   (1)
PARKER   (24)
parking   (35)
Parks   (5)
park-under   (1)
part   (15)
particular   (16)
parties   (3)
partner   (1)
party   (1)
passage   (2)
pattern   (2)
patterning   (1)
paved   (4)
pavers   (2)
pavilion   (3)
paving   (11)
pending   (1)
people   (5)
percent   (7)
perception   (1)
perfect   (1)
perimeter   (1)
period   (1)
permanent   (1)
Permar   (1)
permit   (3)
permits   (1)
permitted   (4)
permutation   (1)
person   (3)
personally   (1)
Persons   (1)
perspective   (1)
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pertaining   (7)
pertinent   (3)
pervious   (4)
photograph   (1)
photos   (1)
physical   (1)
physically   (4)
pick   (1)
picture   (1)
piece   (8)
ping-pong   (1)
pink   (2)
place   (15)
placed   (6)
placement   (4)
places   (2)
plan   (30)
plane   (1)
Planning   (6)
plans   (5)
planting   (1)
plantings   (2)
plants   (1)
plat   (2)
platted   (3)
please   (15)
plugs   (1)
PM   (2)
podium   (3)
Point   (37)
points   (1)
pool   (64)
pools   (9)
porch   (2)
portion   (4)
portions   (1)
position   (1)
possible   (4)
possibly   (1)
Post   (1)
posted   (1)
potential   (1)
potentially   (2)
power   (1)
practical   (2)
preexisting   (2)
PRESENT   (9)
presented   (2)
presenting   (1)

preserved   (1)
Preston   (7)
pretty   (4)
prevailing   (3)
prevent   (2)
previous   (1)
Previously   (1)
primary   (1)
principal   (2)
printed   (1)
prior   (5)
pristine   (1)
privacy   (1)
Private   (2)
probable   (1)
probably   (4)
problem   (1)
problematic   (1)
problems   (1)
procedure   (1)
proceed   (1)
proceedings   (1)
process   (7)
producing   (1)
PROFESSIONAL 
 (1)
profitability   (4)
prohibit   (5)
prohibition   (1)
project   (12)
projects   (1)
promote   (2)
proper   (1)
properties   (29)
PROPERTY   (116)
property's   (1)
proposal   (2)
proposed   (52)
protection   (3)
provide   (9)
provided   (8)
provides   (3)
province   (1)
provisions   (1)
proximity   (2)
public   (18)
pull   (5)
pumps   (1)
purpose   (6)

purposely   (1)
purposes   (3)
purview   (3)
push   (1)
pushing   (1)
put   (12)
putting   (1)

< Q >
quality   (1)
quasi-judicial   (2)
question   (12)
questions   (25)
quickly   (3)
quorum   (1)
quote   (22)

< R >
R-1   (13)
R-2   (2)
R-3   (2)
radius   (1)
raised   (1)
ramp   (3)
ramping   (1)
RANDY   (3)
rationale   (1)
read   (4)
really   (17)
rear   (7)
reason   (9)
reasoning   (1)
reasons   (1)
rebuttal   (1)
Rec   (4)
recall   (1)
receive   (2)
received   (4)
reconfiguration   (2)
reconfigured   (1)
record   (3)
recorded   (1)
records   (1)
Recreation   (1)
recreational   (2)
recurrent   (1)
redevelop   (1)
redevelopment   (1)
redoing   (1)

redone   (1)
redrawn   (1)
reduce   (2)
reduction   (2)
reference   (1)
referencing   (1)
reflection   (1)
regarding   (5)
regardless   (1)
regards   (6)
REGISTERED   (1)
Regulations   (5)
reiterations   (2)
reject   (1)
related   (1)
relatively   (1)
relax   (1)
relaxation   (2)
relief   (1)
rely   (2)
remember   (1)
removed   (1)
rendering   (1)
renovations   (1)
reorganize   (1)
repeat   (2)
replan   (1)
REPORTED   (2)
REPORTER   (2)
REPORTER'S   (1)

REPRESENTATIVE 
 (4)
representatives   (3)
represented   (1)
representing   (1)
represents   (1)
request   (17)
requested   (5)
requesting   (4)
requests   (2)
require   (5)
required   (24)
requirement   (1)
requirements   (12)
requires   (4)
resale   (1)
research   (1)
reserve   (1)
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residence   (12)
residences   (2)
resident   (1)
Residential   (20)
residents   (3)
resort   (1)
respectfully   (1)
respond   (1)
responds   (3)
response   (18)
Restaurant   (1)
restrict   (4)
restrictions   (4)
restricts   (3)
restroom   (4)
restrooms   (4)
result   (9)
review   (20)
reviewed   (1)
revised   (2)
reworked   (1)
Rhett   (2)
right   (49)
right-of-way   (11)
Road   (25)
roadsides   (1)
roadways   (1)
Robin   (3)
RON   (2)
room   (2)
rotate   (1)
roughly   (2)
RPR   (2)
rule   (1)
rules   (4)
rulings   (1)
run   (1)

< S >
safety   (1)
sake   (1)
sale   (1)
Sandcastle   (11)
sat   (1)
Saturday   (1)
save   (2)
saved   (1)
saving   (1)
saw   (1)

saying   (2)
says   (4)
SC   (1)
SCE   (2)
schematics   (1)
scope   (1)
SCOTT   (2)
screen   (4)
screened   (3)
screening   (2)
screens   (1)
se   (1)
seal   (1)
Seamon   (1)
second   (20)
secondary   (2)
Section   (4)
secure   (1)
see   (26)
seeing   (1)
seen   (1)
seldom   (1)
selected   (1)
sense   (2)
sensitivity   (1)
separate   (1)
September   (1)
sequestered   (1)
serious   (2)
serve   (2)
service   (7)
services   (1)
sessions   (1)
set   (3)
setback   (43)
setbacks   (9)
shape   (2)
shared   (1)
sheet   (1)
sheets   (2)
shield   (1)
shifting   (1)
Shipwatch   (4)
shorthand   (1)
shot   (1)
show   (10)
shower   (4)
showers   (5)
showing   (1)

shown   (3)
shows   (5)
shrubbery   (1)
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                 1                   TOWN OF KIAWAH ISLAND
                                    BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS
                 2                      AUGUST 28, 2017

                 3    AGENDA:

                 4
                      APPLICANT/PROPERTY  Robin Curtin
                 5    OWNER:
                      REPRESENTATIVE:     Wayne Windham,
                 6                        Wayne Windham Architect, PA
                      PROPERTY LOCATION:  40 Eugenia Avenue
                 7    TMS#:               207-08-00-024
                      ZONING DISTRICT:    R-1, Residential Zoning
                 8                        District

                 9

                10
                      APPLICANT/PROPERTY  Kiawah Island Community
                11    OWNER:              Association,
                                          Attn:  Jimmy Bailey
                12    REPRESENTATIVE:     Rhett Morgan, Bello Gerris
                                          Architects
                13    PROPERTY LOCATION:  1 Shipwatch Road
                      TMS#:               207-06-00-124 and
                14                        207-00-00-029
                      ZONING DISTRICT:    Parks and Recreation Zoning
                15                        District

                16

                17    APPLICANT/PROPERTY  Earl Carrera,
                      OWNER:              Headley Corporation, LLC
                18    REPRESENTATIVE:     David Fisher, Architect
                      PROPERTY LOCATION:  65 Falcon Point
                19    TMS#:               265-07-00-026
                      ZONING DISTRICT:    R-1, Residential Zoning
                20                        District

                21

                22    _________________________________________

                23
                      DATE:             AUGUST 28, 2017
                24

                25    TIME:             4:00 PM
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                 1    LOCATION:         TOWN OF KIAWAH ISLAND MUNICIPAL
                                        CENTER
                 2                      KIAWAH ISLAND, SOUTH CAROLINA

                 3

                 4    REPORTED BY:      VALERIE G. MELKUS, RPR
                                        NCRA REGISTERED PROFESSIONAL
                 5                      REPORTER
                                        CLARK & ASSOCIATES, INC.
                 6                      CHARLESTON, SC 29415
                                        843-762-6294
                 7                      WWW.CLARK-ASSOCIATES.COM
                                        office@clark-associates.com
                 8

                 9                   A P P E A R A N C E S

                10

                11
                      BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT:
                12    RANDY GILMORE, CHAIRPERSON

                13    MICHAEL CLAWSON

                14    WENDY KULICK

                15    RANDY GILMORE

                16    RON HACKER

                17    SCOTT PARKER

                18    CHARLES LARSEN

                19

                20    ATTORNEY PRESENT:

                21    DWAYNE GREEN

                22

                23    STAFF MEMBERS PRESENT:

                24    JOHN TAYLOR, JR.

                25    JENNY WERKING
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                 1                   P R O C E E D I N G S

                 2                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Let's call to

                 3    order this August 28th meeting of the Town of

                 4    Kiawah Island Board of Zoning Appeals.  Members

                 5    of the Board who will be hearing these cases

                 6    today are Ron Hacker, Scott Parker, Michael

                 7    Clawson, Wendy Kulick, myself, Randy Gilmore, and

                 8    last but not least, Charlie Larsen.

                 9             The staff members present today are John

                10    Taylor, Jr., and Jenny Werking.  Our case rulings

                11    from this and any BZA meeting are available for

                12    public review and inspection during normal

                13    business hours at the Town Hall.

                14             At this time I would like to explain to

                15    the public the workings of the BZA.  The Board of

                16    Zoning Appeals is a quasi-judicial body

                17    established to interpret and grant relief from

                18    the zoning ordinance.  The Board of Zoning

                19    Appeals has jurisdiction over three types of

                20    cases:  appeals, variances and special

                21    exceptions.

                22             Appeals are heard regarding

                23    administrative actions or decisions by the zoning

                24    administrator or staff.  Variances may be granted

                25    when strict application of the zoning ordinance
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                 1    would cause an unnecessary hardship.  This

                 2    Board's actions must be based on specific

                 3    standards as contained in the South Carolina

                 4    Local Government Planning Act 1994 and the Town

                 5    of Kiawah Island zoning ordinance.

                 6             Special exceptions allow this Board to

                 7    permit use of certain conditions as contained in

                 8    the zoning ordinance -- if certain conditions

                 9    contained in the zoning ordinance are not met.

                10             A simple majority vote of the quorum

                11    present is required to grant a variance or to

                12    overturn the decision of the zoning administrator

                13    in an appeal or to grant a special exception.

                14             Because today's hearing is a public

                15    fact-finding meeting, we are in compliance with

                16    the Freedom of Information Act and South Carolina

                17    Code 6-29-70.

                18             15 days prior to this hearing, an

                19    announcement was printed in the Post & Courier, a

                20    sign posted on or near the designated properties,

                21    and a notice was mailed to the applicant and

                22    representatives and to residents within 300 feet

                23    of the application and to parties of interest.

                24    Persons, organizations, and the news media that

                25    have requested declarations of our meetings have
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                 1    also been notified.

                 2             The Freedom of Information Act does not

                 3    require notification of anyone other than the

                 4    applicant and parties of interest.  Our purpose

                 5    today is for interested parties to be heard in

                 6    order to assist the Board's gathering of evidence

                 7    pertinent to each of these cases.

                 8             If the members of the BZA feel the need

                 9    for further information to clarify a case, the

                10    Board has the authority to subpoena witnesses.

                11    In addition to our testimony, the Board has been

                12    presented written information submitted to the

                13    staff by the applicants and their agents for each

                14    case.  This information is now considered to be

                15    evidence and is entered into the permanent record

                16    of this body.  It is assumed that it is complete,

                17    true and accurate.

                18             Also, we have been presented data

                19    assembled by the staff for the purpose of

                20    clarifying the location and the effect on

                21    surrounding properties.  Our Board is empowered

                22    to approve, approve with conditions, or to deny

                23    requests.  We are also authorized to defer a case

                24    should there be a need for additional

                25    information.
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                 1             If an applicant's request is approved

                 2    for a special exception, a variance, or an appeal

                 3    of a decision by the zoning administrator, they

                 4    must go to the Town of Kiawah Island and apply

                 5    for permits.

                 6             Variances and special exceptions granted

                 7    by the BZA are valid for 12 months after this

                 8    meeting.  However, if an applicant's request is

                 9    disapproved, they may wish to appeal -- and they

                10    wish to appeal the decision of this Board

                11    concerning their case, appeals must be addressed

                12    to the Circuit Court.

                13             South Carolina Code 6-29-820 states that

                14    the appeal must be filed by the applicant within

                15    30 days from when the decision of the Board is

                16    mailed to them.  Failure to file an appeal within

                17    the time limit deprives the Court of jurisdiction

                18    to hear the matter.

                19             Because this is a quasi-judicial body,

                20    everything said in this meeting must be complete,

                21    true, and accurate.  All of the information

                22    provided to the BZA is considered evidence, and

                23    this Board may certify contempt of court if false

                24    statements are made either in writing or orally.

                25             Because of this, each person who wishes
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                 1    to address the Board will be sworn in.  In order

                 2    to expedite this procedure, those wishing to

                 3    speak, will you please stand as a group.

                 4                  (All comply.)

                 5             And Ms. Werking, would you administer

                 6    the oath, please?

                 7                  (Ms. Werking places all witnesses

                 8    standing under oath.)

                 9                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Thank you.

                10             As you may or may not know, we have

                11    three cases today.  I'm going to call them in the

                12    order in which they came to us for filing.  The

                13    first case I will call is BZA-07-17-00200 at 40

                14    Eugenia Avenue.

                15             The staff will present pertinent facts,

                16    which they'll then call for the applicant to

                17    address the case.  The applicant shall please

                18    stand and state their name and current address

                19    for the record before giving testimony; and if

                20    you would, please take the podium so we all can

                21    find you.

                22             I would then ask for all of those

                23    speaking either in support of the case or against

                24    the case to say what they have to say.  Each will

                25    have a time limit of two minutes, and the
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                 1    applicant will have two minutes for rebuttal to

                 2    anything someone else might say.

                 3             John, will you please present the case

                 4    for us?

                 5                  MR. TAYLOR:  Thank you.

                 6             The first case is BZA-07-17-00200.  And

                 7    this applicant/property owner is Robin Curtin,

                 8    who is represented by Mr. Wayne Windham of Wayne

                 9    Windham Architect who are requesting a variance

                10    for the placement of a swimming pool in the front

                11    yard at the subject property, 40 Eugenia Avenue.

                12             This is TMS# 207-08-00-024.  This

                13    particular lot is located in the R-1 residential

                14    zoning district and is approximately 25,000

                15    square feet in size.  The subject property is a

                16    corner lot, abutting the intersection of Eugenia

                17    Avenue and Low Oak Woods Road.

                18             Here you can see the image here that

                19    shows the zoning district.  The maximum allowable

                20    lot coverage for this particular area is

                21    33 percent, and the subject property is not under

                22    the purview of the Kiawah Island Architectural

                23    Review Board.

                24             The Town of Kiawah Island Land Use

                25    Planning and Zoning Ordinance, Chapter 12, Land
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                 1    Use Planning and Zoning, Article 2, Division 3,

                 2    Use Regulations, Section 12-104, Accessory Uses,

                 3    Building/Structures 5, Standards for Accessory

                 4    Structures in Residential Districts states that

                 5    accessory structures may be allowed in

                 6    residential districts under the following

                 7    conditions:

                 8             A:  Private swimming pools, along with

                 9    incidental installations, such as pumps and

                10    filters, may not be located in the front yard.  A

                11    pool shall be set back a distance of not less

                12    than 10 feet from all lot lines, except that a

                13    pool that is elevated more than 4 feet above the

                14    average natural ground level at the nearest

                15    property line shall comply with required building

                16    setbacks.  All swimming pools shall be gated and

                17    fenced.  The fence height shall be 5 feet.

                18             Here is just an aerial of where the

                19    subject property is here on the corner of Eugenia

                20    and Low Oak Woods Road.  This is closer to the

                21    edge of Eugenia where it starts to approach the

                22    gravel area of Eugenia, and we'll go through a

                23    few images of the context of the site.  So this

                24    is looking from Eugenia toward the subject

                25    property at the corner of Eugenia and Low Oak
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                 1    Road.

                 2             Let me know if you guys can't see it.

                 3    I'm sure people can see it in front of me but --

                 4    or just stop me if you have a question.

                 5             The subject property is vacant and is

                 6    with very -- not much mature vegetation.  And

                 7    here you see a few of the oaks that are present

                 8    on this particular site.

                 9             The applicant's letter of intent

                10    explains that:  the owner of the lot, Ms. Robin

                11    Curtin, bought the Lot, 40 Eugenia, this past

                12    year.  They already ow an home at Kiawah but

                13    wanted a home that was closer to the beach and a

                14    lot that would handle a pool for her younger

                15    kids.

                16             As we were designing the home, we looked

                17    at the sun and the prevailing breeze orientation;

                18    and we looked at the challenge of designing

                19    around the huge oak trees on the lot.  With the

                20    design, we were able to save a good number of

                21    large oak trees and design the house and pool

                22    with the best sun and prevailing breeze

                23    orientation.

                24             We think that by allowing us to place

                25    the entry on Low Oak Road and the pool setback 70
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                 1    feet from Eugenia Avenue, we can make this a

                 2    great asset to the neighborhood.

                 3             This is just a few more images of the

                 4    property at Eugenia Avenue and then across Low

                 5    Oak Road, which there is a single-family

                 6    residence.  The proposed plan depicts the single-

                 7    family residence with a swimming pool to be

                 8    placed in the front yard adjacent to Eugenia

                 9    Avenue.

                10             And the proposed house, screened porch,

                11    and entry porch total approximately 3,767 square

                12    feet.  The proposed footprint of the pool is

                13    approximately 556 feet -- square feet.  The

                14    proposed deck and stairs total approximately

                15    1,509 square feet, and the total proposed lot

                16    coverage is 23.1 percent, which falls under the

                17    maximum allowable lot coverage of 33 percent.

                18             The elevation -- the proposed elevation

                19    is to be put on Eugenia and along Low Oak Woods

                20    Road -- and then the site plan that shows the

                21    entire subject property.

                22             What I do want to highlight is before I

                23    go through the staff findings was two areas

                24    within the vicinity that also had corner lots

                25    pool -- that had pools on the corner lots; and
�
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                 1    these are those two images, 2A and 24 Eugenia.

                 2             The BZA may grant a variance only if

                 3    exceptional circumstances exist and where

                 4    practical difficulty or unnecessary hardship is

                 5    so substantial, serious, and compelling that

                 6    relaxation of the general restrictions ought to

                 7    be granted.

                 8             No variance shall be granted unless the

                 9    applicant shall show and the BZA shall find that,

                10    A, there are extraordinary and exceptional

                11    conditions pertaining to the particular piece of

                12    property.

                13             In that finding, there may be

                14    extraordinary and exceptional conditions

                15    pertaining to the property due to the location of

                16    several large trees on the lot, the required

                17    setbacks, and the lot designation of being a

                18    corner lot.  The site survey depicts four trees

                19    measuring 24 inches diameter breast height and

                20    larger and located in the boundary of the subject

                21    property, including a 34-, 26-, and 31-inch oak

                22    within the buildable area of the subject

                23    property.

                24             In addition, the applicant's letter of

                25    intent states, this property is unique because it
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                 1    is situated at the corner of Eugenia Avenue and

                 2    Low Oak Woods Road.

                 3             Criteria B:  Staff's response says,

                 4    these conditions are unique to the subject

                 5    property and may not generally apply to other

                 6    properties in the vicinity.

                 7             The subject property is vacant and is

                 8    defined as a corner lot, abutting the

                 9    intersection of Eugenia Avenue and Low Oak Woods

                10    Road.  Other properties in the vicinity which may

                11    contain pools are either adjacent to the beach or

                12    contain pools which are placed in the designated

                13    rear yard.  Two identified properties in the

                14    vicinity defined as corner lots contain pools;

                15    and those are the two I've indicated, 2A and 24

                16    Eugenia.  Per the applicant's letter of intent,

                17    these conditions only apply to a few homes on the

                18    street.

                19             Criteria C:  The application of this

                20    ordinance to the subject property allows

                21    accessory structures, including swimming pools.

                22    However, as required by this ordinance, swimming

                23    pools may not be located in the front yard.  The

                24    location of several large trees and the

                25    configuration of the property may not prohibit or
�
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                 1    unreasonably restrict the utilization of the

                 2    property or prevent the construction of a pool at

                 3    the rear of the existing residence.

                 4             The applicant's letter of intent

                 5    contends, quote, the requirement of this

                 6    ordinance will unreasonably restrict the

                 7    property.  The lot is large with significant

                 8    trees; and we have designed the home that enters

                 9    off of Low Oak Woods Road, thus allowing us to

                10    keep a good number of trees on Eugenia and place

                11    our pool for southern sun and breezes.

                12             Criteria D:  Staff's response.  The

                13    authorization of this variance may not be of

                14    substantial detriment to the adjacent properties

                15    or the public good if adequate mitigation is

                16    implemented by the owner to screen the proposed

                17    pool from the adjacent properties and the right-

                18    of-way.

                19             Additionally, by allowing the proposed

                20    pool to be built in the proposed location,

                21    significant trees may be preserved.  However, the

                22    character of the R-1 Residential Zoning District

                23    may be harmed by granting this variance since

                24    other properties along Eugenia Avenue do not have

                25    a pool located in the front yard of the principal
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                 1    residence.

                 2             Furthermore, the applicant's letter of

                 3    intent states:  The authorization will not be a

                 4    substantial detriment to the public good and

                 5    character of Eugenia.  There are only four lots

                 6    on Eugenia that have this situation, end quote.

                 7             Criteria E:  Staff response.  Granting

                 8    of this variance would not allow the

                 9    establishment of a use not otherwise permitted in

                10    a zoning district, extend physically a

                11    nonconforming use of land, or change the zoning

                12    district boundaries.

                13             Per the applicant's letter of intent,

                14    the granting of this variance will not adversely

                15    affect the zoning, end quote.

                16             Criteria F:  The BZA may not consider

                17    profitability when considering this variance

                18    request.  The applicant's letter of intent

                19    states:  The variance was not a result of a

                20    resale calculation.  It was due to the best use

                21    of land, the existing trees, and the sun and the

                22    wind for the pool.

                23             Criteria G:  Staff's response.  The need

                24    for the variance may not be the result of the

                25    applicant's own actions.  Since the lot is
�
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                 1    vacant, proposed plans could be altered without

                 2    the need for a variance.  However, per the

                 3    application -- applicant's letter of intent,

                 4    quote, it is not, end quote.

                 5             Criteria H:  Staff's response.  Granting

                 6    of this variance may not be contrary to the

                 7    public or neighborhood interest, may not

                 8    adversely affect other property in the vicinity,

                 9    nor interfere with the harmony, spirit, intent,

                10    and purpose of these regulations if the

                11    installation of the pool and it is adequately

                12    mitigated through substantial screening from

                13    adjacent properties and the right-of-way.

                14             Per the applicant's letter of intent,

                15    the variance does not affect the adjacent

                16    property owners.  We are well within the

                17    setbacks.  We are 45 feet from the property to

                18    the left of Eugenia; and we are 70 feet from the

                19    pool to the edge of Eugenia, end quote.

                20             Final Criteria I:  Staff's response.

                21    Granting of the variance may conflict with the

                22    comprehensive plan or the purposes of the

                23    ordinance, which does not allow pools to be

                24    located in the front yard.  However, it is not

                25    allowed to -- however, granting of this variance
�
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                 1    may not substantially conflict with the

                 2    comprehensive plan, Housing Element VIII, Goals

                 3    1, Implementation Strategy A, which states,

                 4    quote, provide mechanisms to permit flexibility

                 5    and innovation in residential project design to

                 6    promote land use efficiency and environmental

                 7    protection, end quote.

                 8             Per the applicant's letter of intent,

                 9    granting of the variance does not conflict with

                10    the comprehensive plan.

                11             The Board of Zoning Appeals' action,

                12    which the Board of Zoning Appeals may approve,

                13    approve with conditions, or deny Case No.

                14    BZA-07-17-00200 based on the BZA's findings of

                15    fact unless additional information is deemed

                16    necessary to make an informed decision.

                17             In the event that the Board does decide

                18    to approve the application, the Board should

                19    consider the following condition, which is prior

                20    to the zoning approval, the applicant shall

                21    provide a landscape plan, which is reviewed and

                22    approved by the planning staff that provides

                23    additional screening in the form of understory

                24    plantings and shrubs, which shall mature to

                25    create a vegetated visual buffer from the right-
�
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                 1    of-way being Eugenia Avenue.

                 2             Are there any questions?

                 3                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  John, you

                 4    said that this piece of property is not subject

                 5    to the ARB?

                 6                  MR. TAYLOR:  Correct.

                 7                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Any further

                 8    questions?

                 9                  MS. KULICK:  If I understood you

                10    correctly, John, if this variance were denied, it

                11    would not mean that the pool could not be built?

                12                  MR. TAYLOR:  Correct.

                13                  MS. KULICK:  Thank you.

                14                  MR. HACKER:  John, is there

                15    any place where you described what the front yard

                16    is compared to a side yard or the back yard?

                17    Because there's two front yards since it's on two

                18    streets.  So where does the side yard come in?

                19    So you can't have it in front, but you could have

                20    it on the side?

                21                  MR. TAYLOR:  Essentially on a

                22    corner lot, you would have two frontages.  The

                23    definition would then come in of where that

                24    principal main entrance of the proposed home

                25    would be -- off of that perimeter where that side
�
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                 1    starts, that's where it would be designated, if

                 2    that answers your question.

                 3                  MR. PARKER:  So if the address is

                 4    Eugenia, it's in front of Eugenia.  That's the

                 5    front.

                 6                  MR. TAYLOR:  Off of Eugenia you

                 7    still would -- because any frontage to any right-

                 8    of-way would be designated a front yard.  There

                 9    won't necessarily be a side yard because of those

                10    two frontages.

                11                  MR. PARKER:  So then in my mind,

                12    you could put the mailbox anywhere and that would

                13    be, quote, the front yard?

                14                  MR. TAYLOR:  No.  You still would

                15    have your -- wherever that right-of-way --

                16    wherever that subject property touches the right-

                17    of-way, that still would be designated the front

                18    yard, yeah.

                19                  MR. HACKER:  So it has two front

                20    yards?

                21                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  I think the

                22    answer is we've got two front yards --

                23                  MR. TAYLOR:  We have two front

                24    yards.

                25                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  -- because
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                 1    you have two public streets.

                 2                  MR. TAYLOR:  Correct.

                 3                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  So we would

                 4    be facing the same question if the house was

                 5    still -- and the pool was facing, well, the

                 6    woods.

                 7                  MR. TAYLOR:  If the -- right now

                 8    the pool is proposed to be here.

                 9                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Right.

                10                  MR. TAYLOR:  If it was flipped and

                11    say that this driveway was here and then the pool

                12    was further north, then we wouldn't consider that

                13    to be placed in the front yard.

                14                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  So on the two

                15    street-fronting sides, the pool on either one of

                16    those would be considered in a front yard?

                17                  MR. TAYLOR:  Correct.

                18                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Thank you.

                19    Questions?  Any further questions?

                20             Thank you, sir.

                21                  MR. PARKER:  Oh, I have one more.

                22    Since we had the two letters that we received on

                23    Friday in opposition, I understand that there has

                24    been another letter.

                25                  MR. TAYLOR:  There's been one more.
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                 1    It should be placed in front of you.  I think

                 2    that was at 39 Eugenia.  So that would be three

                 3    total.

                 4                  MR. LARSEN:  And along those lines,

                 5    if those letters had been received prior to your

                 6    writing your staff response, would you still have

                 7    written nay as opposed to --

                 8                  MR. TAYLOR:  Yes.  Our staff

                 9    findings are based on what the applicant

                10    provides, not necessarily what another resident

                11    would provide to us.

                12                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Thank you,

                13    John.

                14             As always, we reserve the right to talk

                15    to you more.

                16             Who is going to speak for the applicant?

                17                  MR. WINDHAM:  I am.

                18                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Thank you,

                19    sir.  Would you take the podium, state your name,

                20    and give us your address, please.

                21                  MR. WINDHAM:  I'm Wayne Windham, an

                22    architect; And the address is 1779 Main Road on

                23    John's Island.

                24                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Thank you,

                25    sir.
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                 1                  MR. WINDHAM:  The Curtins hired me

                 2    to design their beach house on this lot; and when

                 3    I was looking at the overall design, I really

                 4    wanted to catch the summer suns and the natural

                 5    breezes that come in off the ocean.

                 6             And if you design a normal house with

                 7    Eugenia in mind, you place a pool in the back of

                 8    the house; and the back of that house really

                 9    forebodes you to having a lot of sun back there,

                10    and you will have roughly no breeze because the

                11    house would block the breeze.

                12             So I thought about the idea of entering

                13    from Low Oak Road and then not addressing that as

                14    my entry element, at least not from Eugenia.  And

                15    we designed it around the oak trees out there, as

                16    many as we could save.  And we have, like, I'd

                17    say 70 feet from the edge of the driveway on the

                18    edge of Eugenia to the pool, it's only required

                19    to be 25 feet; and we've got 40 feet from the

                20    edge of the property on the left-hand side over

                21    to the house or the deck on that side.

                22             We're not asking for any variances other

                23    than for you all to see fit to grant this two

                24    front yard dilemma that we have.

                25                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Could you
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                 1    design it where the pool was on the side, the

                 2    east -- west side of the house?

                 3                  MR. WINDHAM:  Yes, we could.

                 4    But --

                 5                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Which would

                 6    still give you the ocean breeze.

                 7                  MR. WINDHAM:  It'd give you ocean

                 8    breeze, but you wouldn't have any sun.  So for

                 9    our pool for somebody that loves the sun, which

                10    Ms. Curtin does, that would be a negative for

                11    her.

                12                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Did you look

                13    at other designs?

                14                  MR. WINDHAM:  No.  This is -- I

                15    mean, this is the first one I came up with.  They

                16    loved it.  And I just -- I said, this is -- I

                17    mean, I think this is perfect if we can get this

                18    through the BZA.

                19             I knew that the Board -- was against the

                20    rules that we could not have a front entry

                21    garage -- a front entry pool with a front entry

                22    garage, but because this lot is so wide and so

                23    big, I figured we could do that and come here and

                24    show it to you, to the Board, and see if you all

                25    accepted it.
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                 1             I've done schematics.  That does not

                 2    mean that I am -- this is the only design for

                 3    that lot, but I think it's the most appropriate

                 4    one for this lot.  One of the things that's --

                 5    granting a variance for this lot is on the Item I

                 6    of the comprehensive plan.  That states that you

                 7    can grant a variance based on a creative use of

                 8    the property.  So I think this is a nice creative

                 9    use.

                10                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Any further

                11    questions?

                12                  MR. HACKER:  Mr. Windham, what is

                13    the height of the pool?  Is it ground level?

                14                  MR. WINDHAM:  No.  It's 9 feet up.

                15    We have designed the handrails on the front of

                16    the pool -- endless edge pool is what we were

                17    going to do.  We don't have a lot of deck in

                18    front of the endless edge, but the wall on the

                19    pool in a close space to pick it so it gives the

                20    owner some privacy and still allows a little air

                21    flow on that deck if they are sitting on there.

                22                  MR. HACKER:  So if you are on

                23    Eugenia Avenue looking at the pool, how high

                24    would the fence be?  Because I'm guessing 5 feet.

                25                  MR. WINDHAM:  Yes.
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                 1                  MR. HACKER:  How much higher is it?

                 2                  MR. WINDHAM:  The fence -- the

                 3    fence will just be 5 feet.

                 4                  MR. HACKER:  But then it's got to

                 5    be somewhere -- if the pool is not at the ground

                 6    level --

                 7                  MR. WINDHAM:  The pool will be

                 8    raised up a full story above --

                 9                  MR. HACKER:  A full story?

                10                  MR. WINDHAM:  Yep.

                11                  MR. HACKER:  So we're talking

                12    13 feet?

                13                  MR. WINDHAM:  No.  We're talking

                14    about basically 9 feet.

                15                  MR. HACKER:  9 feet for the

                16    story --

                17                  MR. WINDHAM:  Yes.

                18                  MR. HACKER:  -- and then another 5

                19    feet?

                20                  MR. WINDHAM:  No.  No.  9 feet to

                21    where you're going to walk.

                22                  MR. HACKER:  So, in other words, it

                23    would be almost the height -- it would be taller

                24    than a person looking at it.  The pool would be

                25    actually behind the 5-foot fence in there
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                 1    somewhere?

                 2                  MR. WINDHAM:  That is the edge of

                 3    the pool right there.

                 4                  MR. HACKER:  Okay.  And this is

                 5    your fence?  What is --

                 6                  MR. WINDHAM:  This is the handrail

                 7    for the deck.

                 8                  MR. HACKER:  What height is this

                 9    right here?

                10                  MR. WINDHAM:  That is 9 feet right

                11    there down to the --

                12                  MR. HACKER:  Okay.  So you're

                13    really not looking at the pool when you're

                14    walking out.

                15                  MR. WINDHAM:  No.  You're looking

                16    over -- for them, they're looking over the

                17    traffic; and I'd like to landscape that.  And

                18    they said we don't have to do that, but we want

                19    to do that.  So the foundation of that pool kind

                20    of goes away.

                21                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Questions?

                22    Thank you, Mr. Windham.  We appreciate it very

                23    much.

                24             Is there anyone speaking for or against

                25    this application?
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                 1                  MR. BLAND:  Against.

                 2                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Could you

                 3    take the podium?  You were sworn in, correct?

                 4                  MR. BLAND:  Yes.

                 5                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Thank you.

                 6    Will you state your name and address, please.

                 7                  MR. BLAND:  Myles Bland, 915 Folly

                 8    Road, Suite O-86, James Island.  I'm here on

                 9    behalf of the owners of 36 Eugenia Avenue.

                10    Legally, a variance is signed as a exception to a

                11    zoning ordinance; and in more basic terms, it's a

                12    license to do something that's contrary to the

                13    usual rule, producing something that's not in

                14    harmony or not in agreement.

                15             This particular application violates

                16    every single element of the test.

                17             First, the fact that there are

                18    extraordinary and central conditions at the

                19    property.  The fact that two trees that were

                20    selected for saving over the numerous others that

                21    are being taken out is not much of a factor.  The

                22    breezes on Kiawah Island rotate around the

                23    province annually.  We can all attest to that, as

                24    does the sun.

                25             There are numerous corner lots in the
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                 1    area.  This lot and these conditions are

                 2    preexisting; but for the actions of the

                 3    applicant, this variance would not need to be

                 4    applied for.  In addition, this would certainly

                 5    increase the profitability of the house, yet

                 6    another violation of one of the factors for the

                 7    test.

                 8             Most significantly, this would be the

                 9    only house on Eugenia that had a backyard facing

                10    onto Eugenia.  You drive that entire block, this

                11    will be the only house that has a backyard now

                12    facing directly on Eugenia.  It would be

                13    considerable, considerable possible damages from

                14    other owners on the street.  The most recent sale

                15    on the street was 3.9 million.  We're suddenly

                16    going to be with front yards adjacent to a

                17    10-foot elevated pool with a 70-foot setback from

                18    the corner entrance to their street.

                19             In addition, there's -- I will

                20    respectfully disagree -- if we go to court, we're

                21    not going to be able to say there's two front

                22    yards on the property.  That's not going to fly.

                23    This particular variance clearly violates every

                24    legal factor as laid out in Restaurant Road

                25    Associates versus Horry County, which is the
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                 1    prevailing law in this matter.

                 2             We're not opposed -- our client's not

                 3    opposed to a house there.  It's just putting a

                 4    pool on the corner of the entry to the

                 5    neighborhood elevated 9 feet up in the air is

                 6    extremely problematic to the other folks' values

                 7    on the street.

                 8             In addition, as I said before, but for

                 9    the actions of this applicant, this variance

                10    would not need to be applied for.  This plan can

                11    easily be reworked, redone.  There is no

                12    expediency.  There is no need even for the

                13    variance.  This plan simply calls for it.

                14             There's no exception characteristics to

                15    this variance.  This is simply an element of a

                16    plan which has not even been done.  There are no

                17    preexisting house/pool construction.  There's no

                18    expediency.  So in summary, we'd strongly oppose

                19    this variance.

                20                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Thank you,

                21    sir.  Questions?

                22             Anyone else speaking in favor or in

                23    opposition to?  Okay.

                24             In the case, I will close the hearing

                25    and ask the Board for a motion, that is, how we
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                 1    would like to proceed with this.

                 2                  MR. CLAWSON:  I make a motion that

                 3    we reject the request.  The circumstances are not

                 4    that exceptional to relax the general

                 5    instructions.

                 6                  MR. PARKER:  I second.

                 7                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Discussion?

                 8                  MR. LARSEN:  Yeah.  I agree with

                 9    the motion.  I don't recall ever having an

                10    application that meets so few of the

                11    requirements.

                12                  MS. KULICK:  Just that I'd support

                13    the motion.

                14                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Any others?

                15                  MR. HACKER:  I have one comment.

                16    My concern -- I do support the motion too; but I

                17    feel that if we say we can't build a pool in the

                18    front yard, it says nothing about the side yard.

                19             If this pool was back about 30, 40 feet,

                20    I think this would be recurrent at this point;

                21    and that's where I think you'd have to go look at

                22    your design.  So it might be a pool on Eugenia,

                23    but it has to be farther back than the sun spots

                24    of the house.

                25                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Further
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                 1    comments?

                 2             I will call the motion.  Those in favor

                 3    of the motion, which is to deny the application,

                 4    please say aye.

                 5                  (All say aye.)

                 6                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Opposition?

                 7    Thank you very much.  This motion is denied.

                 8    Moving right along.

                 9             John, would you please present the

                10    pertinent facts on the 1 Shipwatch Road

                11    application, please?

                12                  MR. TAYLOR:  Yes.  This is in

                13    reference to Case BZA-07-17-00201.  The

                14    applicant -- Mr. Rhett Morgan of Bello Gerris

                15    Architects is representing the property owner,

                16    Kiawah Island Community Association, in

                17    requesting a variance with a reduction of the

                18    required 25 feet side yard setback and reduction

                19    of the required bufferyard Type 2 -- Type 3 along

                20    the side of the property lines for the expansion

                21    of a pool deck and areas of the Sandcastle

                22    Community Center at the subject property located

                23    at 1 Shipwatch Road.

                24             This is in regards to TMS# 270-06-00-124

                25    and 207-00-00-029.  The subject property is
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                 1    located within the Parks and Rec Zoning District

                 2    within the development of Kiawah Island.  The lot

                 3    is approximately 180,367 square feet in size.

                 4             Per Charleston County records, the

                 5    existing structure was constructed in 1995.  The

                 6    existing facility has gone through several

                 7    renovations and modification between 1995 and

                 8    2010.  The existing structure is legally

                 9    nonconforming regarding building setbacks.  The

                10    adjacent properties to the north and west are

                11    located within the R-3 zoning district.  The

                12    adjacent property to the east is located within

                13    the R-1 zoning district.

                14             The subject property is under the

                15    purview of the Kiawah Island Architectural Review

                16    Board.  The Town's ordinance states that there's

                17    a required 25-foot minimum front, side, and rear

                18    setback under this particular zoning district.

                19    Also the ordinance requires a bufferyard 75 feet

                20    in width average minimum bufferyard between an

                21    existing R-1 residential zoning district.

                22             The applicant's letter of intent

                23    explains:  The proposed project includes an

                24    expansion of the pool deck and -- excuse me --

                25    the proposed project includes an expansion of the
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                 1    pool and deck areas for the Sandcastle Community

                 2    Center.  As a result of the expanded facilities,

                 3    code requires additional parking and restroom

                 4    facilities to be provided.  The site has very

                 5    limited areas for expansion.

                 6             The VE flood zone line greatly restricts

                 7    the potential placement of new restroom

                 8    facilities, called a bathhouse, as the bathhouse

                 9    must be located in close proximity to serve the

                10    new deck and pool areas, the majority of which

                11    are in the VE zone.  The proposed location allows

                12    for minimal impact on the site and existing views

                13    while maintaining sensitivity to the

                14    architectural integrity of the existing

                15    structure.

                16             Additionally, the proposed location

                17    allows for the bathhouse to be located amongst

                18    the existing structures and provides for an

                19    opportunity to reorganize the existing service

                20    yard equipment.

                21             Last, a portion of the existing property

                22    line is being abandoned to minimize the impact of

                23    the project and to eliminate an existing

                24    grandfathered nonconforming setback condition.

                25             The applicant has submitted to the
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                 1    Kiawah Island Architectural Review Board for

                 2    Conceptual Major Improvement and Setback Variance

                 3    Review, which the Kiawah Architectural Review

                 4    Board granted conditional approval, stating that:

                 5             The submittal for conceptual and

                 6    variance review was on the agenda of the June 21,

                 7    2017 meeting.  The revised submittal, as provided

                 8    by the architect after the meeting -- 350 square

                 9    feet deck and covered area to encroach to 10 feet

                10    on the east side setback -- is approved, provided

                11    significant landscape buffer will be provided to

                12    screen from neighboring properties and the beach

                13    boardwalk.

                14             The applicant is still in the site plan

                15    review process and has initiated the subdivision

                16    process.

                17             And here again are some images of the

                18    concept for Sandcastle Community, And this is the

                19    encroachment from the east boardwalk just

                20    adjacent to the facility.  And more images, this

                21    is the service entrance and then the elevator

                22    building over to the right side of the

                23    Sandcastle.

                24             And this is really looking towards the

                25    parking lot from the access -- from the beach
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                 1    access ramp and then the existing wood deck

                 2    shower and existing buffer adjacent to the ramp.

                 3    This is showing some more of that vegetation.

                 4    These are views further -- closer to the beach

                 5    looking back towards the Sandcastle.

                 6             And then the adjacent terminus of where

                 7    Eugenia meets.  And then looking towards the

                 8    single-family residence that's adjacent that's

                 9    screened by subsistent vegetation.  It shows the

                10    site plan of the proposed project expansion on

                11    the east side here.

                12                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  You said to

                13    us that the applicant is currently still in the

                14    site plan review process?

                15                  MR. TAYLOR:  Yes.

                16                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  So what are

                17    we being asked to grant variance on?

                18                  MR. TAYLOR:  The site plan review

                19    process is what we do to review all commercial

                20    projects; and so in order to move forward, they

                21    would need a variance.  In order for the project

                22    to move forward, they would need a variance

                23    because it's over the setback here.

                24                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Right.  So --

                25    but that's not what -- that's not necessarily
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                 1    what it's going to look like?

                 2                  MR. TAYLOR:  Say that one more

                 3    time.

                 4                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  You say it's

                 5    currently still in the site plan review process.

                 6    That means that there has been no definitive --

                 7    to me, that means there's been no definitive

                 8    decision made as to what this is going to look

                 9    like.

                10                  MR. TAYLOR:  No.  We have a plan of

                11    what that project will look like.  This is just a

                12    site plan that's been removed from that project.

                13                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Okay.  Then

                14    why wasn't there a mock-up done on the ground for

                15    us to physically see, like every other one --

                16    every other case?

                17                  MR. TAYLOR:  Those should have been

                18    there.  They were there when I walked --

                19                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  There was

                20    nothing there yesterday when I went by.

                21                  MR. LARSEN:  Nor today.

                22                  MR. PARKER:  I went by the KICA

                23    office and had them give me this little thing

                24    that had a bunch of pink flags, and it was

                25    supposed to help you see what they plan -- are
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                 1    planning to do, and I could only find two pink

                 2    flags.  And it was very, very difficult and

                 3    challenging for me to figure out what they were

                 4    trying to do and to look at the property lines in

                 5    particular.

                 6                  MR. TAYLOR:  They were there when

                 7    we took the site visit.  So I'm not sure if in

                 8    between time --

                 9                  MS. KULICK:  I didn't see any,

                10    John.

                11                  MR. TAYLOR:  Did everyone go by

                12    just in the last week or --

                13                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  I was there

                14    yesterday.

                15                  MS. KULICK:  I was there yesterday,

                16    and they weren't there.

                17                  MR. CLAWSON:  Saturday.

                18                  MR. LARSEN:  I was there today, and

                19    there weren't any.

                20                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  So I know

                21    we're being asked to look at something, but none

                22    of us have a clue what we're really being asked.

                23    That's why I interrupted you, because I don't --

                24    I'm just not sure what we're being asked for.

                25                  MR. LARSEN:  Other than this
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                 1    drawing.

                 2                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Other than

                 3    this drawing.  And I can't make heads or tails of

                 4    that drawing, but that's besides the point.  I

                 5    mean, I'm used to going to the site and looking

                 6    and seeing and knowing where property lines are

                 7    and that kind of stuff so that I --

                 8                  MR. TAYLOR:  I can show you the

                 9    site plan review files.  I brought those with me

                10    if you wanted to take a look at some of those

                11    regarding it.  It's up to you.

                12                  MR. LARSEN:  Well, for example, I

                13    think we understand the 25 feet.  I'm clueless on

                14    the 75 feet.  I don't know what that is.

                15                  MR. TAYLOR:  The 75 feet is in

                16    regards to a change -- well, not necessarily a

                17    change in use, but any time a new proposed -- a

                18    new proposed use or a proposed development is

                19    going against an existing, we require a buffer.

                20             And so since the existing would be

                21    designated in that residential that's along the

                22    furthest east -- the furthest Eugenia property,

                23    that R-1, that new proposed expansion of the

                24    Sandcastle would be considered commercial or a

                25    resort.
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                 1             So in that particular instance, we would

                 2    want to have a buffer between those two different

                 3    uses, residential and the commercial.  That's a

                 4    required buffer; and so since it's more intensive

                 5    is why we require the 75 feet difference.

                 6    Because the existing would be R-1, and the

                 7    proposed would be a commercial.

                 8             So those two -- essentially, if you guys

                 9    remember back in October, the fire station where

                10    the rear yard was R-2 -- or not the rear yard,

                11    but the adjacent properties were in the R-2

                12    zoning district and then the proposed changes

                13    were in the -- for the fire station was that

                14    commercial project.

                15             So we required a 50-feet wide Type 2

                16    buffer.  So it's, essentially, that kind of same

                17    difference.  But this one, since it's R-1 to

                18    commercial, then it's more intensive as to the

                19    buffers is now 75 feet required instead of 50,

                20    as for the fire station.

                21                  MR. PARKER:  So then are you asking

                22    us to apply the residential setback in buffering

                23    rather than the commercial setback in buffering?

                24                  MR. TAYLOR:  It's still a 25, but

                25    the setback and bufferyards are two different
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                 1    plans.  So the setback would still be the 25-foot

                 2    setback.  The bufferyard would be 75 feet.  And

                 3    those could be -- that 25 could be within that

                 4    75, if that makes sense.

                 5                  MR. PARKER:  So they're not added

                 6    in?

                 7                  MR. TAYLOR:  They're not added.

                 8                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Sorry to

                 9    interrupt you.  Go ahead and continue, please.

                10                  MR. TAYLOR:  So I will begin with

                11    these fact findings.

                12                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Yes, please.

                13                  MR. TAYLOR:  In regards to the

                14    first Criteria A, which is:  There are

                15    extraordinary and exceptional conditions

                16    pertaining to this particular piece of property.

                17    Staff responds that:  There may be extraordinary

                18    and exceptional conditions pertaining to the

                19    properties due to the required setback and the

                20    legal nonconforming status of the existing

                21    structure that encroaches into the required

                22    setback and the proximity to a public beach

                23    access.

                24             In addition, the applicant's letter of

                25    intent states, quote, due to the expansion of the
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                 1    pool and deck area, additional restroom

                 2    facilities are required by code.  The location of

                 3    the VE zone, the existing parking area, and the

                 4    existing building greatly restricts the available

                 5    area allowed for the placement of those

                 6    facilities.  There are no other options available

                 7    for the building's placement, end quote.

                 8             Criteria B:  Staff responds that these

                 9    conditions are unique to the subject property and

                10    may not generally apply to other properties in

                11    the vicinity.  The subject property is zoned

                12    within the Parks and Rec Zoning District as where

                13    adjacent properties are located within

                14    Residential Zoning Districts R-1 and R-3.

                15             The properties to the east in the

                16    vicinity along Eugenia Avenue contain

                17    single-family residences, and adjacent properties

                18    to the north and west contain multi-family

                19    residences.  Existing structures in the vicinity

                20    may or may not have similar encroachments based

                21    on current setback standards.

                22             Per the applicant's letter of intent:

                23    The affected property involves the expansion of a

                24    commercial recreational use with specific code

                25    and functional requirements.  All other
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                 1    properties in the area are residential use.

                 2             Criteria C:  Staff responds the

                 3    application of this ordinance to the subject

                 4    property would prohibit the construction of the

                 5    proposed expansion of decks and pool of the

                 6    Sandcastle Community Center for a bathhouse, as

                 7    both the existing structure and proposed

                 8    modifications are located within the required

                 9    25-foot side setback.

                10             The application of this ordinance would

                11    prohibit the ability to redevelop the existing

                12    structure under the required compatibility

                13    buffering standards.  The required minimum

                14    bufferyard standards for bufferyard Type 3

                15    unreasonably restricts the proposed plans to

                16    become compliant at the existing site.  However,

                17    it does not unreasonably restrict the utilization

                18    of the property.

                19             Per the applicant's letter of intent,

                20    quote, if the setback variance is not approved,

                21    there will be no location for a restroom

                22    facility, which would mean that the expansion of

                23    the deck and pool areas would not be able to

                24    occur, end quote.

                25             Staff response to Criteria D:  The
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                 1    authorization of the variance may be of

                 2    substantial detriment to the adjacent properties

                 3    or the public good.  With an existing side

                 4    setback encroachment, the proposed modifications

                 5    are approximately 12 feet from the east property

                 6    line.

                 7             The proposed modifications include a

                 8    9-feet landscape buffer between the proposed

                 9    structure and the existing public beach access

                10    boardwalk.  Adjacent to the beach access

                11    boardwalk is mature vegetation which screens

                12    residential development.

                13             The applicant's letter of intent states,

                14    quote, furthermore, the expansion of the facility

                15    is being constructed for the sole benefit of the

                16    community and property owners.

                17             Criteria E:  Staff response, the

                18    granting of the variance will not allow for the

                19    establishment of a use not otherwise permitted in

                20    this zoning district, extend physically a

                21    nonconforming use of land, or change the zoning

                22    district boundaries.

                23             The applicant's letter of intent states,

                24    quote, it does not extend a nonconforming use of

                25    land and does not change the zoning district
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                 1    boundaries shown on the official zoning map.

                 2             Criteria F:  Staff response, the BZA may

                 3    not consider profitability in considering this

                 4    variance request.  Per the applicant's letter of

                 5    intent, quote, the extraordinary and exceptional

                 6    conditions that result in a hardship specific to

                 7    this property are the grounds for the variance

                 8    request.

                 9             Criteria G:  Staff response, the need

                10    for the variance may be the result of the

                11    applicant's own actions.  Since the existing

                12    structure is a nonconforming structure, the

                13    existing structure could be maintained without

                14    the need for a variance.

                15             However, per the applicant's letter of

                16    intent, quote, these extraordinary and

                17    exceptional conditions are not a result of the

                18    applicant's own actions.

                19             Staff response to Criteria H:  Granting

                20    of this variance may not be contrary to the

                21    public neighborhood interest, may not adversely

                22    affect other property in the vicinity nor

                23    interfere with the harmony, spirit, intent and

                24    purpose of these regulations.

                25             On June 26, 2017, the Kiawah Island
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                 1    Architectural Review Board granted conditional

                 2    approval for the conceptual major improvement,

                 3    stating, quote, the bathhouse, pool, and bar

                 4    addition are approved to continue to the final

                 5    submittal.

                 6             Additionally, Kiawah Island

                 7    Architectural Review Board granted conditional

                 8    approval on August 4, 2017, for the variance,

                 9    stating:  The revised submittal as provided by

                10    the architect after the meeting, 350 square feet

                11    deck and covered area to encroach 10 feet to the

                12    east side setback is approved provided

                13    significant landscape buffer will be provided to

                14    screen from neighboring properties and the beach

                15    boardwalk.

                16             Per the applicant's letter of intent,

                17    the proposed request is supported by the Kiawah

                18    Island Community Association's Board, which is

                19    made up of representatives of town residents

                20    which are charged with acting in the best

                21    interest of the community.  Additionally, the

                22    Kiawah Island Architectural Review Board has

                23    approved the proposed location and supports the

                24    variance request.

                25             Criteria I, final criteria, staff
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                 1    response:  Granting of the variance may conflict

                 2    with the comprehensive plan or the purposes of

                 3    the ordinance.  The proposed expansion does not

                 4    meet the required setback and buffer

                 5    compatibility standards.

                 6             However, granting of this variance may

                 7    not substantially conflict with the comprehensive

                 8    plan as the Comprehensive Plan Land Use Element

                 9    IX, Goals 1, Implementation Strategy states,

                10    quote, develop standards that assure that new

                11    development and redevelopment is high quality and

                12    compatible with the existing community's

                13    residential character and natural habitat.  The

                14    applicant's proposed plans do not impact the

                15    maximum overall lot coverage for the subject

                16    property.

                17             Per the applicant's letter of intent,

                18    quote, this proposal has been discussed

                19    thoroughly with input by Town and community

                20    representatives through private and public

                21    planning sessions, end quote.

                22             The Board of Zoning Appeals action

                23    regarding subject Case BZA-07-17-00201 at the

                24    subject property of 1 Shipwatch Road:  Based on

                25    the BZA's findings of fact, unless additional
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                 1    information is deemed necessary to make an

                 2    informed decision, in the event that the Board

                 3    does decide to approve the application, the Board

                 4    should consider the following two conditions:

                 5    One is prior to zoning approval, the applicant

                 6    shall complete the site plan review process; and,

                 7    two, prior to zoning approval of the proposed

                 8    project expansion, the property owner must secure

                 9    an approved recorded plat for a property line

                10    abandonment line between parcels TMS

                11    207-06-00-124 and 207-00-00-029.

                12                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Questions for

                13    John?

                14                  MR. CLAWSON:  I've got one.  What

                15    is just the square footage increase with the

                16    bathhouse from -- over to the existing structure?

                17    Is that the 350?

                18                  MR. TAYLOR:  The square footage of

                19    how much is over that setback?

                20                  MR. CLAWSON:  No.  That's a

                21    different question.  So often we get in here for

                22    something that's a building that's been in place

                23    for a long period of time, and the variance will

                24    say -- or request, this is some square footage

                25    over the existing structure.
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                 1             So right now we've got an existing

                 2    structure.  But with the bathhouse that we're

                 3    creating, how many square feet additionally is

                 4    that over the existing structure?

                 5             That might be a better question for the

                 6    architect.

                 7                  MR. TAYLOR:  I may have those

                 8    numbers in the site plan review process file.  If

                 9    you give me a minute to look those up, I can get

                10    those for you.

                11                  MR. PARKER:  Before you get those,

                12    can I just make sure that I understand the

                13    general concept here?  Which is that we want to

                14    put this bathhouse in there so that we can

                15    facilitate the new pool, and that this is the

                16    only place that you can put it.  And it's in that

                17    general location of where the current outdoor

                18    shower is and service area; is that correct?

                19                  MR. TAYLOR:  Correct.

                20                  MR. PARKER:  Okay.  So we're not

                21    looking to push out anything other than just fill

                22    in that space.  And to do that, we have to move

                23    some property lines and then get this setback

                24    variance?  Because on this map, I'm unclear.  It

                25    says we're going to abandon property lines and
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                 1    declare new property lines and --

                 2                  MR. TAYLOR:  Yeah.  The portion

                 3    regarding the abandonment line and the plat would

                 4    be to allow for those two lots to now be seen as

                 5    one, and that would reduce the impact.

                 6                  MR. PARKER:  All right.  That makes

                 7    sense then.

                 8                  MR. TAYLOR:  Mr. Clawson, I can get

                 9    those numbers for you.

                10                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Any other

                11    questions for John?

                12             Who's going to speak for the applicant?

                13                  MR. BELLO:  I am.

                14                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Thank you.

                15                  MR. BELLO:  Hi.  I'm Eddie Bello

                16    with Bello Gerris Architects.  And sorry it's

                17    confusing.  It seems confusing, but it's actually

                18    a very simple request.  Let me walk you through

                19    what we're asking for.  This is what's behind

                20    you.  And, actually, let me --

                21                  MR. PARKER:  Actually, we've got it

                22    here.

                23                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  It's right

                24    here.  You can just point it out on the big one

                25    because we've got these right in front of us.
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                 1                  MR. BELLO:  Well, first I want to

                 2    show you this aerial.  I think most people are

                 3    familiar with the Sandcastle facility.

                 4             So here's what we have now, the

                 5    Sandcastle facility pool.  This is the public

                 6    walkway.  Okay?  On this side it kind of comes

                 7    from up the road and pretty much where the

                 8    service yard is an SCE&G transformer.  It's where

                 9    you come in to wash your feet off with those

                10    showers, on that side.  That's the area it would

                11    impact.

                12                  MS. KULICK:  Is that SCE&G or

                13    Berkeley Electric?

                14                  MR. BELLO:  Well, I'm sorry.

                15    That's a power transformer.  So whoever's it is.

                16                  So what we're talking about is this

                17    side of the property.  Okay?  Just so you -- and

                18    then the graphic that you are looking at there.

                19    All right?  You see the -- how do I --

                20                  MR. TAYLOR:  The green button.

                21                  MR. BELLO:  All right.  So this is

                22    what we're talking about.  So now, this is the

                23    existing building.  Okay?  Sorry it's so light.

                24    Existing pool here.  Parking lot.  Okay?  We're

                25    adding a pool and deck here.  This is actually a
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                 1    lawn.  So this is natural.  So this is really a

                 2    new deck.

                 3             This line right here, which is very

                 4    faint, is the FEMA D Zone line.  So we can't

                 5    build anything other than a pool this way.  Okay?

                 6    Here is our existing building, and their existing

                 7    bathrooms are right here.  It's very, very light.

                 8    By code, if we add any new pool deck or anything,

                 9    we have to add new restrooms.  It's just a

                10    building code.  So we have to provide new

                11    bathrooms.

                12             This is a variance request.  We really

                13    have no other place to put this that would be

                14    accessible to the new pool deck than in this

                15    area.  This is the sort of natural vegetation, if

                16    you've been out there.  This one is tucked behind

                17    it.  This is all existing building.  There it is.

                18    All right.

                19             So the reason we're requesting the

                20    variance is because we have no other place to put

                21    it but right here.  This is a 12-foot wide by

                22    roughly 30-foot-something long unconditioned

                23    building.  No air conditioning.  So I'll show you

                24    a photograph of -- a rendering of it.  We don't

                25    care that much about that, but it needs to be
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                 1    ventilated.  If we -- we're holding it off at the

                 2    existing side of the building here so that it can

                 3    have open air all the way around the building so

                 4    that it's ventilated at the top.  We don't want

                 5    to jam it up.

                 6                  MS. KULICK:  Eddie?

                 7                  MR. BELLO:  Yes, ma'am.

                 8                  MS. KULICK:  The other two areas

                 9    over -- right of the area you were just

                10    referencing which had dotted lines around it --

                11                  MR. BELLO:  This right here?

                12                  MS. KULICK:  That and the lower

                13    one.  What are those?

                14                  MR. BELLO:  Well, sorry.  That's

                15    very confusing.

                16             We are changing something underneath the

                17    stairs that are there now.  There's an existing

                18    sort of storage ping-pong area now.  That's not

                19    part of your review.  We're adding a bar onto

                20    there, and that's our bar.  And then here is

                21    extra -- basically storage.

                22                  MR. LARSEN:  Is what?

                23                  MR. BELLO:  Storage.  There's an

                24    existing pavilion out there.  There's like a

                25    snack bar and a bar there.  That's going to go
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                 1    away, and the bar's going to go here.

                 2                  MS. KULICK:  And the existing pool

                 3    stays or goes?

                 4                  MR. BELLO:  It stays.  We're not

                 5    changing -- the whole scope is adding this; and

                 6    when you add that, then instantly you have to

                 7    have -- well, we're actually underserved by the

                 8    bathrooms as it is now.  They don't technically

                 9    meet code.  There's no other place to put

                10    bathrooms.

                11                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  So our only

                12    concern is right here?

                13                  MR. BELLO:  That's correct.

                14                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  And the

                15    existing walkway stays where it is?

                16                  MR. BELLO:  That's right.  We're

                17    not doing anything to the walkway.  Here's the

                18    beach walkway.

                19                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  So this is

                20    going to be between -- in between the building

                21    and the existing walkway?

                22                  MR. BELLO:  That's correct.  Yes,

                23    sir.  And there's a 25-foot setback on the

                24    property line.

                25                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Correct.
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                 1    That's where the walkway is, 25-foot setback.

                 2                  MR. BELLO:  Well it's actually on

                 3    the other side of it.  The walkway goes through

                 4    our property.  Okay?

                 5                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Got you.

                 6                  MR. BELLO:  And so we are 9-and-a-

                 7    half feet -- I'm sorry.  We're 15-and-a-half feet

                 8    from this, and we're asking for a 9-and-a-half

                 9    foot variance.

                10                  MR. PARKER:  So what's green now

                11    represents new plantings, new vegetation, new

                12    buffering?

                13                  MR. BELLO:  That's right.

                14                  MR. PARKER:  And on the other side

                15    of the drive of the boardwalk, all that buffering

                16    that is there is going to stay there?

                17                  MR. BELLO:  Yeah.  We're not

                18    touching any of that, and so there's another

                19    house that -- it's far.  Okay?  It's far away.

                20    So --

                21                  MR. PARKER:  Right.

                22                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  So the

                23    property line, it doesn't change?

                24                  MR. BELLO:  No, not this property

                25    line.  It's kind of confusing.  There's a
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                 1    property line -- it's hard to see here.  Look on

                 2    the one you have.  There's a property line that,

                 3    whatever reason, comes through here.  They own

                 4    both sides, but this is the property line.

                 5                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  So you're

                 6    just pushing the lines of the properties

                 7    together?

                 8                  MR. BELLO:  Yeah.  It's -- I don't

                 9    know why.  It doesn't go through the building.

                10                  MR. PARKER:  It's very confusing.

                11                  MR. BELLO:  Yeah.  It is confusing,

                12    and these graphics don't really help you.  But it

                13    is a relatively simple request.

                14                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  The height

                15    level of the restrooms is first floor of the

                16    building or second floor?

                17                  MR. BELLO:  First floor.  What

                18    we're doing is --

                19                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  So it is the

                20    second floor, but there won't be access for it?

                21                  MR. BELLO:  No, sir.  You'll access

                22    it off of this deck.

                23                  MR. HACKER:  So the 20-foot height

                24    is -- the ground floor of the building would be

                25    the same.
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                 1                  MR. BELLO:  That's right.  That's

                 2    the idea with the new work, redoing the whole

                 3    building.  The idea is to come in and walk down

                 4    off of the deck, and there will be a 2-inch step

                 5    to the deck.  This has to be one foot above that

                 6    deck to meet new FEMA codes on the new

                 7    floodplain, but we're ramping up.

                 8             You know, another reason why we need

                 9    those steps is to get a ramp up, a gradual slope

                10    so we'll have that FEMA.  So it's a little bit of

                11    a tricky exercise to get it all to work.  That's

                12    why we need this variance.

                13                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Got you.

                14                  MR. BELLO:  One thing just to --

                15    and I'll quickly go through -- John did a great

                16    job, but I'll quickly show you what's there now

                17    because I should have submitted this when we

                18    did -- and this is one of the service yard.  And

                19    if you've ever been out there, you probably

                20    haven't walked on that side.  What's there now --

                21                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  We're

                22    sneaking in after hours.  We've all walked on

                23    that side.

                24                  MR. BELLO:  Oh, you're sneaking in.

                25                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Yeah.
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                 1                  MR. BELLO:  Back on this side,

                 2    they're -- all the mechanical units are here.

                 3    There's a service elevator, kind of a service

                 4    door to get into the stair.  Like I said, there's

                 5    a transformer.  If you look at these photos, this

                 6    is just taken from the steps that are there now;

                 7    and that makes it look more lush.  But it's

                 8    actually not.

                 9             I mean, it's nice because it's on the

                10    beach; but it's not a pristine area.  It's got,

                11    like I said, a transformer.  The end result is

                12    going to be a much nicer buffer between the

                13    walkway and the new extension of the deck because

                14    we're going to have a bunch of dense plants.

                15             Not to repeat everything that John said,

                16    but I will repeat some of it.  Again, we do have,

                17    we feel, exception -- extraordinary exceptional

                18    conditions.  We really -- if we are to build a

                19    pool, a new pool, we're required to have new

                20    bathrooms.  But really literally, there's no

                21    other place to put the restrooms unless we put

                22    them somewhere in the parking lot, which

                23    obviously would not work for someone at the pool.

                24             These conditions do not apply to other

                25    properties in the vicinity.  Most of the
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                 1    properties are not community, a pool and other

                 2    services like this.  This is very different.

                 3    Because of these conditions, the application of

                 4    the ordinance will prohibit the use of the

                 5    property.

                 6             Again, if we can't built restrooms

                 7    there, we're going to have some problems because

                 8    I'm not sure how we'd handle -- how we'd do that.

                 9    So we are required by building code.  We don't

                10    think that this will be a substantial detriment

                11    to the adjacent property.  Again, the aerial I

                12    think tells the story pretty well.

                13             We've already got a public boardwalk to

                14    the beach that's on our property.  But the

                15    adjacent -- again, you'll see the adjacent side,

                16    we're in here tucked in where it's already pretty

                17    much disturbed; and the next house over is the

                18    Eugenia property.  So we won't be disturbing that

                19    house, and then I think the other ones are pretty

                20    clear.

                21             So hopefully I clarified it.  We did

                22    have it staked out.  I haven't been out there

                23    since then, but I also have Preston Busbee with

                24    Seamon Whiteside who can talk about the buffer

                25    requirements and how we're going to handle that.
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                 1             If there are any questions, Preston went

                 2    out there with John and walked and saw the site.

                 3    I'm sorry that they're not -- that they're

                 4    falling down.  They were staying.

                 5             Do you have any questions for me?

                 6                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Any

                 7    questions?  Thank you.

                 8             Is there anyone speaking in favor or

                 9    against this?

                10                  PRESTON BUSBEE:  Preston Busbee,

                11    708 Arcadian Way.  I just want to hand some of

                12    these out.  I hope this can help clear up some

                13    confusion.

                14             The first document is the existing

                15    conditions on site.  The second document are our

                16    proposed.  The green line shows the 75-foot

                17    buffer, and the 25-foot buffer is also shown.  It

                18    does look lighter.

                19             As you can see, the boardwalk in that

                20    area is staying the same, and the actual building

                21    that encroaches into the setback is only about 3

                22    or 4 feet.  We're keeping all the natural

                23    vegetation in the area.  We're also going to be

                24    adding some landscaping and even taking it

                25    further past where the 75-foot buffer is
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                 1    required.

                 2             So as you can see from these exhibits,

                 3    there's a very small portion of this site that is

                 4    actually subject to the 75-foot buffer and the

                 5    25-foot setback where we're encroaching.  So this

                 6    gives you a little perspective on -- we're really

                 7    not encroaching into the setback that much; but

                 8    given the requirements for the building and

                 9    handicap and accessibility, the building and

                10    bathhouses do have to be that large.  So that's

                11    why we are infringing into the setback.

                12             That 75-foot landscape buffer is

                13    existing.  Everything on site that's there is --

                14    the landscaping is not going anywhere.  We're

                15    just going to be adding to it.

                16             So hopefully that clears things up, if

                17    anybody has any questions.  Or if not -- and if

                18    there's anybody in the audience that would like

                19    to see them --

                20                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Any

                21    questions?

                22             The Sandcastle as it stands today is

                23    nonconforming, correct?

                24                  MR. TAYLOR:  Yeah.

                25                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  And so we're
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                 1    dealing with a nonconforming -- right now it's

                 2    nonconforming because the 75-foot goes right

                 3    through the middle.

                 4                  MR. TAYLOR:  Correct.

                 5                  PRESTON BUSBEE:  They're just going

                 6    to be adding more landscaping to what's already

                 7    there.

                 8                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Any more

                 9    questions, anyone?

                10                  MR. LARSEN:  Yeah.  I missed the

                11    name of the gentleman that gave us these last two

                12    sheets.  But on this area where the bathroom is,

                13    it's almost like, say, on the nonconforming that

                14    the footprint is not changing?  Or is this

                15    footprint --

                16                  PRESTON BUSBEE:  It almost appears

                17    that the footprint's not changing.  That's how

                18    little we're adding.  Because these two portions

                19    are what we're adding.  And there's a faint line

                20    that goes right in front.  So it's only

                21    encroaching into that setback about 2 or 3 feet

                22    from the existing -- you can see there's already

                23    decking there.  So there's really -- past where

                24    that setback is, there's not much.

                25                  MR. LARSEN:  So even though this is
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                 1    where the footprint changes, they are only on the

                 2    lot over by several feet?

                 3                  PRESTON BUSBEE:  That's correct.

                 4    That is for the building setback.

                 5                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Questions?

                 6    Anyone else speaking?  Thank you.

                 7                  BARBARA LOONEY:  Barbara Looney

                 8    from the Kiawah ARB.

                 9             We did support this application.  As you

                10    see, my letters are attached to the packet.  I do

                11    want to point out a couple of things that were

                12    part of the reasoning behind the support of the

                13    ARB.

                14             And I'm going to show you two sheets

                15    that you have in your packet.  One is the

                16    survey -- this survey.  Does everyone have that

                17    page?  It's the second to last page in my packet

                18    that I got.  Let's see.  Right here.  And then

                19    I'll try to point -- I'm going to point out a

                20    couple of things that are existing.

                21             This existing boardwalk here, you'll see

                22    the connections made and there's the showers

                23    right here.  The enclosed shower enclosures in

                24    that area, those are grandfathered in over the

                25    setback.  All that decking, those shower
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                 1    enclosures, all that's coming out.

                 2             So what's happening is we're moving

                 3    showers, but also the bathhouse, back into this

                 4    area here.  So we're doing a little bit of an

                 5    exchange.  It's not just adding to what's there.

                 6    We're trading off a little bit.  KICA is going to

                 7    eliminate that connection.  So that's helpful.

                 8             Now, this property line is -- those

                 9    property lines are what's being abandoned; but

                10    this property line when it continues down, those

                11    things, if they were to stay, they would still be

                12    in the side setback.  So we're actually -- we're

                13    kind of moving, shifting, what's in the setback

                14    from one location to another.  And then --

                15                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Will they

                16    still be public showers?

                17                  BARBARA LOONEY:  They will be --

                18    they're -- yes.  In their plans -- and then,

                19    Eddie, you didn't show the elevations; but I

                20    think it might be helpful.

                21             It is one story.  It's a tall one story

                22    that -- Eddie mentioned it needs some

                23    ventilation, but they're not conditioned spaces.

                24    And they're not the full height of the existing

                25    Sandcastle.  Right?  So, Eddie, that one's a good
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                 1    one.  That's the rear elevation.

                 2                  MR. BELLO:  So we put this back as

                 3    far as we could so that it would be a ways --

                 4    would be basically in line with the building.  So

                 5    one story, and this is where the showers are.

                 6    And this is all ventilated.

                 7                  BARBARA LOONEY:  Okay.  That's all

                 8    we had.  Do you all have any questions for me?

                 9             Okay.  Thank you.

                10                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Questions

                11    from anybody?  With that being the case, I'll

                12    close the hearing and ask the Board for a motion,

                13    please.

                14                  MR. PARKER:  I move to allow the

                15    variance.

                16                  MR. CLAWSON:  Second.

                17                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Discussion.

                18                  MS. KULICK:  I had come -- I

                19    contacted both John and Dwayne after we received

                20    this because it was my understanding that as

                21    members of the BZA, that if we are impacted in

                22    any way financially by any project, that we

                23    should not be voting on it.

                24             And since all of us are members of KICA,

                25    my question was is this something that this BZA
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                 1    can vote on; or is this something that has to go

                 2    to the County?  Which is my understanding of what

                 3    happens if we can't consider a case.  Dwayne and

                 4    John were both very good about getting back to me

                 5    very quickly.  It was, from what I understand, a

                 6    lot of discussion that was held.

                 7             Ultimately, their feeling was that there

                 8    was no problem voting on it; but I have to say I

                 9    am very uncomfortable, and my biggest concern is

                10    that there be any sort of an appearance of

                11    impropriety.  And this is not a reflection in any

                12    way on what KICA has submitted for what it wants

                13    to do.  It's the fact that we're being asked to

                14    vote on it regardless.

                15             And so I will be abstaining on it

                16    because, as I said, it's my gut instinct.  I just

                17    don't feel that it's the right thing to do, and I

                18    just wanted to inform you of that.

                19                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Thank you.

                20    Any other discussion?

                21                  MR. GREEN:  Just if I can add some

                22    assurance.  I appreciate Wendy's position, and I

                23    did research this on the behalf of it's something

                24    that we look into frequently with regards to not

                25    just conflicts of interest but any appearance of
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                 1    impropriety.

                 2             The way that the conflict rules are

                 3    generally designed is to stop anyone from getting

                 4    or prevent a direct financial benefit.  So for

                 5    instance, if one of you owned stock in the

                 6    company on a building that's being built and you

                 7    had to vote to grant variance for that property

                 8    and you receive the dividends or appreciation of

                 9    the property or something that went into your

                10    bank account, that's a very clear-cut example of

                11    financial benefit that's designed to be addressed

                12    by the ethical rules.

                13             The fact that you all sit on the BZA and

                14    may also be KICA members is indirectly, if at

                15    all, if you want to characterize it that way.

                16    And so everyone's in the same situation.  There's

                17    no direct financial benefit.  So as I read the

                18    law and as I've read the case law, your voting on

                19    this for allowing this application to go forward

                20    is not a direct financial conflict.

                21             So from a legal standpoint, I guess

                22    that's part of the reason I'm here, to give you

                23    at least that legal protection that you do have a

                24    legal opinion offering that you are not in

                25    violation of that.  And, of course, you can
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                 1    always abstain if your conscience so dictates;

                 2    but from a legal standpoint as I read the rules

                 3    and case law, there's no prohibition on each of

                 4    you voting in this case absent a direct financial

                 5    benefit.

                 6                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Thank you,

                 7    Mr. Green.  Appreciate it.  Further discussion?

                 8    I will call the question.  Those in favor say

                 9    eye.

                10                  (All except Ms. Kulick respond

                11    aye.)

                12                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Those

                13    opposed?  No one opposed.  One in absentia;

                14    right, Wendy?

                15                  MS. KULICK:  That's correct.

                16                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Thank you

                17    very much.  This brings us to our third case

                18    today.

                19                  MR. TAYLOR:  This is our final

                20    objective tonight, BZA-07-17-00202.  This

                21    applicant is Earl Carrera of the Headley

                22    Corporation, LLC.  And the representative is

                23    David Fisher, the architect.

                24             The subject property of 65 Falcon Point

                25    is requesting a variance to allow a second curb
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                 1    cut from Falcon Point to access guest parking

                 2    below the proposed residence.  The TMS number for

                 3    this particular request is 265-07-00-026.

                 4             The subject property is located within

                 5    the R-1 Residential Zoning District within the

                 6    Developed Lands of Kiawah Island, and the subject

                 7    property is currently vacant; and it's

                 8    approximately 63,218 square feet in size.  And

                 9    that contains about 18,838 square feet of

                10    highlands.  The adjacent property to the east is

                11    located in the R-1 Residential Zoning District,

                12    and the property to the west is located in the

                13    Parks and Rec Zoning District.

                14             The properties across the street are

                15    located in the Parks and Rec Zoning District, as

                16    well as the Community Support Zoning District.

                17    The maximum allowable lot coverage for the

                18    subject property is 33 percent, and the ordinance

                19    requires a 15 front setback and 10-foot setback

                20    from the OCRM Critical Line and a 15-foot rear

                21    setback along the marsh.

                22             Subject property is under the purview of

                23    the Architectural Review Board.  The proposed

                24    plan depicts a secondary access driveway to be

                25    used for access to guest parking below the
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                 1    proposed residence; and the proposed secondary

                 2    driveway is approximately 186 square feet in

                 3    size, approximately 10.4 feet in width and

                 4    approximately 30 feet from the proposed primary

                 5    access driveway.

                 6             The total proposed lot coverage is 21

                 7    percent, which is under the maximum allowable lot

                 8    coverage and the ordinance requirements based

                 9    upon this request taken from Section 12-128

                10    Access, Parking, and Loading Regulations.  Under

                11    access/driveways, Item C, there should be only

                12    one curb cut for an individual lot or parcel.

                13    Town approval shall be required for more than one

                14    curb cut to an individual lot or parcel from any

                15    street where there is a compelling reason.

                16             Here you can see just an aerial and a

                17    zoomed-out version for context at sort of the end

                18    of Falcon Point before the bridge that takes you

                19    out to Summer Islands, and the lot is vacant.

                20    The proposed main driveway entrance adjacent to

                21    Lot 66.  And just some more images that show you

                22    how close it is to the marsh.  This is the actual

                23    residence that's closest to the subject property;

                24    and across the way, you can tell there's markings

                25    for the Community Support Zoning District.
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                 1                  In regards to the staff findings

                 2    for this particular request, the BZA may grant a

                 3    variance only if exceptional circumstances exist

                 4    and where practical difficulty or unnecessary

                 5    hardship is so substantial, serious, and

                 6    compelling that relaxation of the general

                 7    restrictions ought to be granted.

                 8             No variance shall be granted unless the

                 9    applicant shall show and the BZA shall find that

                10    there are extraordinary exceptional conditions

                11    pertaining to the subject -- pertaining to the

                12    particular piece of property.  And this is

                13    Criteria A.

                14             And the staff response:  There may be

                15    extraordinary and exceptional conditions

                16    pertaining to the property due to the irregular

                17    lot shape, the required setbacks, and the OCRM

                18    Critical Line.  The current lot is vacant, and

                19    the survey indicates three different areas of

                20    highlands.  The proposed residence is to be

                21    situated on the largest area of the highland

                22    adjacent to Falcon Point Road.  The additional

                23    highland areas are limited building areas.

                24             And the applicant's letter of intent

                25    states, quote, the property of 65 Falcon Point
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                 1    requests that the Kiawah Island BZA consider the

                 2    configuration of 65 Falcon Point as defined by

                 3    the adjacent properties, existing roadways,

                 4    marshlands, and the current OCRM Critical Line.

                 5             Criteria B:  Staff Response, these

                 6    conditions are unique to the subject property and

                 7    may not generally apply to other properties in

                 8    the vicinity.  The subject property's irregular

                 9    lot shape comprised of three varied acres of

                10    highland designated for the proposed residence

                11    and an OCRM Critical Line that uniquely traverses

                12    the lot.

                13             The OCRM Critical Line comes

                14    approximately 15 feet from the Falcon Point

                15    right-of-way at its closest point.  The existing

                16    lots in the vicinity may or may not have similar

                17    setbacks as properties along Falcon Point are

                18    also adjacent to marshland.  Each lot has a

                19    graphic illustrating the designated setbacks.

                20             And the applicant's letter of intent

                21    states:  The property owner of 65 Falcon Point

                22    requires that the BZA consider the requirements

                23    for the onsite vehicle parking, the existing

                24    transition between Falcon Point Road and the

                25    right-of-way is asphalt directly to turf grass.
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                 1    And the Kiawah Island Community Association

                 2    Standards Section on Parking says, adhere to the

                 3    unit a maximum number of vehicles, no parking on

                 4    the grass, roadsides, or yards.  No parking on

                 5    streets with single or double yellow center lines

                 6    and no overnight parking on any street.

                 7             Criteria C:  The applicant -- the

                 8    application of this ordinance to the subject

                 9    property would prohibit the construction of the

                10    requested second access driveway, as the Town's

                11    approval is required for more than one curb cut

                12    to an individual lot from any street where there

                13    is a compelling reason.  However, it does not

                14    unreasonably restrict the utilization of the

                15    property.

                16             Per the applicant's letter of intent,

                17    there is insufficient site area between the

                18    street side property setbacks and building

                19    footprint to provide vehicular passage from the

                20    garage driveway to the proposed guest parking

                21    area.

                22             Criteria D:  Staff response, that the

                23    authorization of this variance may not be of

                24    substantial detriment to the adjacent properties

                25    or the public good.  The proposed second driveway
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                 1    will serve as access to guest parking for the

                 2    proposed residence.  However, the character of

                 3    the R-1 Residential Zoning District may be harmed

                 4    by granting the variance since other properties

                 5    in the vicinity along Falcon Point have one

                 6    driveway or shared driveway access with an

                 7    adjacent lot.

                 8             Per the applicant's letter of intent,

                 9    consolidation of the development on the lot into

                10    the single area will reduce the permitted street

                11    side development on the property.

                12             Criteria E:  Granting of this variance

                13    would not allow the establishment of a use not

                14    otherwise permitted in this zoning district,

                15    extend physically a nonconforming use of land, or

                16    change the zoning district boundaries.

                17             The BZA may not consider profitability

                18    when considering this request, and that's in

                19    regards to Criteria F.

                20             Criteria G:  Staff response, the need

                21    for the variance may be the result of the

                22    applicant's own actions.  Through reconfiguration

                23    of the site layout, guest parking could be

                24    potentially placed elsewhere on the subject

                25    property without the need of the requested
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                 1    variance for a second curb cut.

                 2             However, per the applicant's letter of

                 3    intent, there is insufficient site area between

                 4    the street side property setbacks and building

                 5    footprint to provide vehicular passage from the

                 6    garage driveway to the proposed guest parking

                 7    area.

                 8             Criteria H:  Granting of the variance

                 9    may not be contrary to the public or neighborhood

                10    interest, may not adversely affect other property

                11    in the vicinity nor interfere with the harmony,

                12    spirit, intent, and purpose of these regulations.

                13             Per the applicant's letter of intent,

                14    the construction of access leading across Falcon

                15    Point right-of-way will utilize a modular system

                16    of concrete inserts on a gravel drain bed.  The

                17    inserts set flush to the design finish grade by

                18    the open grade -- excuse me.

                19             Provide an open grid work that is

                20    purposely designed to receive soil and turf

                21    plugs.  The result when mature is a surface

                22    capable of handling low volume vehicular travel

                23    without detrimental effects to the turf.

                24    Additional landscaping will be added to diminish

                25    this perception of the guest parking access.
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                 1    This landscaping will extend the edge of the

                 2    existing tree and understory along Falcon Point

                 3    Road.

                 4             Criteria I:  Granting of the variance

                 5    may not substantially conflict with the

                 6    comprehensive plan or the purposes of the

                 7    ordinance as the proposed residence lot coverage

                 8    falls under the maximum allowable lot coverage of

                 9    33 percent.

                10             The proposed second driveway meets the

                11    spacing between driveways and intersections

                12    ordinance requirements.  Granting of the variance

                13    may not substantially conflict with the

                14    Comprehensive Plan, Housing Element VIII, Goals 1

                15    in Implementation Strategy D which states:

                16    Provide mechanisms to permit flexibility and

                17    innovation in residential project design and to

                18    promote land use efficiency and environmental

                19    protection.

                20             And the Comprehensive Plan

                21    Transportation Element X, which is 10, Goals 1,

                22    Implementation Strategy D, which states:

                23    Encourage adequate off-street parking for all

                24    residential, commercial, and recreational

                25    development activities in the Town.
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                 1             Per the applicant's letter of intent,

                 2    the rationale for the additional curb cut, the

                 3    location, and the method of construction

                 4    specifically accommodate the approval criteria.

                 5             The Board of Zoning Appeals' Action:

                 6    The Board of Zoning Appeals may approve, approve

                 7    with conditions, or deny the Case BZA-07-17-00202

                 8    variance request to allow a second curb cut from

                 9    Falcon Point to access guest parking at the

                10    subject property, 65 Falcon Point, based on the

                11    BZA's finding of fact, unless additional

                12    information is deemed necessary to make an

                13    informed decision.

                14             Here's just an image of that site plan

                15    that shows the proposed main entrance here, and

                16    then the proposed second curb cut would be here

                17    with the transition and the right-of-way to the

                18    grass into that gravel bed.  I think I'll just

                19    let the applicant make sure he goes into detail

                20    on those matters.

                21                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Thank you,

                22    John.

                23             Questions?  Who is speaking for the

                24    applicant.

                25                  MR. FISHER:  I am.
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                 1                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  How are you

                 2    today?

                 3                  MR. FISHER:  I'm well.

                 4                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  We lost the

                 5    crowd.

                 6                  MR. FISHER:  I know.

                 7                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  It's nothing

                 8    against you.  We just lost the crowd.  All we've

                 9    got is Barbara.

                10                  MR. FISHER:  For the record, I am

                11    David Fisher.  I'm a partner with Thomas &

                12    Denzinger Architects, and we're working with the

                13    head of the corporation for the development of

                14    this unusual lot.

                15             John covered just about everything; and

                16    for the sake of expediency, I'm just going to

                17    describe a little bit about the intent

                18    available -- intent -- the available site area

                19    for this particular lot is where the building

                20    footprint is shown.  There are two other parcels

                21    that are eligible for development; but they have

                22    restrictions on them, and those restrictions were

                23    coordinated with the ARB.

                24             The small piece to the left on the image

                25    which looks like a little fist with a thumbs up,
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                 1    that's a one-story only over -- it's a one-story

                 2    drive-under with a conditioned space above.  The

                 3    outparcel to the north is unconditioned space

                 4    only.  No -- it's for an enclosed screen pavilion

                 5    or anything of that nature, and it's meant to be

                 6    very close to the ground plane.  So it doesn't

                 7    stick up like a sore thumb out in the marsh.

                 8             So we're basically compelled to use the

                 9    one part of the lot that we're using, and we make

                10    provisions for parking and car storage underneath

                11    the building.  And they can tandem park there.

                12    But for accommodating the occasional guest that

                13    will come, we decided to approach the Board with

                14    the idea of a second curb cut.  And the method of

                15    executing that curb cut is trying to make it's as

                16    subtle as possible.

                17             So you go from a pattern of these -- I

                18    think it's called Grasscrete.  And, essentially,

                19    it's like a concrete block that's set into grade

                20    and then it's come back later and has grass turf

                21    inserted into the modules.  And once it's done,

                22    once it's mature, you basically just see grass

                23    with a little checkerboard of the -- well, as you

                24    can see in the picture there.

                25             From the right-of-way into the actual
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                 1    building itself, we begin with a pattern of stone

                 2    pavers that the closer it gets to the building,

                 3    the tighter they become.  So it's like this

                 4    trickling effect of the grass pavers to a

                 5    staggered stone into a tighter patterning of

                 6    stone.  And then you're into the building proper.

                 7             When we originally went to the ARB with

                 8    this, they requested that we utilize more of the

                 9    right-of-way for landscaping.  So we're coming

                10    into the Falcon Point right-of-way with more

                11    landscaping, and we thought that would be a nice

                12    sort of shield.  As you come around the bend of

                13    Falcon Point, you've got the marsh on your left,

                14    and there's -- the treeline is intact.

                15             And as you sweep around there, we were

                16    deliberately attempting to landscape it as such

                17    that you wouldn't see this, hmm, here's this

                18    second curb cut and then, you know, the actual

                19    paved formal driveway to the house.  So that is

                20    our intent.

                21             And if you have any questions for me,

                22    I'd be happy to answer them.

                23                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Questions?

                24                  MR. LARSEN:  I have a question.

                25    Why could you not have a cut here and then have
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                 1    it be like a Y going up to each side?

                 2                  MR. FISHER:  There's not enough for

                 3    vehicle maneuvering room.  We'd have to have

                 4    paving all over the place in order to make the

                 5    bend and then back out and back out.  We thought

                 6    about that.

                 7             You'd essentially have your entire front

                 8    yard all paved.

                 9                  MR. LARSEN:  Paved.

                10                  MR. FISHER:  All hardscaped.

                11    Because you see the right-of-way -- the setback

                12    is there, and then this is all in the right-

                13    of-way.  So what you're suggesting would work

                14    with the probable loss of all this landscape here

                15    and here.  Because by the time you back out and

                16    back out into this joint area, it would just be

                17    consumed by paving.

                18             And we also want to be able to provide

                19    some foundation planting to diminish the height

                20    of this house from the street because it is so

                21    close.  So we're optimizing this available area

                22    here to sort of build up a buffer in order to

                23    sort of ease the transition from Falcon Point

                24    Road to the front steps of the house.

                25             But it's a good point, because we looked
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                 1    at that, and the downside was too -- a lot of

                 2    paving.  And paving, from our standpoint, is

                 3    something that we'd like to get away from.

                 4                  MR. LARSEN:  So you're not counting

                 5    it as paving on the right -- I mean on the left?

                 6                  MR. FISHER:  Well, it's paving per

                 7    se; but it's more of a pervious kind of paving

                 8    that will eventually -- I mean, yes, there's no

                 9    question about it.  It is a manner of paving.

                10    But it's a concession to the fact that we really

                11    want to be able to take the water and disperse it

                12    into the ground rather than run it into Falcon

                13    Point and across the street.

                14             Because everything here, I believe, is

                15    sheet flood drainage, and we want to capture as

                16    much of that to keep it from going into the

                17    marsh.  So that was our proposal there.  It's

                18    basically just to keep this as pervious as

                19    possible.  But I take your point.  I mean, if we

                20    had it, that's how we would do it.

                21                  MR. LARSEN:  I don't want to argue

                22    with you; but it seems like given this space here

                23    and this space here, that could be saved by just

                24    having one go up instead of two -- it doesn't

                25    seem like there's more --
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                 1                  MR. FISHER:  Well, it's a matter of

                 2    maneuverability.  I mean, you and I --

                 3                  MS. KULICK:  I'm sorry.  It's a

                 4    matter of what?

                 5                  MR. FISHER:  Maneuverability.  You

                 6    and I could probably do that with one hand tied

                 7    behind our back.  The average person, I would

                 8    say, would have difficulty in maneuvering from

                 9    this point like that and from this point like

                10    that.

                11             And, again, it's trying to maintain a

                12    nice flow of the streetscape and the existing

                13    vegetation across there but --

                14                  MR. LARSEN:  In this case, in both

                15    of them, you're looking up both driveways as

                16    opposed to having the --

                17                  MR. FISHER:  Well, this

                18    particular -- this is a breezeway under the

                19    house.  So this part comes down and touches the

                20    ground.  This part comes down and touches the

                21    ground.  This part is transparent all the way

                22    through.  So with that, I mean, it's not like the

                23    house takes up the whole front of the street.

                24    But, I mean --

                25                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Question.
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                 1                  MR. FISHER:  Yes, sir.

                 2                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  There are no

                 3    curbs?

                 4                  MR. FISHER:  There are no curbs.

                 5    That's another thing.

                 6                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Falcon Point

                 7    is a road without curbs.  The asphalt is laid up

                 8    against --

                 9                  MR. FISHER:  Straight up to the

                10    right-of-way.  There's no curbs.

                11                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Curb cut,

                12    yes.  I understand what it means, but we're not

                13    cutting curbs.  We're not making it --

                14                  MR. FISHER:  No, sir.  It's a

                15    second means of access to the other side.

                16                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Just access

                17    to this other space.

                18                  MS. KULICK:  Can we go back to

                19    Criteria G, which is there would be -- staff

                20    response was on page 4, through reconfiguration

                21    of the site layout, guest parking could

                22    potentially be placed elsewhere on subject

                23    property without the need of the requested

                24    variance for a second curb cut.

                25             And I appreciate using pervious
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                 1    materials.  But could not pervious materials be

                 2    used if this were reconfigured and you didn't

                 3    have two curb cuts?  I mean, I'm coming down on

                 4    the same side as where Charlie is coming down.

                 5                  MR. FISHER:  Well, and I appreciate

                 6    that.  And, again, it's a very difficult site to

                 7    develop.  And, you know, this is probably the

                 8    third or fourth iteration of the plan.  We were

                 9    not able to use this part here because, you know,

                10    you have a curb cut here and then the house over

                11    there.

                12             This is really the only place for the

                13    house on the site.  And under the

                14    circumstances -- I liked John's ambition about

                15    trying to replan it, but we're there.  You know,

                16    this is as close as we could get to the optimum

                17    solution.  And, you know, there's no other place

                18    to put the house other than where it is because

                19    if you see -- here's -- these are the setback

                20    lines.  I'm hard up against it in every case.

                21                  MS. KULICK:  I know.  I walked the

                22    property yesterday but --

                23                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  I don't think

                24    it's -- it's not our place to try to design this

                25    house.
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                 1                  MS. KULICK:  No.

                 2                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  It's our

                 3    place to decide whether there should be an

                 4    allowance for a second a curb cut.  So let's

                 5    dispense with the design questions, and let's

                 6    just look at the --

                 7                  MR. HACKER:  I'll make a comment

                 8    really about two curb cuts.

                 9             It was really, I think, the intent to

                10    get away from circular driveways coming across

                11    the street creating a great big circle in the

                12    front yard.  This is getting away from that

                13    because it's really doing it for the purpose of a

                14    very narrow street.

                15             I parked my car right in front of the

                16    BZA sign and was going on the property, and it

                17    almost got hit by a worker coming out of the

                18    bridge coming around a little bit too fast.

                19    Whoa, there's a car there, where he thought he

                20    was going to be turning.  And I thought, you

                21    can't put any cars on this street.  We'd better

                22    get them off the street, get them somewhere --

                23                  MR. FISHER:  That's an excellent

                24    point.

                25             When I come out to Kiawah job sites,
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                 1    it's usually during the week, and contractors

                 2    park on the road everywhere.  And this time of

                 3    year when there's a lot of families and kids

                 4    driving on bikes, it's almost incumbent on the

                 5    designer to try to keep cars for the residents

                 6    and their guests off the street.  And that's

                 7    how -- this is how we're trying to approach this.

                 8                  MR. PARKER:  Did I not also read

                 9    somewhere in this packet that originally this

                10    piece of property was designed to have multiple

                11    curb cuts or areas of egress?

                12                  MR. FISHER:  I don't think so.  Is

                13    that the case?  It was?  Well, so, I mean --

                14                  MR. PARKER:  My wife and I looked

                15    at this particular lot about two-and-a-half years

                16    ago.  I thought anybody could build on top of

                17    that.  I'll tell you that right now.

                18                  MR. FISHER:  Yeah.  It's one of

                19    those lots that's sat vacant forever since it was

                20    platted because nobody could figure out what to

                21    do with it.

                22                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  It's a great

                23    lot, but there's not enough land there.

                24                  MR. FISHER:  It's tough.  And

                25    that's why I'm standing here in front of you to
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                 1    say that this is -- you know, I don't want to

                 2    take away from the experience you have of, you

                 3    know, looking at these things and saying I worked

                 4    very hard to come up with this solution.

                 5             And if you don't grant the curb cut,

                 6    it's not going to make the thing go away.  I

                 7    mean, I appreciate -- I'm here to tell you that

                 8    arguing against the consensus seldom yields the

                 9    desired effect.  So it's entirely up to you guys

                10    what you want to do.

                11             We're just presenting the highest and

                12    best use for this piece of property to keep the

                13    cars off the street to accommodate the guests

                14    when they come to visit and, you know, just to --

                15                  MR. LARSEN:  When did Mr. Carrera

                16    buy this lot?

                17                  MR. FISHER:  I think he's owned it

                18    since the -- I want to say for at least 10 years

                19    because the last time the OCRM lines were

                20    redrawn, this lot lost a lot of available land.

                21    This piece -- this little fist with the thumbs up

                22    here used to be twice as big.  And this section,

                23    this little slough came in here, that's current.

                24    So that's, essentially, sequestered this part

                25    here from this part over here.
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                 1             Previously, you know, you would have

                 2    been able to have a curb cut here and a curb cut

                 3    here by nature of the beast.  But we can't even

                 4    begin to develop this guy because it's only about

                 5    12 feet wide.  So that's not even enough to stick

                 6    a garage on.

                 7             So, again, I'm 100 percent on the

                 8    Board's decision here and your experience with

                 9    these types of things.  I just did the best that

                10    I could possibly do.  And we have the ARB's

                11    blessing, and I received a letter today from the

                12    neighbor at 66 Falcon Point who supports the

                13    cuts.

                14                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Any other

                15    questions?  Thank you, sir.

                16                  MR. FISHER:  Thank you.

                17                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Barbara?

                18                  MS. LOONEY:  Yes?

                19                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Would you

                20    please come enlighten us?

                21                  MS. LOONEY:  Sure.

                22             So, again, I'm Barbara Looney from the

                23    Kiawah ARB.  To clarify a few points, Mr. Carrera

                24    and Mr. Jacobs, who form Headley Corporation, who

                25    are the original -- what we consider the original
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                 1    owners that bought the lot from the developer

                 2    circa 1997ish, somewhere in there --

                 3             I did bring with me the original setback

                 4    graphic when we platted the property.  And I'm

                 5    going to walk around with it and point out --

                 6    what's clear is that there were considered three

                 7    buildable areas on the property.

                 8             As David mentioned, there was a one-

                 9    story area here.  The intent was that that would

                10    be a park-under guest house.  So that would be a

                11    garage and guest house.  And then there was the

                12    main house buildable area and then this screened

                13    pavilion portion which, at the time, was actually

                14    on the land linked to here on highland land.  It

                15    is now an island with all of that setback -- or

                16    that whole area of encroachment.

                17             So I'm going to walk around with this

                18    first.  So that's the garage area.  So you can

                19    see up there there's that encroachment into that,

                20    which was platted to be a garage guest house

                21    area.  That's this area.  That area in there.

                22             So the intent -- and when I went back

                23    and talked to two of our Board members, Mark

                24    Permar, Charlie Arrington, who had been here long

                25    enough and were part of the development here, the
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                 1    intent always was that it would probably have two

                 2    curb cuts.  It would have two separate buildable

                 3    areas.  So that's clarification one.

                 4             Clarification two, Charlie, to your

                 5    point, the ARB always hates to have front yards

                 6    full of paving, right?  In this case, because --

                 7    here it is -- because of where the property line

                 8    is -- so this is actually the property line here,

                 9    and then this is the setback here.

                10             So because most of the driveway would

                11    need to be out of the KICA property and need to

                12    be on the physical property -- and that's only

                13    15 feet.  So if you would -- if you came in, you

                14    wouldn't be able to turn once and then turn into

                15    the building.  As David said, it's a

                16    maneuverability thing.  They wouldn't be able to

                17    split and get in there.

                18                  MR. LARSEN:  So you couldn't even

                19    turn in that --

                20                  MS. LOONEY:  Yeah.  You wouldn't

                21    have the turn-in radius to get -- to turn into

                22    there.  You would end up -- what David was

                23    mentioning is -- let's say he took this and he

                24    moved it over so it's right beside here.  You

                25    would still end up -- you just don't have the
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                 1    maneuverability to turn in.  You would still end

                 2    up with a straight shot.  In that case, you would

                 3    have a driveway wider than we or the Town would

                 4    allow.

                 5                  MR. LARSEN:  So another question I

                 6    hadn't even thought of, the driveway for the main

                 7    house is to the right, right here?

                 8                  MS. LOONEY:  Yes.  So this is

                 9    the -- part of the reason the ARB, as we

                10    mentioned -- as David mentioned, we went through

                11    reiterations of looking at, is this the best

                12    solution?

                13             And part of what we looked at is, you

                14    know, if someone came in here and -- came in here

                15    and turned in, there's just no way to get the

                16    guest parking and the garaging off of a single

                17    curb cut is the conclusion that we came -- you

                18    know, the Board came to the landscape architect

                19    on the Board, the landscape coordinator.

                20             And so part of the reason we've approved

                21    the two curb cuts is because David is addressing

                22    the intent is that you only appear to have one

                23    curb cut or one driveway come into the street

                24    with the driveway here.  This will be paved.  It

                25    will have the apron off on the street.
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                 1             This, as you come around the bend, will

                 2    appear as grass, just like that up there appears

                 3    as grass.  That's actually got this sort of

                 4    paving in it.  And then, you know, so if they

                 5    have guests over, the guests can pull through

                 6    here and park in the breezeway or even in this

                 7    area.  And they would be off of the street

                 8    property, but they would be on the property and

                 9    not on the street.

                10             Again, our parking requirements -- our

                11    guest parking requirements are based on the

                12    general covenants note that you have to contain a

                13    certain number of cars on a site on the property

                14    on Kiawah.  And so that's where our guest parking

                15    requirements come from.

                16             We do, in some cases, you know, have

                17    approved to only have one instead of two guest

                18    parking; but we usually require at least one.

                19    And, again, it's so to keep -- it's to keep

                20    people off of the streets.  That's aesthetically

                21    not something we want.  Obviously for safety and

                22    that sort of reasons it's also not a good idea.

                23             But again, we approved this because

                24    David was meeting the intent that it's going to

                25    appear to be one driveway to the street.
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                 1                  MR. LARSEN:  And the garage on the

                 2    right is a two-car garage, but it would be one

                 3    car in front of the other?

                 4                  MS. LOONEY:  Exactly.  And so

                 5    that's called tandem parking.  So they have the

                 6    two in front of each other, and then on the left

                 7    would be this -- as David mentioned, it's a

                 8    breezeway where the car would pull in and park

                 9    there.

                10             Obviously, it's a guest parking.  So if

                11    the guests aren't using it, it's just going to

                12    appear that you have grass up that would come --

                13    you know, paving like that as it gets close to

                14    the house.  And then it will look like a

                15    breezeway under the house.  It's not going to --

                16    you know, it's not a daily use kind of parking

                17    area.

                18                  MS. KULICK:  The parking on the

                19    right, that's for the homeowner?

                20                  MS. LOONEY:  Exactly.

                21                  MS. KULICK:  That -- there's no

                22    maneuverability there.  So the homeowner is going

                23    to have to pull in and then back out?

                24                  MS. LOONEY:  Uh-huh.  That's how --

                25    and just so you all know, our requirements -- our
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                 1    driveway requirements require a backout so that

                 2    you don't have to back into the street, unless we

                 3    have no other way to get it in there.  And in

                 4    this case, they don't have the maneuverability

                 5    room to back out into a backout and then pull out

                 6    into the street.  That's how tight they are with

                 7    this configuration.

                 8                  MR. LARSEN:  But, in effect,

                 9    because that's a pain to have to pull the car

                10    out.  If there are no guests, you know they're

                11    going to be parking in each driveway.  And, to

                12    me, that seems like a reason why they're

                13    designing it this way.

                14                  MS. LOONEY:  If there's no guests,

                15    they'd be parking -- you mean the homeowner?

                16                  MR. LARSEN:  His and hers are going

                17    to be right and left, not one in front of the

                18    other.  I'm just saying.

                19                  MR. PARKER:  I will say from

                20    firsthand experience, at my previous house we had

                21    head-in parking.  And if I'd had the ability to

                22    do this if we didn't have a guest, that's exactly

                23    what my wife and I would have done.

                24                  MR. LARSEN:  And if they were

                25    asking for his and her parking with this -- with
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                 1    this cut, they wouldn't get it.

                 2                  MS. LOONEY:  No.  In this case,

                 3    again, the ARB felt like this was the -- it's

                 4    not -- you know, it's obviously not the optimal

                 5    solution.  That's why they needed the variance

                 6    from us.  That's why they need a variance from

                 7    you.  You all know in this -- I think this is the

                 8    first new house-related variance I've been a part

                 9    of bringing something to.  We do not take them

                10    lightly.

                11             In looking at this and meeting many

                12    times with the applicant and his client, we

                13    looked at the best solution, trying to find the

                14    best solution.  We went through different

                15    reiterations of, you know, can it go here?  Can

                16    it go here?  And, again, this is the best

                17    solution that we came up with working with them.

                18    You know, as far as how they use it in the end --

                19    I don't know.

                20                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Thank you.

                21             Any further questions for Barbara?

                22    Thank you, Barbara.

                23             Any further questions?  Hearing none,

                24    then I will close the hearing and call for a

                25    motion, please.
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                 1                  MR. HACKER:  I move that we approve

                 2    the variance due to the extenuating circumstances

                 3    and the small lot and needing places to park

                 4    their cars off the road.

                 5                  MR. PARKER:  I second.

                 6                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Discussion?

                 7                  MS. KULICK:  I just have to say

                 8    looking at where all the shrubbery and things are

                 9    in the very front, I still -- there's a lot I can

                10    never envision with these things, but I still --

                11    it looks to me as though there ought to be one

                12    way to go in this way and then have a turn off to

                13    the guest, and the property owner would continue.

                14             You know, not a straight T, but a way to

                15    get there.  And especially given since our staff

                16    has said that there should be another way.  I'm

                17    just not comfortable approving this.

                18                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Further

                19    discussion?

                20                  MR. PARKER:  Well, I take your

                21    point, but I think we've heard from the architect

                22    and from the ARB that they have looked at every

                23    possible permutation to try to accommodate that

                24    and can't find a solution.  So I have to rely --

                25    I personally have to rely upon people who know
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                 1    when they're doing, and I didn't mean for that to

                 2    sound the way --

                 3                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  As opposed to

                 4    me?

                 5                  MR. PARKER:  Yeah.  I mean, if

                 6    that's the way it sounds.  I just didn't -- you

                 7    know, just people who do this every day for a

                 8    living.

                 9                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Any further

                10    discussion?

                11             I call the question.  Those in favor of

                12    the motion, which is to approve the second curb

                13    cut, say aye.

                14                  (All but Ms. Kulick and Mr. Larson

                15    said aye.)

                16                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Those

                17    opposed?

                18                  MS. KULICK:  Nay.

                19                  MR. LARSEN:  Nay.

                20                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Motion

                21    carries.  Thank you very much.  Be very, very

                22    careful going home.  It has just been flooding

                23    while we're in here.

                24                  MR. TAYLOR:  That was two nays?

                25                  CHAIRPERSON GILMORE:  Two nays.
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                 1    Wendy and Charlie.  Thank you.

                 2                  (The meeting was concluded at

                 3    5:57 PM.)
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